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‘Letart tomatoes’ and the family farm
By Lorna Hart
Special to OVP

LETART FALLS —
River valleys frequently
become fertile soil beds,
and what would become
known as the “Letart bottoms,” especially so.
Located in an area surrounded on three sides
by the Ohio River, this
part of Meigs County is
shaped like a boot, and it
is here that some of the
richest soil in the world
can be found.
Farming has always
been central to the identity of the community.
As pioneers moved west
after the Revolutionary
War, they found the lands
in the southeastern Ohio
Valley fertile and supportive of a variety of produce, especially tomatoes,
corn and cabbage.
The town of Letart
Falls was established in
1797 and has the distinction of being one of the
first settlements in Meigs
County. Ohio became a
state in 1803, and Letart
Township organized the
same year. The town
grew and a post office
was established in 1826.
According to an
excerpt in The Pioneer
History of Meigs County,
“The fertile Letart bottoms sent flatboats laden
with produce annually
on trips to the South,
New Orleans being the
final mart. The traders

Larry, Linda and Kirk Turley.

returning by keelboat or
steamboat brought sugar
and molasses, rice and
coffee for the merchants
and communities.”
Economic liveliness of
the area continued and
the area became known
for its vegetables, especially the tomatoes grown
in the unique river soil.
Crops were shipped to
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati,
Columbus, and many
small towns along the
way. People flocked to
the farms in summer
for fresh, high-quality
produce signature to the

area.
It was here that Albert
Hill, Sr. and his wife
Eliza relocated from West
Virginia after purchasing
a large farm in Letart
Township. The farm
supported a family of 13
children, spouses, and
grandchildren. Everyone
contributed in some way,
and most chose farming as “the only job they
could imagine having.”
Many would say farming was “in their blood,”
and it was difficult to
dispute after witnessing
the long hours and hard

Courtesy photos

Hannah and John Tristan Turley water plants. Hannah said she couldn’t imagine living anywhere other
than on a farm, and said,“ I would like to always live on a farm, I just wouldn’t want to live in a city. I
like it here.”

work it took to produce
their crops.
Growth continued for
the Hills and other farmer
as late as the 1960s until
corporate farming made it
difficult for family farms
to compete. Rather than

be marginalized by larger
operations, many in the
area sold their land for
industrial use and moved
away. Only a few farmers
carried on, and much of
the rich farmland was
transformed into gravel

PATRIOT METALS

quarries.
As one resident put
it, “They carried Letart
away, they dug it up and
took it somewhere else.”
Those who stayed have
See farm | 8
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Customized Metal Solutions

Bring your measurements,
choose your colors and we
will have it ready by the
next day!

1588 Gage Road, Patriot, OH 45658
PH: 740-379-9101
Mon-Fri: 6am-4pm & Sat: 6am-11am
Everything is done at our
Patriot, OH location.

We have painted Metal
Roofing and Siding Products,
Doors and Sliding Windows.
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Picturing past and present for posterity
By Dean Wright

deanwright@aimmediamidwest.
com

GALLIPOLIS — “Gallipolis Pictures” has
become somewhat of a
local phenomenon as
nearly 13,500 individuals
have followed the Facebook page and its photographer Mary Lee Marchi,
as of mid-April 2018.
Considering Gallia
County has a little over
30,000 residents according to the last U.S. Census, a number equaling
roughly 45 percent of
Gallia’s population like
“Gallipolis Pictures” page
online. Roughly 150 of
those individuals live outside of the U.S.
In addition to the familiar watermark on her photos, many in Gallipolis
will recognize Marchi’s
blue golf cart as it putters
about town, searching
for that moment that
grabs her photographer’s
eye. What many may not
realize is, her hobby was
born out of loss.
Marchi’s husband, Bob,
died in 2012.
“I thought what am I
going to do?” said Marchi. “I started piddling
around and taking pictures and the next thing I
thought was I was going
to start a Facebook page
to keep me sane. So, I did
and started ‘Gallipolis
Pictures.’ I thought if I
get 50 people to like this
I’ll be so happy. Well, it
grew and grew… I was
just tickled to death that
I had that many people.
It touches people everywhere because it brings
them back home and
that’s my main thing: to
put memories there to
bring them back home.”
Marchi said she started
the page as a means of
keeping busy after her
husband’s passing but
then started thinking
maybe she could help
show the positive side of
Gallipolis, instead of its
negative aspects. Many
of her subjects focus on
small town and rural life.
Some of Marchi’s favorite
photography include historical sites about Gallia
and Gallipolis. She said
she enjoys taking photos
of the backs of individuals she comes in contact
with because she feels
it’s less invasive of their
privacy. She said she has
been known to hitch a
ride with a relative on
the occasion and as they
drive, she will shoot photos from her window or
she’ll stop for a moment
in her golf cart about Gallipolis. She is a regular
sight at parades and other
public events along Second Avenue.
Marchi served as director of the Gallia County

Historical Society for several years and served with
the society for a total of
20 years before stepping
back. She has also served
on the Gallipolis City
Park Board. Marchi said
she likes attending Gallipolis City Commission
meetings because she she
wants to be in the know.
“I love anything to do
with Mound Hill, Second
Avenue and the (Gallipolis) City Park,” said
Marchi of her favorite
areas to take photos.
“I just love that park. I
would live in the park,
if I could…It’s such a
sacred place…The first
(Gallipolis) cemetery was
there. There were Indian
Mounds there. There was
a (American) Civil War
camp there…There’s just
so much history there.”
Marchi said it wasn’t
uncommon for her to
travel through town two
or three times a day after
leaving her home on
Fourth Avenue to catch a
photo. At times she will
visit Mound Hill Cemetery and pick out a name
on a headstone and see
if she can find anything
about the individual’s history. The cemetery dates
back to 1880 according to
Ohio.org.
“When my husband
first died, I found such
peace in going over the
hill to the riverfront and
just watching the river,”
said Marchi. “It was the
most peaceful thing in

FOR YOUR GARDEN:
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•
Fertilizier
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Cabbage Plants
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Brussel Sprouts
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BEAUTIFUL HANGING BASKETS:
• FERNS • PETUNIAS
• MILLION BELLS
• CONFETTI COMBINATIONS

Mary Lee Marchi

Mary Lee Marchi turns a photo of Gallipolis City Park into a work of framable art.

the world and the history
goes on forever. It’s just
overpowering and it takes
you over.”
“I just love history
and I love Gallia County
history,” said Marchi. “I
guess it’s because I can
tie my family into different things. You’ve got to
know the relatives you
came from because that’s
part of you. I love Civil
War history. I like (American) Revolutionary War
history because I’ve got
about seven ancestors
that fought.”
Of the American
Founding Fathers, Mar-

Let’s Get Planting!
•
•
•
•

Dean Wright | OVP

Mary Lee Marchi tacks up a few photos just before her annual gallery show.

chi said her favorite was
Thomas Jefferson and
that she was currently
reading three separate
books about him and she
would switch between
them as the mood struck
her.
Marchi at one point in
time owned a quilting
and sewing shop and
that once sat on Second
Avenue. However, the
steady, unexpected shutters of photography have
become her creative outlet over the years.
Dean Wright is a staff writer for
Ohio Valley Publishing.

Mary Lee Marchi

A favorite sport of Mary Lee Marchi’s is the view from Mound Hill.

Come on over to Bob’s for all your Spring planting needs!
Bob’s retails are stocked daily with plants
fresh from the greenhouse!

DOUBLE KNOCK OUT ROSES

RED PINK YELLOW

*LARGE SELECTION
OF PERENNIALS

only $19.99

*SUCCULENTS

JUST ARRIVED

HOURS:

CREEPING PHLOX
2400 Eastern Ave.
Gallipolis, Ohio
(740) 446-1711
www.bobsmarket.com

Monday - Saturday
8:00 am - 7:00 pm
Sunday
12:00 pm - 6:00 pm

1/4 Mile North Pomeroy
Mason Bridge
Mason, WV
Phone (304) 773-5323
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A hometown brewery
By Erin Perkins

eperkins@aimmediamidwest.com

POMEROY —
Sometimes the best of
ideas begin brewing
straight from home.
Hank Cleland,
co-owner of the
Maple Lawn Brewery
in Pomeroy, shared
prior to the opening
of Maple Lawn he was
home-brewing when
his brothers and a local
merchant, Jackie Welker
of Court Street Bar and
Grill, showed interest in
his brews and suggested
he commercialize
them. Welker invited
him to put some of his
homemade brews on tap
at Court Street about
three years ago for a
taste testing and people
responded fondly to the
brews.
Cleland, along with
Welker, Trent Cleland,
Cass Cleland, Tony
Leach, Matt Clark, and
Todd Hendrix opened
Maple Lawn Brewery
in April of 2016. Hank
shared they originally
considered opening
the brewery at Maple
Lawn Poultry Farm in
Hemlock Grove, which
is owned by Welker’s
family, but the location
was too small and too
far out.
As for why the others
became involved in the
business, Welker stated,
“Hank would certainly
have the interest of
wanting to craft beer
from him being a homebrewer for years, so

Hank Cleland with some of the Maple Lawn staff kegging beer.

The brew then sits and
rests in the whirlpool,
before it goes to a
transfer chiller, to then
be transferred into one
of the five fermenters.
After fermentation, the
Erin Perkins | OVP
brew is transferred to
Jackie Welker and Tony Leach enjoying their beer by the fireplace.
a tank where the brews
are carbonated, which
said Hank.
Maple Lawn Poultry
I would say for the
takes about an hour.
Hank broke down
Farm.
rest of us, the want
Hank explained
the brewing process,
Hank shared brewing
to contribute to the
that different brews
which typically takes
takes place below the
community because we
places on Saturdays and take different times to
bar. He said they try to
find value in employing
ferment. For example,
keep at least 11 different Sundays. The process
people, making a small
a lager will take eight
impact here locally with brews on tap along with begins with the grains,
pilson malt in this case, weeks whereas a an ale
their root beer. He said
a business footprint.”
will take only about six
which are then ground
they try to keep a light
Leach added, “Craft
up, so hot water can get weeks.
lager, a stout beer, a
beer obviously at the
“It’s a lot of work, but
into them. The grains
brown ale, and an I.P.A
time and even now is
on tap at all times, a few are then put into a tank it’s a lot of fun,” said
still on the rise and it’s
Hank, “we employ a
with a false bottom/a
favorites include Meigs
a very kind of new, hip,
screen, hot water is then handful of people and so
Gold, 1847, and Maple
young thing…all trends
added being around 152 that’s good for the local
Lawn. Hank said they
are still pointing to it
economy…a lot of people
degrees Fahrenheit. It
will change up the pale
increasing, so I think
sits for an hour, turning travel for craft beer…
ales and wheat beer.
bringing something
once they hear about
the starch to sugar.
During changes of the
like that to Pomeroy is
you, they show up, they
The grains are then
probably a good thing as seasons and holidays
put into a boil kettle, to spend money here, they
they will supplement in
well.”
rinse the sugar off all of buy food, they go to
special brews.
Welker shared 85
the grains, and then that town to shop, so I like
“People like the
percent of Maple Lawn’s
that, it helps the other
mix is boiled for about
variety and they like
interior is re-purposed
businesses.”
an hour. Hops are then
something new, we try
using old tile from
Hank shared certain
added, which adds flavor
to bring out a new beer
Ewing Funeral Home
ingredients of the
to the beer.
every now and then,”
and wood from the

brewery are locally
sourced, including the
spring water they use for
the brews which is from
Maple Lawn Poultry
Farm. He said they have
also used locally sourced
honey and red peppers
for certain brews.
Maple Lawn has many
amenities for their
customers including
Tasters Tuesdays,
Trivia Wednesdays,
and celebrations and
music fests thrown
throughout the year
showing customers their
appreciation. The staff
at the brewery have
been bringing in local
musicians throughout
the tri-state area to
perform about twice
a month and Welker
shared they are going to
have a Tap Take Over
as a yearly or bi-yearly
event, so other local
breweries can share
what they have with
the Meigs County
community.
Erin Perkins is a staff writer for Ohio
Valley Publishing.

The next best thing to the real thing
Teen embraces art of duck decoy carving
By Mindy Kearns
Special to OVP

MASON — Sometimes
a pivotal moment in our
lives can come from pure
happenstance.
Such is the story of
15-year-old Jayvin Roush
of Mason, whose bike
ride through his neighborhood at age 11 resulted in
a unique friendship and
an unusual craft.
Jayvin was cruising the
neighborhood when he
saw neighbor and family
friend, Chuck Anderson,
outside his garage carving duck decoys. Jayvin
quickly became enthralled
with the process, and
for the past four years,
Anderson has mentored
his young friend in the
craft.
A somewhat unusual
hobby for a teenager,
Jayvin lights up when
he talks about the many
aspects of trying to carve
the “perfect” decoy. It
must have the proper
weight and keel to keep it
floating, he said, be hollowed out in the center if
too heavy, and be painted
realistically to fool its live
counterparts into a false
sense of security on the
water.
Jayvin makes two
different duck decoys –
those that will actually
be used for hunting, and
those that will end up in
competition.
The teen enters his
ducks in the “gunning
decoy” division. He said
in this category, the decoy
feathers cannot be carved,
but must be painted. He
sometimes uses vermiculation to make the decoy

Fifteen-year-old Jayvin Roush of Mason is pictured as he begins
carving the head of a duck decoy. Roush has been carving the
birds for the past four years with the help of neighbor and mentor,
Chuck Anderson.

wings look realistic, a
surface pattern of dense,
irregular lines of paint
made with a special
comb.
Jayvin has done well in
competition so far, placing in each one, including a red rosette. At his
most recent event in
March, the 41st Annual
Ohio Decoy Collectors &
Carvers Show in Strongsville, Jayvin also won a
12-gauge shotgun.
The teen follows paper
patterns to make his
decoys, and uses wood,
cork, or foam casted
birds. All but the casted
ducks are rough carved
using a Foredom, an
electric rotary tool.
More intricate carvings
are done with hand tools
that Jayvin carries in an
antique cigar box.
As much as 80 hours

goes into Jayvin’s larger
competition birds, and
between 30 and 40
hours for the smaller
ones. So far, he has
carved a green-winged
teal, a diving duck, and
a mallard for competition.
Jayvin has also created many foam casted
ducks. The ducks are
already cast from foam,
with Jayvin sanding and
painting them. Professionally painted foam
ducks can sell for as
much as $1,200 a dozen
to hunters, he stated.
Jayvin has sold some of
his foam decoys for $200
to $300 a dozen.
He uses some, however, for his own duck
hunting, a sport having
multiple seasons but all
being in colder weather
when the ducks are

Photos by Mindy Kearns | Courtesy

Jayvin Roush, son of J.W. and Jenny Howard, is pictured with three of his winning duck decoys,
including the mallard he carved for the 41st Annual Ohio Decoy Collectors & Carvers Show, held at
Strongsville in March. Roush won third place in his division, and also walked away winning a 12-gauge
shotgun.

migrating. Jayvin said
local duck hunting takes
place in the TNT area,
on ponds and streams,
the river, and even back
waters.
Most of Jayvin’s hunting treasures have been
eaten. He said mounting
can become quite expensive. A few of the teen’s
ducks have been bagged
and frozen, to later be
brought out when help

is needed in the painting
process to get a color
“just right.”
Jayvin said there is
great satisfaction in making your own decoys and
seeing the ducks actually
drawn to them.
“It’s becoming a more
extinct hobby,” Jayvin
said. “These days, it’s
easier to go somewhere
like Cabela’s and just buy
decoys, but there’s a lot

more pride when you
carve them.”
Jayvin is the son of
J.W. and Jenny Howard.
A sophomore at Wahama
High School, when not
carving decoys, he can
be found competing on
the school’s archery team
or helping out at his parents’ shop, Auto Options.
Mindy Kearns is a freelance writer
for Ohio Valley Publishing.
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~ Spring is Back with Healthy Choices ~
Smoothies (16 and 20oz)

Tea (16 and 20oz)

Yogurt base (non fat)
Strawberry-bannana, Wild berry

free refills, make it fruity

Italian Sodas (16 and 20oz)

OH-70043541

Frozen Lemonade - additions (free)
Strawberry, Lime, Peach, Raspberry, Red sangria

Everything is handcrafted
if we have it we make it!!!

60716229

Fruit Base
Peach, Pomegranate blue acai, Mango, Mandarin-orange passion

A story of faith, family, and horsepower
By Morgan McKinniss

mmckinniss@aimmediamidwest.
com

MERCERVILLE —
What is it? If you drive
Tim Stapleton’s creation,
you will hear that a lot.
Many people across
Gallia County, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Washington D.C.,
and numerous places in
between have seen one of
the two custom creations
made by Tim Stapleton
and have asked that very
Morgan McKinniss | OVP
Tim Stapleton stands with his family in front of the “Wutizit,” a creation he conceived, designed, and question: what is it?
Stapleton, just like
built for his family. From left front row, Eden, Zeke, Lucy, and Josiah. Back row; Aubree, Tim, Chrissy,
Lillian, and Riley.
more than half of his

nine siblings and father,
works on cars for a living. He’s known for his
work taking wrecked and
ruined cars and putting
them back on the road,
and just like his father
and his grandfather, he
has numerous children as
well.
“I have seven kids, I
like to haul cars, I wanted
four-wheel drive, and
I wanted a diesel in it.
They didn’t have anything
out there so I made what
I needed,” said Stapleton.
“It really was just a need
for something I didn’t
have, I told God if you

help me build it I’ll try
to glorify you with it, so
that’s what I’m trying to
do right now.”
The “truck van,”
formally known as the
“Wutizit” is a custom,
15-passenger vehicle with
approximately 900 pound
feet of torque and gets
25 miles to the gallon
on the highway, has four
wheel disc brakes, and
has four-wheel drive with
all terrain tires. In short,
no current manufacturer
offers what Stapleton
needed in a vehicle.
See story | 7

The Meigs County Board of Developmental Disabilities
Making lives, and
our community,
better together
SYRACUSE — The
Meigs County Board of
Developmental Disabilities (MCBDD) is pleased
to partner with our community to make lives, and
our community, better
together, especially in this
time of transition for the
program.
Over the years, especially the most recent
years, the changes to the
developmental disabilities
system has been transformative. County Boards
across the state are
transitioning out of Day
Services for adults. This
is because of mandates
by the Ohio Department
of Developmental Disabilities and the Center
for Medicaid Services.
County Boards have
maximized funding over
the past several years by
drawing down Medicaid
dollars.
The MCBDD will be
complying with these
state and federal mandates by transitioning the
adult services program
currently operated in
Syracuse to Meigs Industries, Inc. (MI, Inc.)
The MCBDD will continue to fund services
for adults, but private
providers, including MI,
Inc. will be providing
the direct services. The
MCBDD will continue
to work with all eligible
adults to choose the
provider that best meets
their needs through the
person centered planning
process.
Some frequently asked
questions include:

File photos

Representatives from Meigs Industries were among those in attendance at the Meigs County
Commissioner meeting as part of the Developmental Disabilities Awareness Month recognition.

OH-70042277

Will the MCBDD still need
tax dollars if it no longer
provide adult services?
Yes, the MCBDD will
continue to provide
the 40 percent match
required for all Medicaid
services regardless of
What will this mean for the where an adult chooses
to receive authorized day
people served and how will
services. In addition to
things change?
day services offered by
The day-to-day operations and services provid- the MCBDD, the program
serves eligible Meigs
ed to individuals should
County children and
not change. Once privaadults, from birth through
tization is complete, MI,
Inc. will operate as a pri- retirement age.
The Early Intervenvate entity, billing Medtion Program offers
icaid directly for waiver
services, the same as the special instructional and
other private providers in related services to eligible
children 0-3. The Early
Meigs County.
Intervention (EI) team
The MCBDD and MI,
consists of a DevelopmenInc. have established a
tal Specialist, Speech/
joint committee to work
Language Pathologist,
through the transition
Occupational Therapist
process so that it will be
seamless for those adults and Physical Therapist.
The EI team uses a coachwho attend MI, Inc. The
ing approach to help
same vans will pick up
families increase their
adults and take them to
child’s abilities. Research
the same center where
they currently attend. MI, shows that the earlier a
Inc. will continue to pro- child’s delays are identified and interventions are
vide the same high qualWhy is MI, Inc. privatizing?
implemented, the better
ity service that it always
MI, Inc. will become
chance the child has to
private due to federal and has.
decrease those delays.
state mandates. Since
The Carleton Preschool
CBDD’s provide Service
When will these changes
Program offers preschool
and Support Administra- occur?
tion which include many
The target date to tran- services for children
ages 3-5. It is an incluimportant functions —
sition is July 1, 2018.
sive program that serves
such as assisting individuals in choosing a provider
for services — the Center
for Medicaid Services, a
federal program, considers it a conflict of interest
for county boards to also
provide services.

35% Off Storewide • 50% Off
Leather
Until May 31st, 2018
Special
Furniture Galleries Clearance
Section
151 Second Avenue • Gallipolis, Ohio
740-446-0332
50%-75%
topefurniture.com
OFF

both children with and
without disabilities. The
program was awarded a
5-star rating by the Ohio
Department of Education’s Step Up To Quality
rating system. This is the
highest award a program
can receive. Staff members are highly trained
and specialize in special
education instruction and
follow the Early Learning
Development Standards
and the Creative Curriculum. Preschoolers enjoy
visiting the Pomeroy
Library each week to further develop their love of
reading.
Carleton School offers
special education services to eligible students
ages 5-22. Students in
the school-age program
receive functional academic and life skills
instruction by highlyqualified staff members.
Students are provided
opportunities for community involvement and
career exploration within
school hours. Students
from the Transition Class
volunteer weekly at the
Meigs County Canine
Rescue and Adoption
Center, the Mulberry
Center and the Pomeroy
Library.
The MCBDD is working with eligible individu-

Students from Carleton School participate in safety day.

als and their families to
participate more fully in
the community. MI, Inc.,
the Adult Services Center
that operates in conjunction with the MCBDD,
provides day services
for adults. Adults are
integrated in a variety of
community settings such
as fast food restaurants,
Alligator Jack’s, and
Powell’s Food Fair. Many
adults also enjoy bowling
and geocaching.
Community employment and community
integration opportunities are being explored
for those individuals
who are ready to work
in the community. A job
coach or other supports
may be provided for people who need additional
assistance to become
independent in a new
job. MI, Inc. continues
to provide paid work
opportunities through
janitorial and lawn care
contracts with ODOT,
ODNR, and several local

businesses. Adults work
in small crews with the
assistance of a crew
leader. Adults on the
crews not only earn a
paycheck, but provide a
valuable service to each
customer.
As some individuals explore community
employment, they have
begun volunteering at
different community
locations such as the
Mulberry Center and
the Middleport Arts
Council. Adults at the
Mulberry Center help to
prepare lunch and clean
up. Adults volunteering
at the Middleport Art’s
Council help to set up/
take down tables for the
area artists.
The MCBDD is proud
to partner with others
for the benefit of the
Meigs County Community. If you would like
more information about
the program located in
Syracuse, Ohio, please
contact 740-992-6681.

Lifestyle Furniture
(740) 446-3045
856 Third Avenue,
Gallipolis, OH 45631

Huge Selection of Recliners and Lift Chairs • All Upholstery On Sale
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The Carmichael Agency
Your source for:

Auto

Home

Life • Health • Business • Boats
Classic Cars • RV • Farm Insurance
$$ * 401K * IRAs * 529 Plans * $$

*Securities offered through Farmers Financial Solutions, LLC/ Member FINRA & SIPC

740-446-4677

www.farmersagent.com/lcarmichael
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Gallipolis City Schools providing top-notch education
curriculum and a variety of extracurricular
activities that encourage
individualized interests.
services range from a
GALLIPOLIS — The
Our career pathway
least restrictive environinstructional programs
programs provide stument, which allows full
in the Gallipolis City
dents with knowledge,
inclusion in the regular
School District are
experience and skills
education classroom,
designed to provide a
required for college and
productive learning envi- to the most restrictive
careers straight out of
environment in a separonment that promotes
high school. There are
rate facility. Additional
intellectual, social,
also many school related
emotional, and physical services are also providgroups and organizaed to students with disdevelopment.
tions that promote comabilities in occupational,
Our highly qualified
munal involvement and
physical, and speech
teachers collaborate
public participation as
therapies.
with intervention spewell.
Specialists in the elecialists and aids to help
To register or enroll
students reach their full mentary schools, serving
a student with the Galpotential through a vari- preschool through 5th
lipolis City Schools,
grade, provide quality
ety of learning experiplease contact our
ences. Student progress instruction in art, music
District Registrar at
and physical education.
is regularly assessed
740-441-9004 to schedOur elementary staff
and communicated to
Courtesy
is dedicated to serving
parents through online
Pictured are members of the Gallipolis City Schools District Board of Education John O’Brien, Troy ule an appointment. All
student enrollments are
reports and conferences. you, your family and
Miller, Morgan Saunders, Superintendent Craig Wright, Lynn Angell and Amee Rees.
completed at the Gallia
this community. They
The district also proAcademy Middle School,
library that is equipped
students in the middle
are always committed to ally, and socially. To
vides a continuum of
430 Fourth Avenue, Galhelping children grow
foster this learning, each with current technology. school and high school
services for students
lipolis, OH 45631.
offer a comprehensive
elementary houses a
The programs for
intellectually, emotionwith disabilities. These

Supporting student development on every level

Story
From page 6

He has made two
custom vehicles, one is
bright green and known
as “Wutwazat” and the
other, his own personal
vehicle, is the “Wutizit.”
The primary difference
between the two is the
engine. “Wutwazat”
is powered by a 5.7
liter Dodge Hemi V8,
still sufficient power,
although significantly
less and with less fuel
economy than “Wutizit.”
Not only did he want
a capable and adaptable
vehicle, longevity was
also a major goal in the
creation of the “Wutizit,” leading to the choice
of a 6.7 liter Cummins
diesel engine, which are
known for long service
lives while making efficient power.
“I wanted plenty of
towing capacity, we
pull a camper to a place
called Catholic Family
all the time so thought,
I need something I can
use that will last for a
long time,” said Stapleton.
From the outside, a
knowledgeable viewer
might surmise that the
vehicle is simply a passenger van grafted onto
a truck cab and frame.
However, the frame
is not one that can be
purchased anywhere in
the country, as it was
custom fabricated just
for this application by
Stapleton.
“We took a rollover
truck and a 94 van, cut
them in half and started
welding together. We
had to build drive shafts,
lengthen wiring, brake
lines, fuel lines, numerous things. It took probably half of a year to a
year to get it up running
and driving,” said Stapleton. “We had to build
the frame and have it

moniker “Wutizit.”
The future for the
Wutizit looks bright, literally because it is going
to have some body work
done and be repainted.
“We’re getting ready to
repaint it and hopefully
by summer have it completely refinished so it
looks better. It’s vitamin
C Orange but the Hemi
Orange is more of a reddish orange, I want it to
stand out,” said Stapleton with a laugh. “If you
don’t want attention,
then you don’t drive it.”
Stapleton, who repairs
and sells cars for a living, regularly has people
ask about buying one.
“I’ve had three or four
people ask me to build
them one, and I’ve just
told them no. It’s too
time consuming, a lot of
Photos by Morgan McKinniss | OVP money went into it and a
“Wutizit,” the vitamin C orange version of the “Wutwazat“ features a diesel engine and provides daily transportation for Tim Stapleton lot of time,” said Stapleton. “Doing all the work
and his family.
myself I’ve probably got
around $13,000 in it,
inspected in Jackson to
so I’ve had a lot of work
make sure it was safe.”
involved and a lot of
Being a lifelong autotime away from family.”
motive enthusiast, the
According to Staple“Wutizit” uses few stock
ton, the biggest motivatparts, sporting several
ing factor in building the
upgrades.
“Wutizit” was his faith
“It’s got a couple of
and family. Coming from
upgrades on it, it makes
a large and close knit
probably around 900
family that has a clear
foot pounds of torque
passion for the automoand around 400 horsetive, he is perpetuating
power so it’ll get you
those values. He learned
there when you need to
to work on cars from
go, and it gets decent
his dad, John Stapleton.
fuel mileage which I like.
While it is clear that Tim
We get about 25 miles to
will continue to rebuild
a gallon out on the highway and average about
“Wutwazat” is a bright green custom creation designed to haul the whole family, all of their gear, pull cars, his entry into the
15-16,” said Stapleton.
a camper, and make it up a muddy dirt road all at the same time: a machine derived from need and custom market may be
delayed so he can spend
Because of the unique conceived in the mind of Tim Stapleton.
more time with his
nature of the “Wutizit,”
family, traveling in the
sand on it in three years. walking around it and
the “Wutizit” is a daily
there is nothing on the
“Wutizit” and sharing
one guy says ‘what is
We go to church every
driver for Stapleton
vehicle that Stapleton
their faith.
Sunday so that’s 18 miles that,’ and the other guy
and his family, who live
himself did not do.
“I may get more into
almost 20 miles out in the each way, so that adds up says it’s a Catholic van.”
“I’ve been into every
Stapleton had no clue it when my two boys are
country. Since it was built right there,” said Stapleaspect of that thing, its
older and can work with
as to the name for his
ton. “Everywhere we
in 2015, they have put
like the 59-60 Johnny
me,” said Stapleton.
creation despite numergo we get pictures. The
Cash song, it’s got parts almost 80,000 miles on
Until then, he plans to
best one we ever got, we ous people asking what
the vehicle.
off of everything on it.
continue rebuilding norit was called. Because
were going to Catholic
“It’s been to WashingWe’ve done everything
everyone continued ask- mal cars and trucks.
in the world to it, lifted ton D.C. twice, New York, Family and I had to go
New Jersey, Pennsylvania to Walmart, and my wife ing what is it, Stapleton
it, lowered it, everythought that would be
was out in the van and
numerous times, we’ve
thing,” said Stapleton.
Morgan McKinniss is a staff writer
a good name, hence the
probably put 70-80 thou- these two guys started
For the most part,
for Ohio Valley Publishing.
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Farm
From page 1

struggled to continue the
farming tradition. Some
have turned their efforts
into greenhouse production of annuals, a unique
avenue which combines
the area’s strengths with a
growing market.
Others have transitioned to a diverse set
of crops in a family farm
endeavor, and customers
still travel to the Letart
“bottoms” to purchase
a wide variety of vegetables, most famously,
Letart tomatoes, a name
that has become synonymous with a distinctive
taste and texture that can
only be found in a tomato
grown in the the rich soil
in Letart Falls.
One such enterprise
is Larry Turley Produce/
John Hill Farm.
After Albert Hill,
Sr. passed away, the
homestead was divided
between several of the
brothers. John Hill
farmed the land and
staunchly refused to sell.
For a time his farm was
surrounded by workers
and equipment from the
sand and gravel company.
Only large holes remained
after resources were
taken from what was once
rich farmland.
Nature has healed
much of the scars, and
what were once large
holes have become lakes.
Vegetation has begun to
cover the area. Wildlife
has returned, and the
farm remains.
John farmed the land
until he passed the torch
to his daughter Linda
(Hill) and husband Larry
Turley. Now they have
retired, and their son
Kirk, granddaughter Hannah and grandson John
Tristan will try to carry
on the tradition on the

Kirk Turley waters plants as his children John Tristan and Hannah
look on.

only acreage that remains
of the original 1913 Hill
family farm.
Kirk shared his concerns about the viability
of continuing. Farming
has always been a bit
unpredictable, but
in recent years it has
become more so.
“Seed and fertilizer are
expensive, the price of
gas to run the equipment
fluctuates, makes it difficult to plan expenses.”
The weather hasn’t
been cooperative either.
Vegetables are planted
and ripen in fairly
predictable cycles;
first comes cabbage by
Memorial Day, tomatoes
by the end of June, along
with squash and zucchini
in August. Next comes
corn, fields becoming
ready to pick weekly.
Peppers and melons come
next.
Historically there was
a time when most of the
crops were ripe at the
same time, and farmers
were busy from sunrise

to sunset to keep pace
with the vegetables and
customers who come to
purchase them.
“We’ve had three
straight years of unusual
weather,” Kirk said.
“People come from all
over to get produce, and
they want a variety, they
have always had a variety,
but in recent years, it just
hasn’t happened.”
Storms have devastated many crops and the
soggy fields have made
caring for and harvesting
undamaged crops difficult.
And then there is the
issue of finding workers.
“There just aren’t
enough people who want
to work on a farm any
more. It is almost impossible to find reliable workers who know how to do
the job. Both my wife and
I are employed full time.
I would rather be farming
than working at any other
job,” Kirk said. “But it is
difficult in today’s climate
to make a living just farm-

Courtesy photos

Kirk Turley drives through the field to complete planting.

ing.”
He said he likes the
process of seeing a project from beginning to
end, and would miss raising crops.
Kirk is carrying on
the tradition of raising
his plants from seeds in
his own hothouse. Work
begins in January, as
hothouses are readied
for planting. Plastic has
replaced glass for covering greenhouses, and
if using an established
structure, the covering
is carefully examined for
tears and leaks. A special
type of plastic is also used
on the floors.
Heating, irrigation and
ventilation systems are
checked and necessary
repairs made before the
planting begins. Most
hothouses in the area are
heated with natural gas,
allowing a more consistent and easier to maintain heating system than
the previous coal burning
systems. A good circulation system is necessary

or plants may suffer from
fungal diseases. A reliable
source of water is essential to maintaining seed
germination and continued plant growth.
Temperatures must be
regulated so that each
type of plant receives the
proper climate. About
two weeks before the
plants are transplanted
into fields, they must be
readied for life outside
the ideal conditions of
the hothouse in what is
known as a hardening
process that gradually
introduces the tender
plants to the outdoor
environment.
Finally, the plants are
ready to be put into the
ground. Just as wine has
a variety of tastes depending on where and how the
grapes are grown, so do
tomatoes.
Many farmers, in an
attempt to streamline the
process, have begun to
grow tomatoes in plastic.
The plastic reduces the
growth of weeds and

includes fertilizer, but
the tomato grown by this
process is not the same
either in taste or texture
as those grown by what
many consider the “old
fashioned” method.
The question is always
asked by customers, are
these “Letart tomatoes?”
The answer can always be
found in the taste: once
you have tasted a “true”
Letart tomato, you will
always be able to tell the
difference.
Kirk’s two cousins,
Scott Hill and Max Hill,
Jr. also farm, but faced
with the same obstacles,
both are also working at
other jobs.
Change and economic
hardship can make it difficult to remember Meigs’
prosperous history and
Letart Falls’ role in that
period. Only time will
tell if the third and fourth
generation of Letart farmers can continue.
Lorna Hart is a freelance writer for
Ohio Valley Publishing.
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Auto-Owners Insurance and your local independent agency
have been a winning combination since 1916. We’ll work with
your home, auto, business and life and keep everything you
value Safe. Sound. Secure.

Dean Wright | OVP

OVS Maestro Ray Fowler leads the strings in a 2017 spring concert.

In tune and living in the moment
Maestro talks the art of time and rhythm
Sumter, South Carolina.
He was a bassoon major
at the Eastman School of
Music before switching
GALLIPOLIS — While to piano at the Juilliard
School and after receivnothing seemingly lasts
ing his undergraduate in
forever, paintings and
architecture are forms of piano performance, he
art that can exist for hun- took his master’s study in
conducting.
dreds of years, if given
“My first job was an
the proper maintenance.
Music’s beauty, one could organist and choir master
at Saint Paul’s Lutheran
argue, is found in the
Church in the Lincoln
moment, yet a song is
Center area (New York
eternal so long as it is
City),” said Fowler. “My
remembered.
first college job was at
Ray Fowler, of Winchester, Virginia, has led Middlesex County College. From there, Prince
the Ohio Valley Symphony for 28 years as its George’s Philharmonic
Orchestra and in the
maestro and dedicated
same year Peabody
his life to the moments
Conservatory Preparawhere the sounds of
tory School. From those
string, horn and percusjobs, I won the director
sion combine to cater to
of orchestras position at
the emotional ministry
Ohio University, Athens.”
of the soul. He will comAccording to the Arielplete his final season with
theatre.org, “while residthe symphony, April 28.
ing in the metropolitan
“A piano that was a
part of moving furniture area (of New York), he
conducted the muchfrom my grandmother’s
acclaimed Oratorio Singhouse to my parents’
ers and Orchestra, estabhouse,” said Fowler
about his first memory of lished the Opera Theatre
Middlesex County New
instrument. “My love of
music started because of Jersey productions and
the piano. I played as we was Music Director
say in our culture by ear.” of the Kean Chamber
Orchestra. In addition
Fowler first started
to his position at Ohio
playing the piano at
University, he has been
around the age of six
on the conducting staffs
and seven. The piano
and bassoon make up the of Peabody Conservatory,
Shenandoah Conservainstruments he is fluent
and playing while he has tory and Columbia University. In 1984-85, he
studied violin, viola and
was assistant conductor
cello.
of the Akron Symphony.
Fowler grew up in

By Dean Wright

OH-70043598

deanwright@aimmediamidwest.
com

performances of the Barber of Bagdad. He also
conducted the New York
City Premiere of Ned
Rorem’s Three Sisters. In
1983 he served as guest
conductor for the Knoxville Symphony Orchestra
and Knoxville Opera
Company’s production of
Hansel and Gretel.”
“I met Lora Snow
(the current Ariel-Ann
Carson dater Performing
Arts Centre executive
director) in the community and she invited
me to come over to see
and hear what is now
the Ariel Theatre,” said
Fowler. “I was amazed
at the natural acoustics
of that building and she
was interested in starting
a symphony orchestra
there, so April 1, 1989,
we had a rehearsal and a
concert. That launched
what became the Ohio
Valley Symphony.”
“We were having some
personnel challenges with
the symphony orchestra
at OU and I asked (Lora
Snow) if she would step
in and help us out,” said
Fowler. “She did a terrific
Dean Wright | OVP
job until we were able
Ohio Valley Symphony Maestro Ray Fowler addresses an audience
to recruit appropriate
within the Ariel Opera House.
student oboists. That’s
how we met, on the teleas Artistic Director of the phone.”
In 1987 Maestro Fowler
Fowler estimates he
Bay View Music Festival
conducted the North
met Snow in the mid-80s.
in northern Michigan.
American premiere of
It is not uncommon
Entgegen by Anders Nor- As an opera conductor,
dentoft, aired on Danish Fowler toured with East- for Fowler to address the
audience during a show
television in Copenhagen. ern Opera Theatre and
In 1989, he was resident conducted performances with a story about a song
or an explanation of its
conductor at the Sewanee of La Boheme and Don
existence. At times, he
Summer Music Center in Pasquale with the Erie
will explain a personal
Tennessee. Fowler is cur- Philharmonic, Opera
Company and conducted tie or experience he may
rently in his fifth season

have with the piece.
“I did it before it
became fashionable,” said
Fowler. “I’m trying to just
give the right balance
about anything I speak
about…It’s important
because for many people
coming to our concerts,
they haven’t heard the
music before.”
Fowler noted it takes
him time to not only
learn a set of music but
to become proficient with
it. He said it’s important
as a professional musician to help a listener
bridge a gap and thus
heighten the appreciation
for a piece.
“There have been
countless moments when
I have been carried by
the music,” said Fowler
of his times on the stage
in the Ariel. “In some of
those moments I have
felt that the music, itself,
began to have its own
voice, those moments
where orchestra and
conductor are one…For
me, it’s about the audience getting transported
by the expression that’s
being delivered by the
musicians. Those are the
peak moments by being
transported to another
world…Because it’s happening in the moment
and we only have the
moment. It’s so different
from preparing a paper
or painting. It’s living the
music in that moment.
That is the calling for
most people who spend
their lives with music.”
Dean Wright is a staff writer for
Ohio Valley Publishing
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Manufacturer of Pro Haul Dumpbodies
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and Heavy Duty
Truck Parts
•Chrome Accessories

SFS TRUCK SALES
2150 Eastern Ave.
Gallipolis, OH 45631

(740) 446-0351
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Turning history into art
Work reveals area’s
‘revolutionary’ past
By Beth Sergent

bsergent@aimmediamidwest.com

POINT PLEASANT
— At some point art and
history intersect and
for Jan Haddox of Point
Pleasant, that place is
not only in his imagination but on his many
canvases.
Haddox, who calls
himself a “a recovering
school teacher” didn’t
begin painting his historic portraits and pieces until after he retired
as an educator in the
late 2000’s. Before picking up a brush, Haddox
was employed as either
a teacher or administrator with Mason County
Schools for at least 40
years. He’s not sure of
the exact number at
this point, though he
can attest it is definitely
more than 40 and less
than a 100 years. At one
point he was the attendance director for the
county and jokes he’d
sign off on his official
papers as “A…S…S”…
(Attendance and Social
Services).
He didn’t stay retired
for long and decided to
go back to work, this
time at Meigs Elementary School. He was
initially resistant to go
because of the subject he
would be teaching.
“I told Bill Buckley
(former superintendent), I don’t want to
teach art,” Haddox said,
though he took the job
anyway. “Heck no, I
didn’t want to teach
art.”
Having been a reading teacher in his early
career and later working
in administration, art
was something new to
learn at a time in his life
when most people rely
on what they already
know. However, Haddox has always been
up for discovering and
conquering new challenges. He’s a man who
has done a freefall from
12,500 feet and he built
and designed a Bavarian-style home in the
middle of Appalachia.
It wasn’t until he
retired for a second time
(this time from Meigs
Local Schools), that he
did his first oil painting.
When asked what that
painting was, Haddox
says simply, “it was terrible.”
Still, he kept painting
and he began painting
scenes depicting the
area primarily during
the mid to late 1700’s.
“There’s a satisfaction
in putting what I know
about history to some-

Photos by Beth Sergent | OVP

Jan Haddox pictured alongside his painting “The Circuit Rider” inspired by a Muriel Miller Dressler poem. The church in the background is a depiction of the church at the
West Virginia State Farm Museum. The painting of the Native American women is based upon a reenactor at Fort Randolph in Point Pleasant.

thing visible that is lasting,” he said.
He explained further:
“I paint the Ohio Valley.”
The characters in
his nearly 80-piece collection are those who
walked the very creeks
and valleys he can walk
today. As Haddox said,
“They were here…and
it really hasn’t been that
long ago.”
Haddox said he enjoys
painting those “historic
characters” many of
whom still have descendants living in the vicinity.
“They were all here
for so many different
reasons,” he said. “Some
were here because they
were adventurers, some
were escaping the law,
some just needed a new
homestead and they
were all here for all
these different reasons
and they weren’t supposed to be here.”
He’s inspired by the
history of the area and
looks at history as not
only something to study/
portray but an opportunity for the area.
“You know, we’re the
gateway to the United
States being what it is
today, actually. At the
beginning of the Revolutionary War, our boundary was the Mississippi
and that’s all due to the
battle (of Point Pleasant). It opened up the
west to settlement and
anybody who was anyone was here.”

Jan Haddox with his painting that depicts early settlers arriving along the Ohio River at Gallipolis. With tongue in cheek, he calls it,
“There Goes the Neighborhood.”

Finding something
new about an event
which took place nearly
244 years ago may
not be easy but that
doesn’t mean it still
can’t inspire. Besides, as
Haddox put it, “nobody
paints it.” Being one of
the first (and only) at
telling an old story with
oil paints, is still a first.
Within those paintings, Haddox will sometimes place local people,
even his nephews and
historic reenactors,

many of whom travel to
Fort Randolph at Krodel
Park, as well as Dan Cutler who portrays Chief
Cornstalk at many local
events.
“A lot of the reenactors are in my paintings…they’re the ones
who keep me honest,”
he said. “I really appreciate it.”
He explained if he is
going to paint a flintlock, he wants it to
be accurate. Once he
painted fringe on a shot

bag for a Shawnee warrior and was informed
by a reenactor that was
not accurate. Luckily, on
canvas, that can be easily fixed. Haddox strives
to cultivate that attention to detail.
“I try to make everything I paint as accurate
as I can and make it
according to the time
and there’s people I rely
on to tell me and I have
done that many times.”
He said he was also
inspired by Robert Daf-

ford, the man behind the
historic murals on the
flood wall at Riverfront
Park in Point Pleasant.
Haddox would walk
down to the park at
night, talking history
with Dafford as he created the mural scenes,
picking up advice on creating the aesthetics of
history telling a story.
“I watched and learned
a lot about subject
matter,” Haddox said,
See art | 13
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‘Swept’ away with tradition, craftsmanship
By Sarah Hawley

shawley@aimmediamidwest.com

MEIGS COUNTY
— Today, when many
people need a broom
they head to the store
and purchase whatever
may be in stock, but that
has not always been the
case, nor does it have to
be now.
For Marvin White, the
craft of broom making
is something that goes
back a century in his
family and continues
today with he and his
daughter.
In a 2013 article in
The Sunday TimesSentinel by Charlene
Hoeflich, White’s daughter Denise Arnold discussed the family history
of broom making dating
back to 1917.
The story goes that
Clyde White’s father had
planted some broom
corn, and it was on a
dare from the elder
White to his son, that
Clyde (Denise’s grandfather) made that first
broom. In preparation
he looked at the broom
making equipment of a
neighbor, tore a broom
apart to see how it was
made, gathered up what
supplies he needed,
and proceeded from
there to make that first
broom. His first effort
was a success, and from
then on making brooms
became a chore for the
winter months when bad
weather kept him inside
and away from farming
activities.
Clyde White continued to make brooms
until the early 1970s.
Around 12 years ago
Marvin and Denise
became interested in
the craft, learning from
the late Frank Addy of
Coshocton.
Marvin said that
after meeting Addy at
events and festivals he
and Denise traveled to
Coshocton where Addy
showed him how to
make a broom. It was
there that Marvin made
a broom.
At the time he did not
have a broom winder,
but purchased Addy’s
from his family after he
passed away. Marvin
explained that it was
Addy’s first choice that
he be the one to have
the equipment.
Since then he has

White makes several different styles of brooms.

Denise (White) Arnold and her husband Brent are pictured with the
first brooms they completed.

also purchased a
broom clamp which
he restored. Likewise
Denise has purchased
antique broom making
equipment which has
been restored.
Initially Marvin traveled to North Carolina
where he purchased
the materials to make
brooms, with those
supplies now coming
from Walnut Creek, a
suggestion from Addy’s
nephew Paul Dawson.
Now traveling south
for the winters, White
makes brooms in the
spring and summer time
at home in Ohio.
For several summers
Marvin has attended
small festivals in the
area including Chester
Shade Days, an antique
show in Albany and the
Jerseyville Festival in
the Shade area.
Taking part in the
events, Marvin said he
always enjoys meeting
people and talking to
them about the craft.

The broom making
process is time consuming, explained Marvin.
Brooms begin with the
inside and outside broom
corn soaking in water for
15 to 20 minutes. Once
the stalks are pliable they
are wrapped with wire. If
the stocks are not soaked
enough they will break
when wrapped. Once it is
wrapped a nail is placed
to hold it tightly in
place. The broom is then
placed out to dry for a
day in the sun before it is
clamped and sown.
His brooms come in
many shapes and size,
including a witches
broom, cobweb broom
and cake tester.
The ends of the corn
on the witches broom
are not trimmed, while
the cobweb broom is
bunched together to
allow the broom to get
in the corners where
cobwebs like to hide.
As for the cake tester,
Marvin said he could
remember his mother

White clamps one of the brooms during the process of crafting.

Marvin White is pictured with some of the brooms he has made.

taking a piece of the
broom to check cakes, so
became the cake tester
broom which is easy to
hang near the oven for

checking cakes.
So how do you make
a broom last for many
years? “Keep it dry,
stand it up or hang it

Photos by courtesy of Marvin White

Photos by courtesy of Marvin White

and it will last a long
time,” said Marvin.
Sarah Hawley is the managing
editor of The Daily Sentinel.

The comfort of a quilt and a grandma’s hug
‘Soothing Stitches’ provides both
By Sarah Hawley

shawley@aimmediamidwest.com

REEDSVILLE —
A cozy quilt and a
grandmother’s hug
are two of the most
comforting things for
someone of any age, but
particularly for a child
going through a difficult
time.
It was the idea of
providing comfort to
those children which
brought about Soothing
Stitches in September
2014.
“Soothing Stitches
is the result of three
quilting Grandmas
who are extremely
thankful for their
healthy grandchildren
and who are continually
saddened by all the sick
children around them.
They want to use their
God-given creative
talents to help give
those children a warm,
grandmotherly hug,”
reads a portion of the
group’s description on

their Facebook page. “So
they make handmade
quilts to help give each
child an emotional boost
and remind them that
they are not defined
by their illness. They
hope the quilt will help
distract the children
from their illness, doctor
appointments and
treatments.”
Debbie Duvall, one of
the quilting grandmas,
explained that after
she retired she spent
time making quilts, but
soon realized her own
grandchildren could only
use so many of them.
Duvall asked people who
she knew if they knew of
any children who could
benefit from a quilt.
From that grew
Soothing Stitches.
Robin Putman
and Karen Hickman
soon joined Duvall in
the quilting process
while Linda Chevalier
volunteered to make the
See quilt | 15

Sarah Hawley | Sentinel

Soothing Stitches is comprised of five women who make the quilts and purchase the books for the children the group serves. Pictured
(from left) are Debbie Duvall, Robin Putman, Diana Skinner, Linda Chevalier and Karen Hickman.
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Holzer continues to expand services

Courtesy

Holzer incorporates the latest technology into treating its patients, including the use of a leadless pacemaker.

• Nisis Rodriguez,
MD, Geriatrics and Family Practice, Gallipolis
• Tiffany Rupert, NP,
Occupational Medicine,
Holzer Medical Center
- Jackson and Sycamore Gallipolis
• Connie Scurti, DO,
Internal Medicine, Point
Pleasant
• Paul Scurti, DO,
Internal Medicine, Jackson
• Ronald Tawney, NP,
Pediatric & Adolescent
Medicine, Gallipolis,
Meigs, Jackson, and
Point Pleasant
• Brian Torski, DO,
Gastroenterology, Athens
• Yang Yang (Bob) Yu,
DMD, Dentistry, Holzer
Dental Health Partners,
Jackson
• Charles Zierenberg,
MD, Orthopedics, Gallipolis
Holzer is proud to
welcome these providers to our facilities and
our communities. In
addition to expanding
our providers, Holzer
continues to build upon
our Graduate Medical
and Family Practice Residency Program. Recently,
Holzer’s Osteopathic
Family Medicine Residency Program received
initial accreditation from
the Accreditation Council
for Graduate Medical
Education (ACGME) as
part of the move toward
a single graduate medical education (GME)
accreditation system.

Led by Dr. Christopher
Marazon, Holzer Family
Medicine Residency Program Director, the Family
Medicine program will
expand its residency to
12 positions at the Gallipolis site beginning July
1, 2018.
Holzer’s program
began in July 2015,
when the organization
supported ten medical
students and three family medicine residents
throughout its first year.
The Holzer Family Medicine Residency Program
is a three-year residency
designed to produce family physicians who are
dedicated to patient care.
Holzer’s Family Medicine Residents provide
comprehensive care to
families at our outpatient locations, becoming an integral part of
the healthcare delivery
team in Primary Care.
Residents’ duties, which
include seeing patients
with signature oversight
and patient billing.
As technology in the
medical industry continues to evolve, our
organization participates
in offering advanced services for our friends, family members, and loved
ones. Holzer Cardiovascular Institute in Gallipolis is one of the first
hospitals in the region to
offer the world’s smallest
pacemaker for patients
with bradycardia. The
Micra® Transcatheter

Pacing System (TPS) is a
new type of heart device,
approved for Medicare
reimbursement that provides patients with the
most advanced pacing
technology at one-tenth
the size of a traditional
pacemaker.
Comparable in size to a
large vitamin, physicians
at Holzer have elected to
use Medtronic’s Micra
TPS because unlike traditional pacemakers, the
device does not require
cardiac wires (leads) or
a surgical “pocket” under
the skin to deliver a pacing therapy. Instead, the
device is small enough
to be delivered through
a catheter and implanted
directly into the heart
with small tines, providing a safe alternative to
conventional pacemakers
without the complications
associated with leads – all
while being cosmetically invisible. The Micra
TPS is also designed to
automatically adjust pacing therapy based on a
patient’s activity levels.
The Micra TPS also
incorporates a retrieval
feature to enable retrieval
of the device when possible; however, the device is
designed to be left in the
body. For patients who
need more than one heart
device, the miniaturized
Micra TPS was designed
with a unique feature
that enables it to be permanently turned off so it
can remain in the body

and a new device can be
implanted without risk of
electrical interaction.
In addition, Holzer
offers the EKOS System,
a treatment for Pulmonary Embolism, or blood
clots in the lungs, The
EKOS Acoustic Pulse
ThrombolysisTM treatment is a minimally invasive system for dissolving
thrombus (blood clots).
EKOS is the only minimally invasive endovascular therapy cleared by the
FDA for the treatment
of Pulmonary Embolism.
The EkoSonic® Endovascular System is indicated for the ultrasoundfacilitated, controlled
and selective infusion of
physician-specified fluids,
including thrombolytics,
into the vasculature for
the treatment of pulmonary embolism. In clinical
studies, EKOS therapy
has been shown to speed
time-to-clot dissolution,
increase clot removal and
enhance clinical improvement compared to
either standard catheterdirected drug therapy or
thrombectomy.
Holzer Cardiovascular
Institute has assembled a
staff of the region’s most
qualified team of cardiac
physicians, nurses, and
other clinical staff. Using
the most technologically
advanced cardiac equipment and procedures,
The Holzer Cardiovascular Institute is devoted to
delivering you the very

best in cardiac care. In
demonstrating this commitment, we have added
a Cardiopulmonary Care
program, with designated staff to provide
services for those who
qualify.
Our organization is
proud to continue to
continue growth of our
services for our communities, and looks forward
to a bright future. Holzer
Health System provides
unparalleled access to
leading technology, right
here at home. With all
our employees, providers
and high-level services,
the Holzer family’s mission to achieve patientcentered excellence will
continue to thrive.
About Holzer:
Holzer Health System,
a not-for-profit entity,
is a regional health system consisting of two
hospital locations; multiple clinical locations;
a dental care facility;
long-term care entities;
over 160 providers and
more than 30 medical
specialties and over
2400 employees. The
system includes specialized services including
Holzer Center for Cancer
Care, Holzer Cardiovascular Institute; and
Holzer Wound Care Center and receives more
than 500,000 patient
visits each year. For
more information, visit
www.holzer.org or call
1-855-4-HOLZER.

Protection you
need,
Protection
you
need,
service you deserve.
service you deserve.
REED & BAUR
THE BEST LOCAL
INSURANCE AGENCY

INSURANCE AGENCY

THE
LOCAL
820BEST
Main Street
CITY
•E.000-000-0000
Pomeroy, Ohio 740-992-3600
www.bestinsuranceagency.com
INSURANCE
AGENCY
www.reedbaurinsurance.com

CITY • 000-000-0000
www.bestinsuranceagency.com

OH-70043300

GALLIPOLIS —
Throughout 2017, Holzer
continued to expand the
organization’s services
to better meet the health
needs of our communities. A variety of free
health screenings continue to be offered at
either our locations or
as part of community
events, including cholesterol/blood pressure/
glucose checks, vein
screenings, oral/head/
neck cancer screenings,
diabetes awareness
events, etc. In addition,
Holzer continues to offer
Cancer Support Group
meetings, Diabetes SelfManagement Classes,
Grief/Bereavement Support Group, a host of
maternity and childbirth
sessions for our communities’ growing families,
and more. These type
of events are accessible
through our Calendar of
Events available at www.
holzer.org.
Providing access to services is important to our
health system. Throughout the past year, several
new providers joined our
health system. These
individuals include:
• Divya Arora, MD,
Radiation Oncology,
Holzer Center for Cancer
Care, Gallipolis
• Zach Bosley, DO,
Internal Medicine, Point
Pleasant
• Aasia Butt, MD,
Internal Medicine, Holzer
Medical Center - Jackson
• Jennifer Calafato,
DO, Internal Medicine,
Gallipolis
• Parimalkumar
Chaudhari, MD, Pulmonology, Gallipolis
• Tracy Copley, NP,
Psychiatry, Gallipolis
• Jason Cox, DO,
Orthopedics, Athens
• Patricia DeBruin,
NP, Family Practice,
Athens
• Patrick DeWees, NP,
Urgent Care, Meigs
• Andrew Dittenhofer,
DO, General Surgery,
Gallipolis and Jackson
• Hussein El-Khatib,
MD, Psychiatry, Gallipolis
• Amber Fields, CNP,
Nephrology, Gallipolis
• Jennifer Hawkins,
Urology, Gallipolis
• Edwin Hissa, MD,
Orthopedics, Gallipolis
and Holzer Medical Center - Jackson
• Steven Miller, MD,
Orthopedics, Gallipolis
• Nirav Parekh, MD,
Pain Management, Gallipolis and Athens
• Ana Petrova, MD,
Gastroenterology, Gallipolis
• Leslee Rice, DO,
Family Medicine Resident, Gallipolis
• Danielle Richards,
FNP, CEN, NREMT,
Orthopedics, Jackson
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Art
From page 10

adding at times Dafford
let him sketch some
of the mural scenes in
charcoal pencil.
Since embracing
the artist’s life after
retirement, Haddox
has had his historic
paintings shown at the
West Virginia Cultural
Center, the French Art
Colony, Gallery at 409,
he is juried at Tamarack
and his work has also
shown up for display in
Chillicothe and Jackson
in Ohio.
Despite the success
he’s had painting
history, he hasn’t
painted anything new
since his wife Mary
passed away a couple
years ago, though he
says, “I need to paint.”
However, he’s
still creating. He’s
performing music as
well as enhancing his
photography skills (he
can often be found on
the sidelines at football
games for Marshall and
Point Pleasant High
School). For awhile
he was also teaching
Introduction to Art at
the Mid-Ohio Valley
Center for Marshall
University.
“I taught at Marshall
because it’s a chance to
communicate with kids
that art’s important in
your life…not that you
need to be an artist and
whatever you like you
can like, I don’t care. I
didn’t tell the kids what
art was,” he said.
Instead, he explained
he exposed students
to “why this (art) has
an impact on your life.
They might ask you a
question on Jeopardy
and you’ll be able to
answer it. You’ll be
able to go to a town
somewhere and walk

Jan Haddox with his depiction of Mad Anne Bailey’s ride to save Fort Lee (now Charleston).

into a museum and say
well ‘this is this and that
is that’…expand your
knowledge base.”
When it comes to
creativity, Haddox
has a theory on the
importance of it in
society.
“Creativity is not
important to people…
we give it lip service but
we don’t want creative
people,” he said. “A boss
on the job doesn’t want
someone creative, he
wants somebody who’s
going to do exactly what
he wants them to do
and don’t think about
it. We give lip service
to creativity but we’re
uncomfortable when
we’re around creative
people.”
Some of Haddox’s
creative heroes are

Photos by Beth Sergent | OVP

Michelangelo, Leonardo
da Vinci and Caravaggio. All creative men
who perhaps would not
have done well with an
uncreative boss. These
men took on artistic
endeavors society is still
talking about.
When it comes to his
greatest artistic endeavor, or at least understanding an attempt at
it, Haddox said: “Life
is about aesthetics and
art is part of that. You
know, we go through life
looking for things that
make our souls swell
up and that’s important
and what art does is, it
teaches you to see what
you really see, not what
you think you see.”
Beth Sergent is editor of Ohio Valley
Publishing.

This painting is a favorite of Jan Haddox’s as it works with shadows and light in depicting “Logan’s
Revenge.”

Gallia County Youth & Employers Wanted OhioMeansJobs Gallia County, 848 Third Avenue, Gallipolis
**OhioMeansJobs Gallia County is
searching for EMPLOYERS AND YOUTH
for the 2018 CCMEP-TANF Summer
Youth Employment Program.
OhioMeansJobs Gallia County
announce availability of CCMEP-TANF
funding to support a CCMEP-TANF
Summer Youth Employment Program for 2018. With these funds
the OhioMeansJobs Gallia County will allow low income CCMEPTANF eligible Gallia youth to gain valuable workforce preparation
and work experience while earning a paycheck to help meet basic
needs. Summer employment programs offer the opportunity for
youth to develop a work history and have a current reference from an
employer.
The persons that may be served are:
• Youth ages 18-24 as long as they are in a needy family that also has a
minor child, or
• Youth ages 18-24 that have a minor child and are considered needy.
• Youth ages 16-17 as long as they are in a needy family and in school
(youth may be 18 if they are a full time student in a secondary
school).
• The youth served may be non-custodial parents as long as they are
considered needy, have a minor child and live in Gallia County
• (Needy is defined as up to two hundred percent of the Federal
Poverty Level.)
For the employer:
You agree to train one of our youth, ages 16-24 (which you will
have an opportunity to interview and choose) for a position in your
business. An evaluation will be completed by you monthly on the
youth’s progress. The payroll will be handled by a OhioMeansJobs
Gallia County partner agency.
All child labor laws and regulations do apply to this program. An
overview of child labor requirements can be referenced at www.dol.
gov/dol/topic/youthlabor/
Please contact Youth Program Staff at 446-3222 option 5 then option 2 for more information.

Adult/Dislocated WIOA Program

Are you eligilbe for or have you
exhausted your unemployment?
You may be eligilble for retraining
funds!
Are you unemployed due to the
permanent shutdown of a plant,
facility or enterprise? You may be eligible for retraining
funds!
Are you a displaced homemaker? Have you been
providing unpaid services to family members in the home,
unemployed and experiencing difficulty in obtaining
employment and have you been dependent on the income
of another family member, but are no longer supported
by that income? have you been providing unpaid services
to family members in the home, unemployed and
experiencing difficulty in obtaining employment and are
the dependent spouse of a member of the Armed Forces on
active duty? You may be eligible for retraining funds!
Are you an unemployed individual who is able to work and
who is available for work? You may be eligiblie for retraining
funds!
OhioMeansJobs Gallia County is now offering job
retraining funds for eligible individuals. The goal of this
program is to give those eligible the tools they need to
get back on their feet and out into the workforce. If you or
someone you know is eligible, ask how you can take part in
this amazing opportunity today. Call 740-446-3222 option
5, then option 3.

OH-70041788

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY FOR YOUTH Ages 16-24
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ProStart gives head start to future chefs
By Erin Perkins

eperkis@aimmediamidwest.com

POINT PLEASANT
— The Mason County
Career Center (MCCC)
is often enveloped
by alluring smells
throughout the day all
thanks to the ProStart
Culinary Program.
Students from Point
Pleasant, Hannan, and
Wahama high schools
can join the ProStart
program at the MCCC
when they are juniors
to begin a two-year
program teaching them
how to be employed
in the culinary arts.
According to the
ProStart instructor
Susan (Diane) Saunders,
all of her prospective
students must create
a resume and be
interviewed by her to
gain acceptance into the
program.
Saunders shared
ProStart is a program
in which a completer
of the curriculum will
leave with a two-year
degree. The students
have five courses to
complete including
Restaurant and Culinary
Foundation, Restaurant
Management Essentials,
Advance Principles
in Food Production,
Restaurant Professional,
and Food Preparation.
Saunders said that her
students will leave with
the skills to open up
their own restaurant if
they wish. She shared
that her students learn
how to create their own
menus and learn the
costs of the food.
Saunders said she
has her students cater
several events, as well
as do take-out orders.

Erin Perkins | OVP

ProStart students at work cooking in the kitchen.

The students will make
lunches for the staff at
the MCCC and the Point
Pleasant Junior/ Senior
High School. The lunches cost $5 as donation
to the ProStart program.
Saunders said the students will go around and
collect the orders from
the staff as well as deliver the lunches to them.
Saunders explained community organizations
will reach out to her to
cater events including
round table meetings,

chamber of commerce
events, and community
auctions. Also, her class
provides a meal for
workers at the Mothman
Festival each year.
Saunders explained
two of the larger events
the students cater
include the fall Mason
County Area Chamber
of Commerce luncheon
and the Advisory dinner
attended by multiple
business owners associated with the MCCC.
The students prepare

the guests two meat
dishes, two vegetable
dishes, and a dessert
along with water, tea,
and coffee. Saunders
said with large catered
events such as these,
they will typically be
served in a buffet style.
She explained the
main entrees made are
standard dishes such as
Brown Sugar Meatloaf
or a Turkey Manhattan,
but the desserts they
make are fancier, such as
a Creme Brulee.

When catering other
events, Saunders
explained the students
will make finger foods
such as tea sandwiches,
shish kebabs, veggie
cups, spinach and artichoke rolls, meatballs,
bite size waffles, mini
quiche, and small helpings of tomato soup with
grilled cheese.
Each year during the
holidays the students
make their own gingerbread houses which once
completed are put on

display at People’s Bank.
Saunders said, “It’s
something they are really proud of, this is probably one of the things
they’re most proud of
that they do and they
learn a lot of stuff by
doing this, they learn
team work…they have
to do problem solving,
because if they come up
against a problem, they
have to figure out how
to fix it.”
See chefs | 15

Working Together for a Brighter Future
Meet Your Local Merchants
AEP-Mountaineer Plant
Aim Media
American Cancer Society
APG- Politech
Austin Electrical LLC
Austin Mowing LLC
BB&T
Bob's Market & Greenhouses
Brad Deal Catering
Brads Heating & Cooling
BrickStreet Insurance
Champion Directories, Inc
City Ice& Fuel Company
City National Bank
City of Pt. Pleasant
Crow Hussell Funeral Home
Edward Jones (Travis Willard)
ERA Town & Country Real Estate
Exclusive Realty
Farmers Bank Point Pleasant
Farm Credit
Four Seasons Florist
French City Homes
Fruth Pharmacy, Inc.
Garlow Insurance Agency, Inc.
Gallia County Chamber of Comm.
GFWC Woman’s Club Point Pleasant
Gregory, Paula
Handley Law Office, PLLC
Hidden Valley Country Club
Holzer Health Systems
Homestead Realty
ICL-IP
Infinity Tech Services
Jenkins/Fenstermaker, PLLC
Jim Butler, 14th District House of Del
Jim Lively Insurance, Inc.
Lakin Correctional Center
McDonalds Restaurant

Mark Porter Chev, GMAC, Cadillac
Marshall University MOVC
Mason County Community Action Grp.
Mason County Ministerial Assoc.
Mason County Schools
Mattox Printing
Mid-Ohio Valley Regional Council
Moore, Woodrow
NAPA
Nationwide Insurance
Ohio Valley Bank
Ohio Valley Supermarkets
Osmosis Marketing Solutions
Papa John’s Pizza
Peoples Bank
Peoples Federal Credit Union
Petal Pushers Flowers
Pleasant Valley Hospital
Point Financial Services
Poor Boys Tires
Reliance Drug Testing Solutions
Riverside Golf Club, Inc
Siders Jewelers
Smith Chevrolet, Inc.
State Farm Insurance
Subway
Tarr Holdings LLC
Thomas Do It Center
Thompson’s
Travel Time Tours
Trenton Stover, CPA
Tudor’s Biscuit World
Tuscany Cuccini
WBYG Big Country 99.5
Walker, Richard CPA
Wilcoxen Funeral Home
Willa’s Bible Book Store
Williamson, Lannes
WV State Farm Museum

Meet the Board of Directors

Hilda Austin
Executive Director

Anna Barnitz
Brian Mabe
Jim Butler
Joann Siders
Kevin Nott
Leigh Ann
Shephard

Mario Liberatore
Mark Thompson
Rocky Sturgeon
Scarlett Enos
Sharon Stapleton
Tanya Handley

Mason County Chamber Economic
Development & Community Support Fund:
The Mason Co. Chamber is focusing its 2018 efforts
on establishing a long-term endowment fund for
both business economic development & general
community support.
*This fund will allow businesses located in Mason
Co. to apply for and receive grant funding for a
variety of economic development-focused initiatives.
Mason County Chamber
Community Foundation Scholarship Fund:
*For the building of permanent, dedicated funds
to benefit Mason County residents in the area of
education. The Chamber awards a scholarship
annually to each of the Mason County High Schools
(Hannan, Point Pleasant and Wahama).

305 Main Street • Point Pleasant, WV 25550
Phone: 304-675-1050 • Fax: 304-675-1601 • www.masoncountychamber.org
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Quilt
From page 11

quilt tags which go on
the back of the quilt with
the child’s name, who the
quilt was made by, when,
and where.
Hickman explained
that Diana Skinner had
told her about the group
and that she should be
involved as she liked to
quilt and loved children.
“I did four or five quilts
before I became a
member,” said Hickman.
The first quilt she made
was for a child who was
interested in wolves.
As a retired teacher,
Hickman recalled a
favorite book which went
with the theme, bringing
the idea of sending a
book with each quilt.
That is where the fifth
member of Soothing
Stitches comes in. Diana
Skinner is a retired
teacher and member of
two book clubs, along
with Hickman. JERKs
(Jefferson Elementary
Retired Klatch) and the
20th Street Lit Wits book
clubs in Parkersburg
purchase the books
which are sent to the
children.

Chefs
From page 14

The gingerbread
house project lasts for
two weeks. Saunders
explained first the
students will choose
the design of their
gingerbread house, the
students can go online
and find a template.
The students will then
make the gingerbread
from scratch, roll it out,
cut it out using their
templates, and then

Kruze with his Soothing Stitches quilt.

Courtesy of Amber Wright

Avery Winters was the
first Soothing Stitches
child.
“Our Daughter Avery
Winters was very ill
from three months of
age on. She lived in the
hospital for 10 months.
She has Chronic Lung
Disease and has had
big battles the last 4 ½
years. When we returned
home with her after 10
long months, Debbie
with Soothing Stitches

reached out to us. We
received a beautiful quilt
made for Avery with
love. Avery was their
first Soothing Stitches
child. This group is one
of God’s many blessings,
they show so much love
through their quilts.
Such a blessing to have
these special Grandmas
pray and comfort sick
children. We are very
thankful for the work
they do,” said Autumn

bake it. After letting
the gingerbread sit
for a day to harden,
the students will then
make royal icing to
use as the glue of their
gingerbread houses.
Saunders said this is
when the students learn
how to pipe a pastry bag
in order to apply the
icing. After the icing is
made, it is time to start
decorating. Saunders
shared the students will
use different sorts of
candies and cereals for
their decorations.
Saunders said

she has a room that
accommodates 75-100
people which is available
for use upon request.
She said using the room
is free of charge and the
students cater the meal.
Saunders commented
she and the students
need a couple of weeks
for preparation, in order
to set the menu and
decorate the room. She
said anyone interested
is welcome to call the
MCCC and speak with
her.
Erin Perkins is a staff writer for Ohio
Valley Publishing.

Physical Therapy
Jackson General Hospital offers
a wide range of Physical Therapy
& Sports Care, ensuring that
you heal properly and regain your
strength. Our team of therapists
will work with you, utilizing a
well planned regimen of exercises
& training at your pace and
comfort level.

We now offer
Aquatic Therapy Services!

Call 1-304-373-1605
for information about our
Physical Therapy Services
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and Alex Winters of the
group.
Soothing Stitches now
has a Facebook page
where they connect
with the families they
have provided quilts to,
providing updates on the
children as they continue
their medical journey.
The site also gives
a place for fundraising
which is accomplished
through the auction
of donated items on
the page. All of the
funds raised go toward
materials for the quilts
and quilt tags, shipping
of the quilts and items
for the families of the
children. Duvall said that
if the child is traveling
for treatments or medical
appointments Soothing
Stitches will provide gas
cards or other gift cards
which can go to assist
the families.
“My son Kruze was
born in November of
2016. Unknown to us,
we would spend the
next nine days in the
NICU to find answers to
his seizures and other
medical issues. Kruze is
diagnosed with ECCL
syndrome — a condition
with less than 60 known
cases worldwide,” said
Amber Wright. “In

April 2017, Kruze was
nominated to Soothing
Stitches and received his
quilt. Not only does it
provide comfort during
his many procedures,
it provides us so much
more. Ask any parent
of a special needs child
and they will tell you
that hope is the greatest
gift they can be given.
That’s what our Soothing
Stitches family provides
us. A network of families
that share our successes,
cry with us during our
hard times, and pray for
our son daily. Just a kind
word, an ‘I’m thinking of
you’, can get us through
a trying time. We are
forever grateful for what
a simple quilt has turned
into be our blanket of
comfort.”
Children must be
nominated by a close
friend or family member
who is from the Ohio/
West Virginia area.
Many of the children
are local to the Meigs,
Washington and Wood
county areas, while
others may live in a
different state but have
a grandparent in the
area. Nominations are
sent to one of the group
members via Facebook
and are reviewed among

the group. The parents
of the child are contacted
to discuss the likes of
the child so that the quilt
and book are geared
toward the likes of the
child. For example, the
group recently finished
an ocean themed quilt
with a shark book for a
girl who wants to be a
Marine Biologist. They
have made quilts with
princesses, ballerinas,
farm animals, fire trucks
and much more.
To date the group
has made 147 quilts for
children from newborn to
age 18. While some of the
quilts are hand delivered,
most are mailed as
children “love to get mail”
explained Duvall.
The parents of each
child who receives a quilt
are asked to send a photo
of the child with their
quilt to the group so that
they can keep track of
the children served. The
children served by the
group are those who have
chronic or life-threatening
illnesses, have lost a
parent, have lost their
home in a fire or are
going through a difficult
time.
Sarah Hawley is the managing
editor of The Daily Sentinel.

The ProStart Culinary Students dress up in their chef wear when catering events.

Jackson General Hospital offers

Swing Bed Rehabilitation
& Skilled Care Services

for patients who no longer need the acute hospital care...
yet may not feel strong enough to return home.

Getting you back to
what you do

BEST,

helping patients transition
from hospital to

HOME!

For more information on the
Rehabilitation “Swing” Bed Program,
contact us at 304-373-1504 304-373-1505 304-373-1601.
These services are often covered by
Medicare & most insurance companies.

Community Health Fair
Thursday, May 3rd • 7:00am to 11:00am
Open to the Public

Jackson Co. Armed Forces Reserve Center in Millwood

OH-70043666

Available Blood Tests: (Fasting=No Food or Drink after midnight)

Lab work @ Discounted Prices!
Health Services & Community
Information @ No Cost
Little Kanawha
Bus Available,
Call 1-866-354-5522

General Health Profile 1: Comprehensive metabolic panel, thyroid panel,
iron level, lipid profile, hepatic panel ..............................................................$25
General Health Profile 2: same as Profile1without thyroid panel ......................$15
Hemoglobin & Hematocrit (anemia) ....................................................................$10
HGB A1C (evaluates long term glucose control) .................................................$15
PSA (prostate screening) .........................................................................................$20
CA-125 (ovarian cancer screen) .............................................................................$25
CEA (cancer screening) ...........................................................................................$25
Vit D 25 (vitamin D level) .......................................................................................$25
Thyroid Profile (FTI, T3 uptake & T4) Plus TSH ................................................$25
Lipid only...................................................................................................................$15
CRP (cardiac) ............................................................................................................$20
Testosterone ..............................................................................................................$25
Vitamin B12 ..............................................................................................................$20
Hepatitis C .................................................................................................................$25
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To Make Lives BETTER
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TOGETHER

Adults volunteer at the Mulberry
Center each week to assist with
lunch preparation. The center serves
hot meals on Tuesday & Thursdays at
affordable prices.

Transition aged students learn
valuable work skills & provide
assistance at the Meigs
County Canine & Rescue
Center. The center works
to find “fur ever” homes for
animals in our communities.

Laura Cleland of the Meigs County
Health Department shares the ABC’s
of preventing heart disease during
American Heart Month.
Students enjoy their weekly outings
to see Miss Emily at the Pomeroy
Library. Miss Emily is helping to
create a love for reading with the
young children in our communities.

Local Veterans teach students how
to fold the American flag during the
annual Veterans Day Celebration.
The students and adults both look
forward to the veterans visit each
fall and show their appreciation by
singing songs and sharing thank you
cards.

Dr. Hunter volunteers to complete
physicals for Special Olympic
athletes from the Meigs Magic Team.
Approximately 40 athletes participate
in the program each year.

The Meigs County Board of
Developmental Disabilities
celebrated Developmental
Disabilities Month in conjunction
with Holzer clinic to provide health
screenings at a Health & Wellness
Fair. Meigs County agencies
participating in the fair included
the Health Department, Help Me
Grow, Early Intervention & Sheriff’s
Department.

A preschool class poses with Safety
Pup during a Safety day activity. Also
on hand for the activities were the
Syracuse Volunteer Fire Department,
the Meigs County Sheriff’s Office,
Meigs EMS, and the Meigs Sheriff’s
Canine Unit, to help students learn
about safety in our community

Students interact with Olaf
during a trip to Wolfe Mountain
Entertainment. In addition to hosting
parties & events, Wolfe Mountain
Entertainment has numerous
costumed characters that are
enjoyed by kids of all ages.

OH-70042098

Meigs County Board of Developmental DisAbilities
1310 Carleton Street | Syracuse, Ohio 45779 | 740-992-6681
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WISEMAN REAL ESTATE
OH-70042273

Celebrating 75 Years Since 1943
Gallipolis Ohio • 740-446-SOLD (3644)
wisemanrealestate.com

The power of three
Local women
dive into artisan
business venture
By Erin Perkins

eperkins@aimmediamidwest.com

OH-70043686

POINT PLEASANT —
Three women of different artisan backgrounds
joined together and dove
into starting a business.
Counterpoint Cooperative, co-owned by
Marqkita Sexton, Ashley Wamsley, and Kelsi
Boyd, was a breath of
fresh air on Main Street
last August. Each of the
women have their own
businesses to run along
with working at Counterpoint. They shared they
try to meet their customers in the middle and
open when people are
most apt to go shopping.
The group shared they
were all members of
Get to the Point which
was a local organization
focused on bringing new
business to Main Street
in Point Pleasant.
Boyd stated, “In this
one meeting, we were
discussing what we wanted in Point Pleasant and
the sort of consensus was
we needed businesses in
Point Pleasant and Main
Street needed revitalized
to localize everything
back to Main Street…
when you are starting a
business together, you
have to be gutsy.”
Sexton is responsible
for the metal workings in
the shop. She explained
she was a G.I.S analyst
who worked at an oil and
gas company. Sexton
uses graphics to laser
cut images into products. She said she makes
anywhere from vintage
map necklaces to laser
engraved signs, stainless
steal cups, and certain
types of jewelry. Sexton
will also cut images into
objects customers bring
in such as Zippo lighters,
pocket knives, Bibles,
and other custom items.
She explained that she
has a wide variety of
maps to use which she
can cut into objects.
“Everything starts in
Corel Draw or Adobe
Photo Shop…I have both
of those platforms…I
start with a graphic
software, that’s how I
start with my designs,
and then I either print it
out or I cut it out,” said
Sexton.
Boyd added, “She has
a laser that she does the
engraving with.”
Sexton, “I order my
jewelry online, but then I
piece everything together
by hand.”

Counterpoint Cooperative focuses on providing space for unique items made by local artisans and artisans from Appalachia as well.

Erin Perkins | OVP

“In this one meeting, we were discussing
what we wanted in Point Pleasant and the
sort of consensus was we needed businesses
in Point Pleasant and Main Street needed
revitalized to localize everything back
to Main Street…when you are starting a
business together, you have to be gutsy.”

—Kelsi Boyd

Sexton shared her
home business is Sexton’s
Creations which began
in 2016 and she recently
began selling her items to
a wholesaler.
Wamsley is the mastermind behind the clever
graphic t-shirts at Counterpoint. She creates the
graphics on the computer, then burns screens
for it, chooses the desired
style of shirts, and then
screen prints the chosen
graphic onto it. Wamsley shared she has been
working with screen
printing for about two
to three years because
her father, Jeff Wamsley,
screen prints t-shirts at
the Mothman Museum.
Ashley said she enjoys
coming up with the puns
for shirts.
She shared one popular design was the, “Get
Sauced,” t-shirt which
had a West Virginia hot
dog with sauce and slaw
on it in West Virginia
University (WVU) colors.
Wamsley said the newest
t-shirt in stock is, “The
Ohio River Swim Team.”
Wamsley has her own
photography business,

Ashley Watts Photography, and said the designing element of both her
jobs makes them both
enjoyable to her.
Boyd hand makes
skin care products such
as bath bombs, soaps,
lotions, and body butters.
She explained she starts
with basic ingredients
and then cooks them
together.
“All of my stuff is made
with raw natural ingredients…it all starts out as
something basic, and then
turns into a face cream,
body butter, lotion, or
soap,” said Boyd.
She said she works
with an herb shop in
Sandyville to get a lot
of her ingredients, but
shared she has recently
moved where she will
have the ability to start
growing some of her own
vegetables, herbs, and
botanicals.
Boyd explained she
began making her products while she was in
grad school, studying
sociology with a specialization in sustainable
economic development in
Appalachia. She shared

BIRCHFIELD
FUNERAL HOME

Counterpoint Cooperative owners Marqkita Sexton, Ashley Wamsley, and Kelsi Boyd in front of their
shop on Main Street in Point Pleasant.

she wanted to start a
grassroots movement
and open up her own
small business. During Christmas time one
year, she decided to give
out some of her homemade bath bombs and
decided to move in the
small business direction.
Boyd’s business Silver
Market Co. began in
2016.
The ladies explained
their store also features
products of other local
vendors, most being
from Gallipolis and
Point Pleasant. Sexton
said all their products

are made in the U.S.A,
except some handmade
baskets from Ghana,
where funds made from
the product go back to
the village where they
are made. They shared
vendors will stop in to
see if they can sell in the
shop. Boyd shared they
utilize social media to
find the types of vendors
they would like to add to
their shop and also network through their own
businesses looking for
possible vendors.
Wamsley explained
during the spring and
summer months, they

212 Main Street
Rutland, Ohio
740-742-2333

James C. Birchfield, owner • www.birchfieldfuneralhome.com

like to invite food vendors around the area to
bring a fresh taste to
Main Street and help get
the vendor’s business
known.
The ladies shared the
whole town has been supportive of their new shop
on the block and Counterpoint Cooperative even
won the First Impression
Award for Outstanding
Downtown Revitalization
from the Mason County
Area Chamber of Commerce this month.
Erin Perkins is a staff writer for Ohio
Valley Publishing.
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Porter dealerships continue to grow, support communities
POMEROY — Now
with four dealerships,
Mark Porter continues
to be one of the largest
automotive dealers in the
region serving Southeast
Ohio and surrounding
areas.
In 2017, Porter opened
his fourth dealership —
Mark Porter Chrysler,
Dodge, Jeep, Ram — at
the site of his first dealership along the Ohio River
in Pomeroy.
The opening of the
dealership on East Main
Street brought approximately 20 news jobs
to the area, as well as
making a more than $3
million investment in the
community.
In addition to the new
Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep,
Ram dealership, Porter
and family own and operate the GM dealership in
Rocksprings, Ford dealership in Jackson and the
pre-owned vehicle Autoplex in Athens.
Mark has been in the
automotive industry
for more than 40 years,
opening his first dealership in Meigs County
more than a decade ago.
While Porter’s automotive business continues
to grow so does his
impact on the community.
From sponsoring youth
league teams to purchasing animals at the local
county fairs, Porter,
his wife Theresa, sons,
Chase and Chane and
their families, make giving back an important
part of their business.
Porter serves as auctioneer for the Meigs
County Chamber of

Commerce Spring Dinner and Auction, as well
as other agencies and
organizations.
He was a key donor
to the first Habitat for
Humanity house completed in Middleport,
sponsoring the wall build
which was constructed
by the Meigs Football
team.
Porter’s largest dealership is the Chevrolet,
Buick, GMC dealership
which opened in 2016 in

Rocksprings. At 28,000
square feet, the facility sells new and used
vehicles, and has an
indoor vehicle delivery
area where customers
can review their vehicle
before taking it home.
Amenities in the facility
include more parking
spaces, cable TV, a vending area, free WiFi, a
larger customer service
area, a play area for
children and free coffee,
among others.

Mark Porter’s dealerships have long supported local youth teams and youth leagues.

Each spring Mark Porter GM sponsors the Chevrolet Youth Baseball Clinic.

Arthur Treachers
34099 SR #7 • Pomeroy, Ohio

740-992-4250
OH-70043255

File photo

Mark Porter hands the keys to homeowner Linda Nease at the Habitat for Humanity House in Middleport.

File photo

File photos

Gary Coleman photos

Mark Porter Chevrolet, Buick, GMC.

Mark Porter Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep, Ram.

Gary Coleman photos

Twin Oaks Convenience
Store
34099 SR #7 • Pomeroy, Ohio

740-992-4250
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Coolspot Coolstuff
Antique Store

(Closed Sunday)

•Antique Furniture •Primitives
•Repurposed Items •Country
Home Decor •Household
Antiques •Antiques & Barn Finds
•Outdoor Furniture

SR #7-Between Tuppers Plains & Coolville, Ohio • 1-740-667-6102
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Coolspot Storage Barn
SR #7-Between Tuppers Plains & Coolville, Ohio
New Units-Clean-Reasonably Priced To Meet Your Storage Needs
1-740-667-6102 for questions or to rent a unit
Ofﬁce located in the Coolspot Coolstuff Antique Store

Have something old you’d like to sell...
stop in...we buy antiques & cool items!
60 day layaway available on larger items
· Vendor spaces available

Eastern Local Schools
Showing ‘pride and progress’ this school year
REEDSVILLE
— Eastern Local
School district, its
staff and students
have accomplished
may things during
the past year.
Staley
Science Olympiad
The Eastern Middle
School Science Olympiad
students are gearing up
for state competition
which is April 28 at The
Ohio State University.
We want to wish our
students the best as they
compete against 39 other
middle schools around
Ohio. This will be a
wonderful opportunity
for our students and we
are excited for them. Science Olympiad allows
students to demonstrate
their skills in science,
technology, engineering, and math (STEM).
Tournament competitions
consist of 46 hands-on
events in multiple STEM
disciplines that require
preparation, commitment,
coaching and practice
throughout the year. The
mission of Science Olympiad is to: Improve the
quality of science education, Increase interest in
science, attract more students to science careers,
Foster teamwork, Emphasize the problem-solving
aspects of science, and
Develop a technologically-literate workforce. We
would also like to say a
special thank you to local
businesses for offering
sponsorship for tee shirts
and lunches for these students the day of the state
event. Athens Technical
Specialists, Ohio Valley
Bank, Farmers Bank, Precision Collision, Epling’s
Family Farm, Ketchum’s

General Store,
Werry Trucking,
Baum Lumber, and
Ridenour Gas.
New Board Member
Jessica Staley
joined the board
earlier this year
after being appointed to
fill a vacant seat.
Responsive Classroom
Eastern Local Elementary and Middle School
teachers have taken part
in Responsive Classroom
trainings during their
Professional Development
days in both January
and in March. The focus
for these days is to help
build capacity within the
teaching staff to address
the District goal to help
promote a positive school
climate. This training
also addresses the Ohio
Department of Education
Social-Emotional Learning Standards for grades
K-3. The training is also
supported by research
from the Collaborative
for Academic, Social
and Emotional Learning (CASEL) shows that
students who participate in social-emotional
learning programs have
significantly improved
social and emotional
skills, attitudes, behavior,
and academic performance that reflected an
11-percentile-point gain
in achievement.
The Responsive Classroom approach is a way
of teaching that emphasizes social, emotional,
and academic growth in
a strong and safe school
community. The core
belief in this system is
based on the idea that
in order to be successful

Courtesy

Eastern Middle School Science Olympiad students

both in and out of school,
students need to learn
a set of social and emotional competencies.
Teachers took part in
a one day workshop in
January that introduced
them to the overall
approach. This workshop
focused on the classroom
practices: interactive
modeling, teacher language, logical consequences, and interactive
learning structures. In
March the Elementary
and Middle School teachers then participated
in a one day focused
study on the practice of
using effective teacher
language. This study
included information
about using envisioning
language, open-ended
questioning, attentive
listening, as well as reinforcing, reminding, and
redirecting language.
As Eastern Local

teachers continue to
explore the Responsive
Classroom approach,
their goal is to implement the strategies to
help build a stronger
sense of community
within their classrooms,
across grade levels,
and District-wide. The
District continues to be
committed to the wellbeing of all students
and is working to enrich
teach knowledge in order
to support the socialemotional needs of their
students.
Seniors who have signed
with colleges
Jessica Cook signed
with the Bears of Shawnee State University to
run on their Cross Country and Track and Field
teams.
Sidney Cook signed
with the Falcons of Bowling Green State Univer-

sity to play Softball.
Elizabeth Collins
signed with the Saints of
Siena Heights University
to play Basketball.
Scholarships
Mattison Finlaw was
awarded the Franklin
B. Walter All-Scholastic
Award for Meigs County.
One senior from each
of Ohio’s 88 counties is
chosen to receive this
annual honor. Finlaw
achieved this honor by
virtue of her academic
achievement, personal
accomplishments, and
community service.
Sophia Carleton was
awarded the Jewell Cutler
Scholar Award. The Jewell Cutler Scholar Award
is a full scholarship,
renewable annually. The
Cutler Scholars Program
is an experience-intensive
scholarship program that
educates extraordinarily

capable and committed
young people to be world
citizens and transformational leaders.
ALICE Program
To increase our security and responsiveness to
an ever-changing world,
Eastern completed
ALICE training for the
staff and for students
and have implemented
the ALICE concepts
into our security and
emergency protocols.
Additionally, Eastern
Local is working to host
an ALICE instructor
certification course this
summer. This will be the
first such course in this
area and will allow other
agencies to have personnel trained as ALICE
instructors. ALICE is
considered by many to
be the gold standard for
active shooter preparedness.

Moving the world from Gallipolis
ably in it. If they need a
motor or a motion device,
we’re in it.”
The Gallipolis plant
GALLIPOLIS — What employs 185 of the about
700 staff members comis it that helps make the
world go round? At Elec- pany wide, and focuses
trocraft, a sense of family heavily on the family
aspect of the workplace.
and pride in their work
“We’ve been here for 51
keeps things moving.
years in June, we’ve been
The plant started out
as Robins and Meyers 51 one of the largest employers in the area. We impact
years ago and has been
of lot of people and their
making motion devices
livelihoods, so it’s a big
ever since.
deal,” said Smith. “And
“We’re a small global
all the while we’ve built
company that specialthis workforce with tenizes in motion systems
ures that average around
and motor solutions,”
25 years per employee
said Josh Smith, Human
and all these people have
Resources Leader at the
Gallipolis plant. “In terms become a family, I would
Morgan McKinniss | OVP
of the customer base and define Electrocraft as a
Electrocraft produces a wide variety of motors and motion devices under one horsepower, including this permanent magnet direct
the industry we’re in, you
current decklift actuator designed and manufactured for Bad Boys Mowers. The motor raises and lowers the mowing deck on their high
See Moving | 21 end riding mowers.
name it and we’re prob-

By Morgan McKinniss

mmckinniss@aimmediamidwest.
com

ELIZABETH JONES
OH-70042712
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Mendy Swords, left, and AJ Addis both won the contest to design the South Gallia school crest with their submissions. The school used
elements from both to create the final design.
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Sharla Moody will be the first student from River Valley High
School to attend Yale University.

Gallia County Local Schools

Thinking outside the box
for students, staff, families
GALLIA COUNTY
— Some very exciting
things are happening
in Gallia County
Local Schools! The
district offers many
opportunities for its
students. Whether one
is looking for superior
academic offerings, or
sports programs that
exemplify excellence,
Gallia County Local
Schools is the place to
be!
The district offers
something special for
every student. With
eight pre-school rooms,
rated Five-Star through
the Step Up To Quality

system, students are
obtaining foundational
skills that are essential.
Clubs, such as Beta,
are now offered in the
elementary schools,
and a variety of sports
opportunities as well.
As students move
into middle school
and high school, they
benefit from accelerated
class offerings. These
courses include Algebra
I and foreign languages
in junior high, and a
variety of Advanced
Placement and College
Credit Plus courses that
are available without
leaving the campuses.

Most recently, the
district was recognized
as a College Board AP
Honor Roll recipient.
Whether a Raider
or a Rebel, school
pride runs deep. Our
sports programs not
only provide students
with an opportunity to
excel in their athletic
endeavors, but also to
develop character and
other essential skills
needed to be successful.
Other benefits
include: Dual bus
routes. Elementary
students are transported
separately from middle
and high school
students. This allows
for decreased ride
time, as well as fewer
discipline concerns. The
daily schedule provides
younger students with
later start times and

teachers with more
time for professional
collaboration.
The district works to
support not only the
academic needs of its
students, but also the
social and emotional
needs. Student liaisons
work with those
who are struggling
emotionally, or just
need extra supports.
The district provides
free breakfast and
lunch to all students
so that they don’t
have to worry about
being hungry while
they are attempting to
concentrate on their
studies.
Additionally, the
district charges no
athletic or instructional
fees so that families
are not excessively
burdened.

The district’s digital
program has opened up
a world of possibilities.
Each student in the
district is issued a
chromebook so that
assignments can be
completed digitally,
which helps students
obtain advanced
technology skills.
Students can complete
courses in a blended
setting and have access
to courses that would
have never been offered
previously. For example,
a student wishing to
pursue criminal justice
after high school
can now take that as
an elective. Career
advising is also an
important component
of the curriculum.
Students experience
career exploration
in a variety of ways,

including senior
seminar, which requires
career research,
working with a
community mentor, and
an applied product that
is often completed in
the form of some type
of community service.
Gallia County Local
Schools prides itself in
being progressive and
encouraging students
and staff to think
outside of the box.
A shared leadership
model, incorporating
positive character
habits on a daily basis,
is the foundation for
learning throughout
the district. Gallia
County Local Schools
understands that each
child is an individual,
with individual needs,
and works to see that all
students are successful!

Courtesy

Pictured are Pleasant Valley Hospital and Ohio Valley Bank representatives in attendance during the announcement of the $150,000 legacy gift from OVB to PVH, in honor of Mario Liberatore earlier this
year: Glen Washington, Chief Executive Officer, FACHE, Suresh Agrawal, MD, radiologist, Connie Davis, Executive Director of Ancillary Services, Pete Allinder, PVH Foundation Chairman, John Musgrave,
PVH Foundation Campaign Chairman, Lanny Williamson, PVH Foundation Secretary and Director Emeritus of Ohio Valley Bank, Jeff Smith, Chairman of the Board, Tom Wiseman, President and CEO, Mario
Liberatore, President, Ohio Valley Bank West Virginia, Larry Miller, Chief Operating Officer, Bryan Stepp, Senior Vice President, Chief Credit Officer, as well as bank officers, board members, advisory board
members, and the Point Pleasant branch staff as well as Pleasant Valley Hospital staff members.

Pleasant Valley Hospital is ‘Building for the Future’
POINT PLEASANT
— Last fall, officials
with Pleasant Valley
Hospital announced
receiving a $500,000
legacy gift from the
Gordon C. and Mildred
R. Jackson Foundation
to establish a new
Children and Family
Diagnostic Center.
Then in January of this
year, it was announced
a $150,000 legacy
gift from Ohio Valley
Bank (OVB), would
be donated in honor of
Mario P. Liberatore,
president of OVB West

Virginia, to help build
the Center.
In short, PVH is
building for the future
and that future is bright.
In the fall, the
announcement for the
Jackson Foundation
legacy gift was made
at PVH during a
reception attended
by administrative
staff and personnel
from the hospital, the
Foundation, The Mason
County Community
Foundation, Cabell
Huntington Hospital,
local elected officials

and supporters.
The money is
going towards PVH’s
“Building for the
Future” campaign which
hit a major milestone in
its $3.25 million capital
campaign with the
gift. Hospital officials
said this “generous
donation” would ensure
establishment of the
Children and Family
Diagnostic Center at
PVH. The center will
be located within the
current facility and be
named The Gordon
and Mildred Jackson

Foundation Children
and Family Diagnostic
Center in honor of
the couple, who, “so
generously provided
for the community they
loved through their
estate gift,” according
to a statement from
PVH.
Mario Liberatore,
president of the PVH
Board of Trustees
said, “Over the last
four years, I’ve had
the privilege to watch
this hospital regain
its strength as the
medial professionals

from Pleasant Valley
Hospital, Cabell
Huntington Hospital
and Marshall Health
worked together to
bring new treatments
and more advanced care
to our community. The
‘Building for the Future’
campaign will continue
to build upon its
longstanding tradition
of caring for children
and families.”
PVH’s CEO Glen
Washington also
addressed the crowd
last fall, saying, “We
are honored that

the Gordon C. and
Mildred R. Jackson
Foundation has invested
in the health of this
hospital, and in turn,
in the health of our
community. When we
began planning for our
‘Building for the Future’
campaign, we knew
our first major hurdle
would be funding the
diagnostic center, which
will be a destination
for families seeking
cutting-edge services
right in this community.
See Hospital | 23
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Moving
From page 19

work family and not just a
workplace.”
That familial aspect on
the manufacturing floor
has played out in their
ability to design and manufacture custom motors
competitively.
“You’ve got people
that show true pride and
understand the impact
they have in what they’re
doing and what they’re
creating. They can say
I know that what I’m
doing has a purpose and
the motors I create can
impact anyone; it can
impact their life, or it can
impact their ice cream,”
said Smith.
Electrocraft produces
custom motors and
motion devices in a wide
variety of industries
and areas, from medical
equipment to military
applications and food
preparation equipment
and the aftermarket automotive industry. While
they could not disclose
what they manufacture
for military applications,
Smith did reveal that one
current employee that
served in the military had
actually used and repaired
an Electrocraft motor
while in the service.
“It’s important to note
that we’re a custom motor
house, so we’re build to
order, 99 percent of our
revenue and unit volume
is built to order,” said Stacey Kuhn, product manager. “The customer would
define their requirements,
we have to have design
input to know what we
need to build.”
“Were a customized
shop, so almost everything starts with some
kind of customization
that the customer wants.
The sales team will be
out in the field talking

Morgan McKinniss | OVP

TJ Phillips works on one of the many small components to modern motion devices produced at Electrocraft, used around the world. Many of the processes at Electrocraft
require a hands on approach to ensure quality.

with a customer that
needs a motor with certain things done to it, and
that’s where we stand out
from other companies,
they won’t do that,” said
Daniel Ward, Global
Product manager.
Electrocraft operates
multiple plants across the
globe, but the Gallipolis
plant is unique among
those for its ability to
make adjustments on the
production line quickly
and effectively. Major
new product development
is done at the New Hampshire plant, however manufacturing and smaller
changes and adaptations
to existing products are
done and developed at
the Gallipolis plant.
“I think one of the
unique things about this
plant is how long we’ve
been here and we have
a lot of people with long

service with the company
and that gives us the
ability to quickly make
adjustments where we
need to, so we have a
long history and a lot of
experience across broad
product lines,” said Ward.
“We say, we’ll put that
special shaft on, we’ll
tweak the windings, we’ll
do these special things
and we will make it fit
your application just the
way you want it,” said
Kuhn.
The most well known,
and likely most used
motor that is made in
the Gallipolis plant is
the drive motor in the
McFlurry Machine at all
McDonald’s. Other commercial food appliance
companies like Taylor
also use Electrocraft
motors. Rigid Products,
an industrial tool company, uses Electrocraft

motors in their power
drain augers.
Lancer pop machines,
a fountain dispenser
uses Electrocraft motors
and are found in restaurants across the country.
Automotive enthusiasts
will recognize the brand
Holley, which started out
manufacturing carburetors. They also sell electric fuel pumps.
“We build the motors,
install them on the
pump, and then send
them out packaged for
distribution,” said Terry
McKinniss, Key Account
manager.
The plant also develops
and manufactures motors
and motion devices
common throughout
the medical field that is
heavily regulated by the
FDA, which maintains
very strict change control
requirements.

“We’ve got several products we’re not
allowed to name, but
we’re in aerospace, on
aircraft, and we’re also
heading towards satellites and the International
Space Station, we have
products that are going
onto both of those.” said
McKinniss.
While Electrocraft in
Gallipolis manufactures
motors used in everyday
life, their product offering
is diverse, making them
unique in the motor and
motion device industry.
“We not only have
diverse markets, we also
have diverse technologies. We make ac motors,
brushless motors, stepper
motors, linear actuators,
gear motors, and two
styles of PMDC motors,”
said Kuhn. “A lot of
motor companies just do
stepper, that’s it, or linear

actuators, that’s it. With
Electrocraft no matter
what your motor requirements are, we have an
offering for you.”
Linear actuators create motion in a line, as
opposed to the rotational
movement of tradition
motors like AC and brushless. These are applied
in any number of fields
requiring a linear motion.
Stepper motors are
motion devices that have
the ability to move to a
given point in it’s rotation
and holding there according to the signal input.
Offering custom
motion solutions for
over 50 years, the team
members and employees
hope for another 50 years
manufacturing custom
motors right here in Gallipolis, Ohio.
Morgan McKinniss is a staff writer
for Ohio Valley Publishing.

FOREMAN & ABBOTT
HEATING & COOLING
Service to the Ohio Valley for over 63 years

Residential & Commercial
Count on us for Affordable
Heating & Ventilation Services
Bossard Memorial Library “Building a Better Community”

We service all brands
• Lennox
• Goodman
• American Standard
• Carrier

Offering a FREE estimate on new equipment
391 N. 2nd Street
Middleport, Ohio
740-992-5321 • 1-800-359-4303
www.foremanandabbott.com

OH-70042937

OH-70043599

GALLIPOLIS – The Dr. Samuel L. Bossard Memorial Library continues to expand service in 2018, providing not only books,
but also innovative programs and community outreach for children, teens, and adults, as well as non-traditional items and
digital resources as it promotes its goal of advocating literacy and education as the community center of Gallia County.
Over 18,000 patrons attended both adult and youth services programming provided by Bossard Library in 2017, and
programming continues to be a large part of the services provided by the library.
At 2 p.m. on Sunday, April 29, the library will present James Claypool, Professor Emeritus of History at Northern Kentucky
University as he discusses the history of the Kentucky Derby. Claypool is a nationally recognized authority on the derby and
is a national consultant on thoroughbred racing for the Educational Division of the Smithsonian. In addition to presenting
a history on the famous horse race, Claypool will also bring a selection of his derby memorabilia to be viewed. This even is
free and open to the public. Attendees are encouraged to wear a derby hat. Min julep mocktails will be served.
The library will be offering free document shredding services on Saturday, May 5. Confidential documents can be shredded
on site by Information Destruction Services of Athens, Ohio, from 10 a.m. until 2 p.m., or until the truck is full. Each person
is limited to four regular boxes/bags of documents. Stables, paper clips, and binder clips do not need to be removed from
papers. Checkbooks and registers, sales receipt books, photographs, hanging folders, tabbed dividers, and credit and ID
cards can be destroyed on site. Computer and electronic equipment, along with CDs, DVDs, newspapers, books, magazines,
cardboard, three-ring binders, or cable binders will not be accepted.
The library will also be hosting a free health screening from 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. on Wednesday, May 30 for adults
wishing to receive free blood pressure, glucose, and/or cholesterol screening. This service will be provided by the Community Health Program of Ohio University’s Heritage College of Osteopathic Medicine.
Ohio Chautauqua will return this summer on June 12-16, and Bossard Library is again collaborating with the Ohio Humanities Council to bring daily Chautauqua workshops that week to adults and children. The 2018 Ohio Chautauqua theme is
“Modern Legends” and will feature living history performances of Erma Bombeck, Cesar Chavez, Betty Friedan, Benjamin
O. Davis, Jr., and Robert Francis “Bobby” Kennedy. For more information and a full schedule, visit ohiohumanities.org.
Also coming this summer will be Bossard Library’s Summer Reading Program for children and teens. This year’s summer
reading theme is “Libraries Rock,” and will showcase educational programs that promote a love of music and reading.
Children ages two through 12 and teens age 13 through 19 can begin registering for summer reading on June 1 at the
library and receive their summer reading packet to begin earning prizes for reading. The goal of every Summer Reading
Program is to encourage kids to continue reading during summer vacation, and to promote a positive attitude about
reading, learning, and the library.
While programming continues to be a focus at Bossard Library, providing books, both physical and digital, as well as online
research resources and public access to computers continues to be as important as ever. In 2017, over 180,000 items were
circulated at the Gallia County District Library, there were over 17,000 public computer sessions, and there were nearly
15,000 reference and genealogy transactions.
In addition to its fiction and nonfiction collection, the library also features large book, rare book, and genealogy collections
that can be viewed on-site. The library provides Wi-Fi To Go mobile hotspot lending and the Book-A-Bike program. Bossard
Library also delivers items to homebound patrons who quality on a bi-weekly basis, and patrons can also borrow eBooks
and digital audiobooks through the Ohio Digital Library using a library card.
New in 2018 are the Digital Archives of Bossard Library, which provide access to the library’s digitized microfilm collection
of the Gallipolis Daily Tribune from 1895 through a portion of 2017. Each page of the newspaper can be viewed, cropped,
and downloaded by anyone through the library’s digital archives site that can be accessed through Bossard’s webpage.
Library patrons can also utilize the library’s numerous research databases that are available at bossardlibrary.org, as well as
gain access to Gale Courses – free, online, instructor-led courses on various subjects from guitar playing , to photography,
gardening, grant writing, and more
The library recently launched it’s Tech Tutor program whereby library patrons can book a session with a library staff member to learn basic computer skills and/or how to navigate and use the library’s many online resources.
Bossard Library also provides weekly free Yoga classes to anyone 16 and over, as well as weekly lapsit and story times for
children. Adult book club meetings are held monthly along with a monthly adult coloring session. The Bossard Teen Book
Club was relaunched in 2017, and will hold its final meeting of the season on May 26. All teens age 13-19 are welcome to
attend with a signed permission form from a parent or guardian. The French City Writers’ Guild is also moderated by the
library and provides regular meetings for both adults and young writers.
For more information on all the services provided by the Dr. Samuel L. Bossard Memorial Library, visit bossardlibrary.org,
call (740) 446-7323, or stop by in person at 7 Spruce Street, Gallipolis.
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Courtesy of Gary Coleman

Kassandra, Gary, Tanya, and Shaun Coleman

‘Enthusiastic amateur’ finds beauty close to home
By Lorna Hart

subject and project them
onto his photographs
so that they aren’t just
pictures, but portraits
taken by an artist that
elicit emotions in the
viewer.
— Gary Coleman
Coleman describes
himself as an enthusiastic amateur, “I’ve never
advertised, I do not
the cover of the Meigs
consider myself a profesVisitors Guide, numersional, instead I considous websites, the Facebook page of Riverworks er myself an enthusiastic
amateur.”
Discovery, and have
He began his photoappeared in The Daily
graphic journey in 2003
Sentinel.
Coleman’s special tal- when his wife Tanya
asked him to take team
ent is his ability to cappictures of their son’s
ture the essence of the
T-Ball team.
“We were coaching
and she was trying to

“I get a great view from that location, many
of my best river photos have been from
MEIGS COUNTY —
that spot. It is a great place to take photos
Perhaps the best way to
describe Gary Coleman’s at night, there isn’t any light pollution,
everything is quiet and just beautiful.”
photographic artistry

Special to OVP

is with this quote from
photographer Elliott
Erwitt: “To me, photography is an art of observation. It’s about finding
something interesting
in an ordinary place…
I’ve found it has little to
do with the things you
see and everything to
do with the way you see
them.”
Coleman’s work is well

known in Southeastern Ohio. His photos
of numerous iconic
structures including the
Bridge of Honor and the
Meigs County Courthouse, nature settings,
sports teams, weddings,
and events and festivals
have been featured on

NOW
ENROLLING!
Adult Center:

*Medical Office
*Medical Assisting
*Cosmetology
*Peace Officer
*Welding

Maintenance
Pneumatics/
Hydraulics

*Industrial

Financial Aid is available to
students who qualify.
Creating Successful Lives
*High School *Adult Education
*Career Counseling
Offering a Wide Variety of Career
and Technical Programs
Workforce Training for Traditional
and Non-Traditional Students

“Creating Successful Lives”
For more information

OH-70042037

351 Buckeye Hills Road,
Rio Grande, OH

740-245-5334

www.buckeyehills.net

60650826

OH-70042454

find a photographer. She
looked at me and said
‘you could do that,’ and
I did. I began with two
teams, and my interest
in photography began. “
As his reputation
grew, he was asked to
take more and more
pictures. Some years he
took portraits of over 70
sports teams.
He was also taking
every opportunity to
take pictures of what
he saw, finding new
locations that provided
different perspectives,
and experimenting with
lighting and subject matter.
When looking through
Coleman’s repertoire,

the Ohio River seems to
be prominently featured
in many of his works.
“I like to show people
a new perspective of the
river, what I see when
I look at the river. I see
something wonderful, I
love watching the majesty of paddle boats like
the Delta Queen, the
working tow boats and
their barges…”
He said one of his
favorite places to photograph the river is the
Charter Oaks coal tipple.
“I get a great view
from that location, many
of my best river photos
have been from that
See home | 23
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From page 22

spot. It is a great place
to take photos at night,
there isn’t any light pollution, everything is quiet
and just beautiful.”
Incorporating a landmark into his river
photography extends an
invitation to the viewer to
identify where the photo
was taken. Coleman’s
photos are beautiful at a
glance, but encourage the
observer to look closely.
“When you look closely,
you may see something
you hadn’t noticed
before.”
He describes his relationship to the river, “
I love listening to the
engines, especially when
the boats are coming
upriver, the sound the
water makes as the boats
push it aside, the waves
lapping the shore, it is

“These words are for all of my friends who truly understand the
Ohio River, her power, and her beauty,” said Coleman of the photo
and poem.

just awesome!”
Riding in the car one
day when he was a boy
he noticed people taking
pictures of the river, and
asked his mother, “Why
would people want to
take pictures of that old
river, we see it all the
time?”
“My mother said that
some people find the

Hospital

the first phase of the
campaign with two,
state-of-the-art CT
scanners and upgraded
From page 20
digital radiography
acquired.
We already feel the
Then, in January,
momentum this gift is
it was announced the
providing toward our
donation from OVB
$3.25 million goal.”
would help build the
Washington went
Gordon C. and Mildred
on to say, “One of the
R. Jackson Foundation
most exciting things I
Children and Family
have seen in the four
Diagnostic Center
years I have been here
at Pleasant Valley
is the confidence this
Hospital (PVH) as part
community now has in
Pleasant Valley Hospital of its “Building for
and its providers. They the Future campaign.”
no longer have to go to The donation was
inspired by Liberatore’s
Columbus, Cincinnati
or Charleston to get the dedication to the people
in the community he
kind of services they
cares so much about,
or their families may
according to a joint
need.”
statement from OVB
At that time,
Washington also talked and PVH.
Tom Wiseman,
about PVH making
president and CEO of
a down payment for

Ohio River beautiful.
Now that I’m older, hopefully wiser, I see it too. I
know there are problems
in Appalachia, but there
is also beauty. I hope that
is what people see when
they look at my photographs.”
Photos by Courtesy of Gary Coleman

Lorna Hart is a freelance writer for
Ohio Valley Publishing.

Gary Coleman’s photo of lightening during a storm over the Ohio River from April 2015.

OVB, and Jeff Smith,
chairman of the Ohio
Valley Bank Board of
Directors, in a joint,
written statement said,
“We are humbled to
contribute to this $3.25
million project to secure
the future of Pleasant
Valley Hospital,
their staff, and the
patients they serve.
It is our hope that
this donation will go
a long way to support
upgrades to PVH’s
medical diagnostic
services for the
children and families
of our community.
If you can also give,
please consider this
worthwhile endeavor.
By putting ‘Community
First,’ we all win.”
In addition to
serving as president
of OVB West Virginia,

Liberatore was a past
president of the PVH
Board of Trustees. It
was his hard work that
helped make PVH the
community resource it
is today.
“All of us at Pleasant
Valley Hospital are
thrilled to know that
Mario’s name will be
forever connected to the
Gordon C. and Mildred
R. Jackson Foundation
Children and Family
Diagnostic Center,”
said Glen Washington,
Chief Executive Officer
of Pleasant Valley
Hospital. “Without
Mario’s commitment
and tireless efforts,
PVH wouldn’t be
where it is today. His
contributions were
instrumental as we
sought to strengthen
PVH by bringing

together our current
affiliation of medical
professionals. We are
eternally grateful for his
efforts.”
As a tribute
to Liberatore’s
commitment to the
community of Mason
County, the Computed
Tomography (CT)
rooms will be dedicated
in his name and
known as the Mario P.
Liberatore CT Suites. In
addition, the reception
area will be named
the OVB Community
Welcome Area.
PVH’s CT technology
already includes
upgraded scanners with
high-definition systems
and software technology
that reduces the amount
of radiation emitted
during CT tests by up
to 50 percent without

John T. Wolfe-Chairman of Board

A. W. Nease-Retired

David Fox-Retired

Roma Sayre-President, Home National Bank

Marvin T. Hill-Owner, Hill’s Classic Cars

Jennifer Sheets-Attorney-At-Law

S. Ray Karr-Owner, Kinsale Corp.

Tim Baum-Owner, Baum Lumber

ROOTS
ROOTS &
& BRANCHES
BRANCHES

Our roots are right here in this area. We’re local. Many of us were born and raised in the
hometowns that we serve. Some places have local branches. We have local roots.

OH-70043645

compromising the
quality of the images.
This is the lowest
radiation dose in the
area.
The new scanners
have accreditation from
the American College
of Radiology, and only
registered technologists
perform scans. PVH’s
Radiology Department
is the only team in the
region who has earned
five star accreditation
by the American
College of Radiology.
PVH’s Building for
the Future campaign
is a partnership with
the Mason County
Community Foundation.
This capital campaign
is designed to provide
cutting-edge diagnostic
services to Mason,
Meigs, Gallia, Jackson,
and Putnam counties.

Racine
740-949-2210

Middleport
740-691-5131

Syracuse
740-992-6333

www.homenatlbank.com
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Eastern Local School District
Where Eagles Soar!

Eastern High School

Eastern Elementary/
Middle School

“Where Inspiring Lives Begin”

“Where Young Minds Grow”

Administration

Steve Ohlinger - Superintendent
Lisa Ritchie - Treasurer
Robin Burrow - Elementary Principal
Bill Francis - Middle School Principal
Shawn Bush - High School Principal

EASTERN LOCAL
BOARD OF EDUCATION

Floyd Ridenour
President

Adam Will

Jessica Staley

Brandon
Buckley

Sammi Mugrage

OH-70042089

Eastern Local Superintendent’s Office
50008 St. Rt. 681
Eastern High School
Eastern Elementary
38900 St. Rt. 7
38850 St. Rt. 7
Reedsville, OH 45771
Reedsville, OH 45771
Reedsville, OH 45771
(740) 667-6079
(740) 985-3329
(740) 985-3304
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155th Gallia County Emancipation Day
Our Future is to be Forever Free
OH-70043788

• Location: Gallia County Fairgrounds, 189 Jackson Pike, Gallipolis, Ohio 45631
• Dates: Saturday, September 22, 2018 & Sunday, September 23, 2018
• Time: Beginning at 10am both days
• Admission Free to All & Entertainment for all ages

Gerald Payn as President Lincoln
& Michael Crutcher as Frederick
Douglass.

Industrialized in ink
By Dean Wright

deanwright@aimmediamidwest.
com

BIDWELL — While
some prefer to decorate
their lives and spaces
with paintings and some
prefer to decorate time
with music, others prefer
the use of their body as
a canvas for reflecting
their beliefs and interests. Tattoos can be seen
all throughout the Ohio
Valley, but at 1928 Jackson Pike they are a way
of life.
“Rich T” Thomas
owns and operates
Temple Tattoo in Gallipolis on Second Avenue
as well as Bicknee Supply Co. on Jackson Pike.
While Temple Tattoo
inks its customers and
the supply store supplies
the gear to accomplish
just that, attached to the
supply is a Ohio Tattoo
Museum which serves as
a monument to celebrate
the history of tattoo artistry.
After high school,
Thomas wanted to pursue a career in music
and spent roughly nine
months in Columbus
before moving to New
York City. What started
as a long weekend ended
up becoming eight years
of residency.
“I’d been interested in
tattooing since I was a
little kid, ” said Thomas.
“My dad had a couple
he got when he was in
World War II. I always
thought they were cool.”
Once he got to New
York, he sought out a
tattooist named Bob
Roberts, who Thomas
describes as the “kind of
the quintessential rock
star tattooer” in New
York at the time.
“I got some work (tattoos) from Bob Roberts
which was kind of a kick
in itself because he was
like tattooing the Clash
and Stray Cats and just
kind of felt like ‘I’m not
worthy,’” joked Thomas.
“It was really exciting if
you were like 20 years
old.”
Thomas said he would
eventually become
friends with Mike Bakaty
and his family. Thomas
credits Bakaty with having done the majority
of body art on his arms
and chest. Bakaty has
been recognized as a
well-known figure in the
New York tattooing community.
“He was a big influence on me artistically
and in a lot of ways just
the way I look at life,”
said Thomas. “I find
myself almost quoting
him on a daily basis.”
Thomas said he did
not start learning how to
tattoo until later. After a
tough period in his life,

Thomas would eventually move to Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, in 1989.
Local musicians sought
him out and he started
playing in a few local
bands.
“I just looked at it as
a stop off. I thought I’d
make a few bucks and
move on,” said Thomas.
“I made friends with
tattoo people there and
it’s important to realize
too in the late 80s most
cities, if it was a big
city, had maybe three or
four tattooers. That’s it.
It’s not like now. I got
to Milwaukee and there
were like three shops in
the area. “
Thomas said he ended
up befriending one of the
tattooers in the area and
became what he called
a “shop hang-around.”
He worked at a tavern
and played in bands and
sometimes helped with
home improvement. He
would eventually visit
Los Angeles in 1992
after the riots. After
a brief time there, he
decided the city’s atmosphere wasn’t for him.
During that time, Ron
Young from the band
Little Caesar got him a
job working the floor at
a tattoo shop.
“I was really around
it and seeing what was
going on and I decided
to move back to Milwaukee,” said Thomas.
“When I got back, I sat
down and made a list of
things I would like to do
and things I thought I
might be good at and tattooing was at the top of
the list.”
Thomas said he started “hanging around” at
another shop he would
eventually get an apprenticeship at. Bill Lorenz,
of Vomit Posse, was the
first person to put a tattoo machine in Thomas’
hand. Lorenz and his
companions knew him
from a tavern that Thomas was managing at the
time. Lorenz and Thomas would work together
for a time next to the
tavern “bootlegging” tattoos because at the time
it was still illegal.
Thomas had done a
Celtic piece on a man’s
girlfriend who supplied
neon signs for tattoo
shops throughout Wisconsin.
“He was installing a
piece of neon at Absolute
Tattooing,” said Thomas.
“He said (to her) show
Scott (Fredericks) that
tattoo Rich did. Truth be
known, I probably just
got lucky and the tattoo gods were with me
that day. It was a great
piece early in a career
and Scott saw that and
my foot ended into his
shop.”
Thomas ran a shop for

Fredericks and said he
was grateful to him for
the opportunity. Thomas
said it was “cool and
challenging and (Fredericks) taught me how to
run a business.”
Thomas moved back
to Gallia in the mid-90s.
Temple Tattooing and
Piercing was opened
March 7, 1996. Bicknee
Supply Co. would open
in 1999. While also supplying equipment, the
business also creates
tattoo machines in the
facility on Jackson Pike
utilizing steel lathes and
drill presses in some of
its work. Thomas said
the business was initially
trying to get batches of
machines from England
and never came through.
Through his relationships, Thomas knew
some machinists so the
business started making
machines.
“We ended up making
50 machines, thinking we’d take a year or
two to sell them and
they were just gone in
a couple months,” said
Thomas. “That’s how it
started, it was simple.
The tattoo museum
started in 1999 as well. I
was kind of an accidental
collector. I’ve got stuff
that Bakaty gave me in
the 80s. It was stuff I
tacked up and thought
were cool. I didn’t set
out to collect...My real
love for this stuff is
that’s been honed like
the ‘Crawling Panther’
and military motifs that
haven’t changed because
they’ve been dialed in for
so long that the designs
are perfect. ”
Thomas said he would
peruse internet sites for
tattoo memorabilia and
history.
“There was this
(online) auction that
had items on it,” said

Thomas. “There were
some clues there and
some signed artwork and
I thought if it is the real
deal this is a find. So, I
took the day off of work
and was the high-bidder
and called them the second (the bid) closed…It
was a really bad ice storm
we had in 1999. I talked
to them on the phone
and said I would give

them this much money
in cash, tonight. I’m on
my way. Bobbi (his wife)
and I drove to Cleveland
in that ice storm. We get
up there and what wasn’t
on the auction was even
better than what was on
the auction. I negotiated
with them on the spot
and bought the whole collection.”
Some of Thomas’ col-

lection has been displayed
by the New York Historical Society.
Thomas has said all
visitors to the Ohio
Tattoo Museum may
view the exhibits free of
charge. He stated he did
this to share the history
and love of his craft with
the world.
Dean Wright is a staff writer for
Ohio Valley Publishing.

J.D. Drilling Company
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Jdiddle@Jdinjectionspecialists.com
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P.O. Box 369, Racine, OH 45771
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Rich T examines housings of tattooing machines.
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Rich T discusses some of the history of tattooing artifacts in the Ohio Tattoo Museum.
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A mural and several paintings by the Meigs Industries artists.

Program fosters abilities in art
By Erin Perkins

eperkins@aimmediamidwest.com

SYRACUSE — Meigs
Industries has been
offering an art program
to adults at the facility
for several years, all

the while the program
steadily grows.
Superintendent Kay
Davis said the adults
participating in the art
program are learning
new techniques to
expand on their artistic

skills. She explained
Peggy Crane has
been instrumental in
developing the art
program, which started
with a few paint brushes
and paints and has
grown to artists working

on canvas, entering
contests, and selling
artwork.
“If you have a staff
member working with
a group of people
who is interested and
passionate in something,

we can typically find
other people who
would like to learn
a little and maybe
become interested and
passionate in it as well,”
said Davis.
Crane explained in the

days prior to having the
art program, she worked
with an individual who
was not very verbal and
started teaching the
individual photography.
See fosters | 28

Mason County Area Chamber of Commerce
Supporting the business community

service at its annual dinner meeting.
This year, taking home
the prestigious Commuup projects. Also, memPOINT PLEASANT
bers have been fortunate nity Service Award was
— The mission of the
Robert (Bob) McMillan.
to be able to offer comMason County Area
Chamber of Commerce is puter classes to business McMillan graduated from
Sherrod High School and
to aggressively promote, employees and/or individuals for a nominal fee attended West Liberty
support and retain busiUniversity. He is an Army
at Marshall University/
ness in the county.
veteran, having served in
MOVC.
Membership is the
Vietnam. He’s the owner
The Chamber works
lifeblood of the Chamber.
of Mid-Atlantic Construcside by side with the
Without the constant
Mason County Develop- tion Company based in
support of members,
Point Pleasant and servment Authority and the
there would be no
ing the area for over 27
Mason County Tourism
Chamber which has
years.
Committee to further
experienced a slow but
McMillan has supimprove relationships
steady growth of addiported numerous projects
with surrounding comtional members over
and programs throughout
munities, realizing that
the past five years. This
Mason County. Just a
this keeps the posigrowth is a result of all
few examples include the
tive attitudes working.
local entities working
Mason County Commutogether toward the com- Chamber members feel
that teamwork is the key nity Foundation, Krodel
mon goal of creating an
Park Playground, Point
atmosphere for improved to attracting new businesses to Mason County. Pleasant Splash Pad and
quality of better living
the Point Pleasant Lions
Combined efforts to
and working condiClub. He belongs to the
tions throughout Mason move ahead are getting
Mason County Commuthe attention of those
County.
nity Foundation Board of
who are in a position to
Besides promoting
Directors, the Economic
business and commerce, help realize the ChamDevelopment Authorber’s goals.
Chamber member busiEach spring, the Cham- ity Advisory Board,
nesses and organizations
VFW, American Legion,
ber honors the best in
participate together in
beautification and clean- business and community Moose Lodge, Minturn

19 Masonic Lodge, Beni
Kedem Shriners, Scottish
Rite, and Jesters.
McMillan and his wife
Rebecca have been married for 46 years and have
lived in Point Pleasant
for 45 years. They are
members of the Nazarene
Church. The couple have
two children, Carrie and
Jason, and four grandchildren.
Chamber First Impression Awards presented
were:
Best Landscape Award
to the Point Pleasant
Town Square project,

which includes Hartley
Square.
Outstanding Downtown Revitalization
Award to Counterpoint
Cooperative.
Best New Commercial
Development Award to
Dollar General of Gallipolis Ferry.
The Young Entrepreneur Award to Jon
Tatterson of Tatterson
Appraisal Service.
Most Attractive New
Sign to Point Financial
Services.
Best Development
Award to Beaches &

Cream.
Larry Jones received
the Past President’s
Award.
Hilda Austin is the
Chamber’s executive
director. Leigh Ann
Shepard is this year’s
Chamber president.
Chamber Board of Directors include Shepard,
Anna Barnitz, Bryan
Mabe, Jim Butler, Joann
Siders, Kevin Nott, Mario
Liberatore, Mark Thompson, Rocky Sturgeon,
Scarlett Enos, Sharon
Stapleton, Tanya Handley.

Gallia County Senior Center
Day of Celebration
May 8, 2018
Starting at 10:00 am
★ Bingo ★ Live Music ★
Lunch served at 12:00
740-446-7000

Services Offered
• Home Care • Home Delivered Meals
• Adult Day Services • Transportation

OH-70041857

For more information about these services,
please contact the Senior Center

1165 State Route 160
Gallipolis, Ohio 45631

File photo

Bob McMillian, pictured at center, was honored by the Mason County Chamber of Commerce this
week with its Community Service Award. Also pictured are Chamber Director Hilda Austin and
Chamber President Leigh Ann Shepard.
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Couple catches the ‘buzz’ of beekeeping
By Mindy Kearns
Special to OVP

LETART — When
walking through the
yard of Ed and Betsy
Smith’s in Letart these
days, you don’t take a
step without looking
down.
That’s because you
might trample one of
their beloved honey
bees, which are out
looking for the first
nectar of spring among
the dandelions and tree
blossoms.
Ed and Betsy have
been beekeepers for
the past six years
as a hobby. In good
years, the couple sells
the honey the bees
produce to friends
and neighbors. In bad
years, they barely have
enough to keep a jar
consistently on the
table. It can be one of
the most rewarding, yet
disappointing, efforts at
the same time.
Honey bees are
essential to the
American food supply
and were considered
endangered not long
ago. Approximately
one-third of all food
Americans consume is
directly or indirectly
derived from honey bee
pollination, according
to the American
Beekeeping Federation.
Some crops pollinated
are cucumbers, almonds,
carrot seed, melons,
apricots, cherries,
pears, apples, prunes,
plums, seed alfalfa, seed
onions, avocados, kiwi,
blueberries and more.
While beekeeping
might seem like a simple
and easy hobby, Ed can
quickly tell you it is
anything but.
Last year was a
particularly hard year
for the Smith’s bees. At
the peak of summer, the
couple had 30 thriving
hives. By winter, that
number had dropped to
18, and by this spring,
to 11.
“It’s the fluctuation of
the temperatures that
affects the bees,” said
Ed. “They continued
to lay eggs when it was
warm so late into the
fall, and when the cold
hit, many of them died.”
He continued, “The
worker bees stay on
the eggs to keep them a
consistent 98 degrees.
Since it got cold so fast,
they wouldn’t leave the
eggs to eat the honey
they needed to sustain
them. Many died less
than a quarter of an inch
away from that honey.”
That devastation
came following a
disappointing year of
honey production, as
well.
Ed said 2017 started

Photos by Mindy Kearns | Courtesy

Ed and Betsy Smith of Letart have practiced beekeeping as a hobby for the past six years. They are pictured, along with infant son Oliver, in front of some of their hives.
The Smiths hope to pass their passion for honey bees along to little Oliver some day.

out as a good year, with
adequate spring rain.
But then came the dry
summer. There was no
nectar in the flowers,
and the honey that the
bees produced had to be
left in the hives to feed
the bees over the winter.
In all, the Smiths
harvested about 30
pounds of honey from
their 30 hives. The
remainder of around
100 pounds per hive had
to be left for the bees
to eat over the winter.
And, since the late fall
was so dry, the bees ate
the honey quickly, with
Ed forced to feed them
sugar water to make it
through.
The Smiths are
hoping for better days
ahead though. They are
currently splitting and
producing more hives,
and working to keep the
bees from swarming.
When a hive swarms, it
takes half the bees and
half the honey with it.
Last year Ed began
grafting his own queens
after taking a class to
learn the technique.
Each colony of bees
must have one, and only
one, queen, which is the
fertile female.
To graft queens, after
the bee lays its eggs,
Ed waits for four days
until the egg turns
into larvae. Using a
magnifying glass and
light, he sits at the
kitchen table, and with
a special tool, places
the larvae into tiny
specialized cups. The
cups are placed in a
queenless hive, where
they are fed royal jelly.

Ed Smith is shown as he checks one of his honey bee hives recently. The bees are out of the hives looking for their first nectar of spring
among the dandelions and tree blossoms.

He later takes the
larvae out, places them
in a mating nucleus
where they hatch, and
the queen is born. The
next step is when the
queen takes her mating
flight, hopefully to come
back and start a colony.
Beekeeping can get
quite involved, and
quite expensive, Ed
noted. An upcoming
class at Ripley’s Cedar
Lakes in June will teach
the keepers how to
artificially inseminate
honey bees. The cost
of the class is $500,
plus you must have the
necessary equipment,
including a $500

microscope. Although
Ed said he won’t be
attending the class,
he has volunteered to
be a “runner” for the
participants, if his work
schedule allows.
An artificially
inseminated queen
bee can cost anywhere
from $250 to $600, Ed
said, depending on its
genetics. A bee with
good genetics is a better
honey producer, is
resistant to mites, and
is better at surviving
over the winter.
As for the Smiths,
they choose to remain
in the hobby stage of
beekeeping, hoping

to someday include
their infant son, Oliver
Grant, in their passion.
During each good year,
the couple tries to buy
at least one new piece
of equipment to assist
them with the bees and
honey production.
One item the couple
recently purchased was
an observation hive
that allows them to
demonstrate a working
hive. Both Ed and
Betsy are members of
the Jackson County
Bee Club, where Betsy
serves as secretary.
The Smiths have held
demonstrations at
various schools, as well

as the West Virginia
State Farm Museum.
Ed and Betsy said
everyone can do their
part in helping honey
bees. They encourage
people not to kill the
clover and dandelions
in their yards, and if
possible, allow fields or
small sections of yard to
grow a few weeks before
mowing. Mow grass in
the early morning or
late evening to prevent
killing bees, and when
planting flowers, plant
them in clusters instead
of rows.
Mindy Kearns is a freelance writer
for Ohio Valley Publishing.
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Fosters

“They’re all a
pleasure to teach and
it’s really exciting
when somebody
realizes they have an
art talent that they
didn’t know they had
and all of sudden
they’re able to put
stuff down on paper.”

From page 26

OH-70043539

After being behind a
camera, Crane said
the individual started
becoming more verbal.
Davis commented
each week a group of
the artists will volunteer
at the Riverbend Arts
Council, in exchange for
helping set up the tables
and chairs for the Meigs
County artists who
assemble there, they
get to join in the artisan
process. She explained
they get to learn new
techniques and broaden
their horizons working
shoulder to shoulder
with fellow artists.
Davis said around six
artists will go to the
Riverbend Arts Council
each week, four or five
being regular attendees.
Crane added homeschooled children will
show up at the Riverbend Arts Council and
paint alongside the artists at Meigs Industries
and during summer
children in public school
will also show up.
Crane explained when
first choosing artists
for her program, she
asks them to decorate
a cardboard letter of
their name however they
wish, providing them
colored pencils, paints,
beads, paper, and glue to
give her a clue as to who
has artistic abilities.
Once in the art program, the artists will
start out with water
color paints on paper,
then progress into
acrylic paints. Crane
said each month anyone
in the workshop who
wants will make cards
for patrons at Overbrook
Rehabilitation Center.
Also, the artists will
design trading card art
and trade with other
artists around the com-

Ohio Valley Publishing

— Peggy Crane

Eric Cranston with one of his favorite pieces of art, a zentangle.

munity. Crane shared she
and the Meigs Industries
artists have went to Overbrook and let them create
trading card art with
them as well.
“Art is one of those fun
things that can be any-

thing,” said Crane.
Crane explained a
group of Meigs Industries
artists have painted a
mural for the Art in the
Village exhibit for 8 years.
She has been member of
the Riverbend Arts Coun-

cil for 16 years.
Crane said a group of
people in the workshop
will also participate in,
“Think Outside the Box,”
wherein a box is filled
with everyday items and
the participants must use

two years. She said this
is a juried exhibit that
celebrates the creativity
and talent of Ohio Artists
with developmental disabilities. At this exhibit,
artists can receive not
only a ribbon, but also a
monetary award if their
artwork places in the
competition. Crane said
five artists from Meigs
Industries participated
this year, three being
awarded. Eric Cranston
placed fifth overall and
two other artists sold
artwork.
Cranston shared he
makes original zentangles. He said they form
in his mind and then he
draws them. Cranston
is currently working on
turning a compilation
of his zentangles into a
coloring book. He said
sometimes he will use
charcoals and oil pastels
to do his artwork. Cranston creates not only paintings, but outdoor hanging
pieces as well. He enjoys
painting characters
such as the Grinch and
Snoopy. Cranston said
he has been drawing and
painting for awhile now.
“They’re all a pleasure
to teach and it’s really
Erin Perkins | OVP exciting when somebody
realizes they have an art
talent that they didn’t
those items to create a
sculpture all while follow- know they had and all
of sudden they’re able
ing a designated theme.
Davis commented some to put stuff down on
paper,” said Crane.
of the artists also have
been participating in the
Art and Soul exhibit in
Erin Perkins is a staff writer at Ohio
Xenia, Ohio for the past
Valley Publishing.
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The vat in which the cheese is made applies heat and stirs the milk until it breaks down and releases the water from the proteins, and is critical for turning raw milk into cheese.

Morgan McKinniss | OVP

A fresh approach from the farm
it had with Nick’s
grandparents, selling
milk from 2005 until
2009.
In 2009, the model of
RIO GRANDE —
work changed from milk
Grass has grown in
production to creating
the fields and hills in
cheese from scratch.
Gallia County for as
“We milk 25-30 cows
long as people have
twice a day and take all
lived there, and for as
of their milk and turn
long as humans have
it into cheese right on
lived in the foothills
the farm,” said Celeste.
of the Appalachian
“The cows eat the
Mountains, grass has
grass that grows here
been a necessary and
foundational part of life. in Gallia County, our
natural resources in the
The Nolans first
moved to Gallia County sun and land, the cows
harvest their own grass
in 1947, starting a
dairy farm, which their and turn that grass into
grandson Nick operates milk.”
The Nolans then take
today as Laurel Valley
that milk and process
Creamery.
it into various forms of
“My husband’s
cheeses, then market,
grandparents bought
sell, and deliver all from
the farm in 1947, they
moved here from Boone their farm.
“Milk is 86 percent
County, West Virginia,
water, so when you
and they dairy farmed
make cheese out of milk
there from 1947 until
what you do is you’re
1990. They had some
making the fat and
beef cattle after that,
proteins bind together
and then the farm was
and you’re getting rid
vacant from 1994 until
of all the water. The
2001 when we moved
process involves heating
onto it,” said Celeste
the milk and adding
Nolan.
a culture, and the
The Nolans officially
culture starts turning
bought the farm in
the naturally occurring
2003, at the same
sugars in the milk into
time Nick’s job as a
acid, so it starts the
project engineer was
fermentation process,”
outsourced, providing
said Celeste.
the impetus to start
From there a
working the dairy again.
coagulant is added,
The farm started back
then the curd is cut
up doing the same

By Morgan McKinniss

mmckinniss@aimmediamidwest.
com

into smaller pieces
so it can be cooked
continuing to cause the
fat and protein to bind
and shed the water,
resulting in curds and
whey. The curds become
the base ingredient for
the cheese and the whey
is used to feed other
animals on the farm.
With those curds
they make varieties of
cheddar, mozzarella,
raw milk cheese,
and numerous other
varieties, totaling 15
on the farm, from grass
in the field to cheeses
packaged and delivered.
“All of my cheese
recipes we adapted. We
have six children and
we do all of the work on
the farm ourselves, but
over the past nine years
my recipes have all
adapted so I can parent
in between them, so we
can do all the milking.
Cheese is adaptable,
our whole business is
adapted to what we
need,” said Celeste.
“We’re a farmstead and
artisan cheese maker.
Farmstead means the
milk is produced at
the same location as
the cheese and artisan
means I make it in a
small batch.”
Laurel Valley
is licensed by the
Ohio Department of
Agriculture to produce
and process milk and

cheese entirely on the
farm.
When talking about
why they decided to
make cheese instead of
selling milk, they didn’t

require very much
persuasion.
“Recently 150 dairies
in Ohio, Pennsylvania,
and Kentucky all lost
their buyer for their

milk and obviously we
would’ve been one of
those. There’s not a
lot of options for small
See fresh | 30
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The Nolans manage a herd of Jersey cattle that they milk twice a day, which they use exclusively to
produce cheese right on the farm. The cows harvest their own grass right from the field.
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Fresh
From page 29

dairy farms to sell their
milk and when they do
sell it they give it away,”
said Celeste. “Lots of
things have happened
running a farm, it’s a
giant gamble. You’re
depending on the
weather, the health of
your animals, we rely
heavily on a group of
cows that we take care
of and they take care
of us. I’ve just tried
to be chill for the past
however many years
and not let things
bother us…. don’t fight
it just go with it.”
Between Celeste
and her husband, they
work as many as four
full time jobs regularly,
trying to keep a balance
in life. When they
started the farmstead
in Gallia County there
were about nine small
creameries and now
there are about 40, of
which Laurel Valley
is one of the bigger
making about 500
pounds of cheese a
week.
“I think they USDA
classifies us as a
medium size creamery,
but big cheese
processors in Northern
Ohio process as much
cheese a week as I do
in a year. But as far as
artisan ones, I’m one
of the bigger farmstead
creameries in the state,
so we’re on the big side
of the small ones,” said
Celeste. “It’s something
we export from Gallia
County. We take it
to Athens County,
to Huntington, to
Columbus. It’s a good,
positive reflection of
some of the hard work
and the hard working
people we have in Gallia
County.”

Courtesy | Celeste Nolan

Celeste and Nick Nolan regularly visit farmers markets to help promote and sell their farmstead cheeses.

animals, the work they
did last season, it all
depends on hard work
and the environment
around them.
“There’s been as many
high points as there are
low points. Between
the two of us we do
three or four full time
jobs. It’s hard work,
you know, but there
are all the joys that go
with it. I wake up and
go to bed at work, it’s
— Celeste Nolan been nice to be able
to support my family
by our labors and our
optimism to stay on the hard work and to build
a business from that.
farm. The dependence
Every year we increase
on the animals, the
our sales,” said Celeste.
grass to feed the

“I think they USDA classifies us as a medium
size creamery, but big cheese processors
in Northern Ohio process as much cheese a
week as I do in a year. But as far as artisan
ones, I’m one of the bigger farmstead
creameries in the state, so we’re on the
big side of the small ones. It’s something
we export from Gallia County. We take it to
Athens County, to Huntington, to Columbus.
It’s a good, positive reflection of some of the
hard work and the hard working people we
have in Gallia County”
When it comes to the
farming life, the Nolans
know that it takes
humility and sheer

“You can be negative
in your day to day, but
overall you’re definitely
optimistic. We grow
all of the hay and the
grain our cows eat and
our winter depends
entirely on what we did
in the spring and the
spring depends entirely
on how much cheese I
put in the aging room
in the winter. It’s all
interdependent.”
When thinking about
the future, Celeste
hopes the farmstead
will continue to grow,
providing a living for
her children and a
positive name for rural
Appalachia.

“People think certain
things when they think
of Appalachia or of
Gallia County and we
work hard to prove
them wrong and show
them different, to defy
stereotypes,” said
Celeste. “I’d like to be
able to do something
more in Gallia County
instead of spending
three days taking
cheese to other people,
I’d like to sell it here
close to home. I have
six children that I’d like
to have positions for to
make enough to support
more than one family.”
Morgan McKinniss is a staff writer
for Ohio Valley Publishing.

SERVING YOU FOR OVER 70 YEARS

Arnold Grate was a loving
husband, a caring father, a
loyal Christian, and a savvy
businessman. He was also an 8th
grade dropout from a poor family.
Still, Arnold founded what would
become Rutland Bottle Gas by
starting from the ground up. This
meant hard work, dedication,
taking risks, and treating folks right.
Over sixty years later, these same principles are still
applied in the company he created. Since his passing,
Rutland Bottle Gas has continued to expand and
improve. But no matter how things change, Rutland
Bottle Gas is, and will always be, Arnold Grate’s
contribution to the needs of our area. It is the top
priority of Rutland Bottle Gas to continue to meet these
needs in the best way possible.

Be on the
Lookout
for our Spring

GRAND
RE-OPENING!
106 Gander Lane
Mason, WV
1-304-773-2510
www.beachesandcreamfroyo.com
@beachesandcream

Psalm 118:27 “The Lord is God, and
he has made High Light shine upon us.”

RUTLAND BOTTLE GAS
282 MAIN STREET • RUTLAND, OHIO
“All Things Considered, Gas Is Best.”

Visit www.rutlandbottlegas.com

740-742-2511 or 1-800-837-8217
Torch, OH • Jackson, OH • Gallipolis, OH • Rutland, OH
McConnelsville, OH • Logan, OH • The Plains, OH

We can’t wait to see you!
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Jamie Sloane working on the first piece in what would become his “The Visiteurs” series set for display this fall at the Huntington Museum of Art.

The filter of creativity
The world of artist
Jamie Sloane

sixth grade at Beverly
Hills Middle School in
Huntington. He did a
watercolor which earned
him a blue ribbon at the
Huntington Museum of
By Beth Sergent
bsergent@aimmediamidwest.com
Art.
“I was so inspired by
POINT PLEASANT — the incredible impact
Have you ever wondered that had on me,” he said.
what’s on the other side “There are people in the
world who are doing
of the door?
wonderful things. When
On the fourth floor
you live in a small world
of the Lowe Hotel, in
like I did, you don’t see
a penthouse near the
it all that much, you see
elevator, the other side
it on TV but you don’t
of the door leads to the
really feel like you’re
world of Jamie Sloane.
connected to that.”
From works of art, to
Sloane said he
art supplies, to cartoons
remembers going to the
keeping him from
Huntington Museum of
“adulting” as he says
Art with his dad as a
with a smile, Sloane’s
studio is literally his life kid, looking at art and
saying “that’s me.”
on display; alive with
He said, years later,
the tangible inhabitants
when he would see
of his imagination.
artwork, there was
The cartoons are
something about it that
a part of keeping
would say back to him
negativity at bay. He
“this is you.”
doesn’t watch the news
No stranger
and he keeps his studio
and living space fluid for to sketching and
drawing, when he
inspiration.
was in relationships,
Sloane spent his
the majority of his
childhood between
significant others would
Huntington and
tell him, “dude, you’re
Columbus. Out of high
an artist” before he
school, he received a
committed to it, fully.
vocal scholarship to
“So people were
Marshall University
always telling me what
where he also studied
I was, as opposed to I
composition but with
the expense of a college didn’t really know who
I was. But, people kind
education weighing
of push you in the right
on him, he switched
direction.”
gears and went into
In retrospect, Sloane
private training to
guesses art was “there
study composition in
the whole time” in his
Columbus. This study
of composition went on life. “It was literally
trying to get my
for 10 years. He then
attention.”
traveled to California
Now his art, passion
with the hopes to
compose musical scores and imagination are
for films, but he says he intersecting once again
with the Huntington
realized he “didn’t have
Museum of Art which
the business acumen”
will be featuring his solo
and moved back to
show, “The Visiteurs”
Columbus. Then in
this November; a
2003, he ended up in
collection of portraits
Gallipolis and “in the
of real people who have
meantime, I started to
passed through the filter
paint.”
of Sloane’s imagination,
Looking further
re-imagined.
back from 2003, he
This retelling of faces
distinctly remembers
and stories on canvas
his first paining which
makes sense to a man
was done while in the

who says he wants to
be a film director in
his next life. For now,
“The Visiteurs” has
so far allowed him to
combine his art, his
composing skills and
love of film into one
project (he hopes to do a
documentary about the
show for the opening).
“This year is an
incredible year for me
because here I am, doing
this museum exhibit
and then I’m doing this
documentary as well,
I’m composing…so
here’s this one moment
where it’s all coming
together,” he said. “I’m
an artist, I’m my own
subject matter for my
documentary, I get to be
a film director and I get
to be a composer. It’s
amazing.”
Sloane talks about
the term entropy; a
word which reflects
a degree of disorder
and randomness. He
describes where he’s
at in life as “reverse
entropy” - where he was
once in bits and pieces
with no direction in
life, life is now making
sense in a steady flow
of cohesion; a gradual
incline.
Of course, the ascent
happens in daily
increments. After
Gallipolis, Sloane
eventually found himself
living in Point Pleasant
and creating a living
and studio space inside
the historic Lowe Hotel.
Stepping inside the suite
of former rooms is like
walking into a space
out of place - is it New
York City? Is it Chicago?
Is it Paris? One could
argue at the least it is
a precursor for when
Sloane’s exteriors catch
up with his interior.
Art adorns the walls,
the book shelves and
accent tables. It is still
a working space though
and the subtle smell of
paint wafts along the
molding like a scented

See filter | 34

Beth Sergent | OVP

Jamie Sloane reads below the watchful eyes of Jamie Sloane in his fourth floor studio/penthouse
in the Lowe Hotel. This self portrait done of himself includes Nike tennis shoes and swirling ideas.
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Jamie Sloane works both on this painting and his patience to get it right.

Filter

the above. Sometimes
telling people you’re an
artist, comes with an
From page 33
expectation that you’re
going to fail, he said.
Of course, stereotypes
candle might flow
through another home - are there for a reason
- because they’re true
both providing comfort
to those inside the walls for some, though not
for all. Sloane isn’t
with its familiarity.
When it comes to that starving, he is antidrugs, he is neither lost
daily ascent into the
nor floundering these
imagination, curiosity
days. Still, it has been a
about life is key.
journey from wanting to
“I’m curious about a
be an artist to actually
lot of things..that’s one
of the keys to creativity,” making a living at it.
“Part of success is you
he said.
have to be fearless when
Sloane explained,
you’re doing something
when it comes to
in the world of art…the
creating something,
most difficult business
it’s about discovering
because anything can
information and what
go,” he explained. “In
you do with it. He
any other business
asked: “How are you
going to pass it through there’s certain rules,
you? How are you going there’s a formula. In art
there’s a slight formula
to share it with other
but it’s very loose. You
people…to put your
stamp of personality on can literally do some off
the wall stuff. It’s one
it?”
of the hardest things
Sloane attempts to
I’ve ever done but at the
avoid stereotypes, not
just in art but in life. He same time, it’s freedom.”
Part of that freedom
says he avoids telling
came when Sloane
people he’s an artist
acquired a patron to
because it can have
continually purchase his
a negative sterotype
work and now, he has
attached to it that
several collectors. He
includes individuals
has created a demand.
who are either starving
Having been raised
(literally), abuse
a Catholic, Sloane
drugs, are lost or
says he realizes it goes
floundering or all of
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31827 SR #7, Pomeroy, Ohio

against everything he
was taught to be “self
involved” but that’s
where the work is for
him.
“The only person I
truly know in life is
myself, of course I’m
going to be interested
in myself,” he said.
“Beneath this surface
is energy that will
come out if you become
involved with it.”
These days, Sloane is
living his truth, which
includes his relationship with partner Jimmy
Hobbs. A portrait of
Hobbs done by Sloane
had won a blue ribbon at
the French Art Colony.
That was his first blue
ribbon since grade
school. He credits this
portrait for providing
him a moment of connection he equates with
infinity.
“There’s a sense of
infinity though when
you’re attached to creativity because it’s coming out of an infinite
source,” he said. “I’ve had
moments where I’ve had
a sense of infinity and it’s
overwhelming. There’s no
limit to what you can do.
Isn’t it beautiful to know
we don’t have limitations?”
Where there are no
limitations, there is also
much patience with
the muse. Sloane talks
about a moment with his
inner voice showing him
patience was a key to his
art and he worked on the
portrait of Hobbs until he
had it exactly where he
wanted it. He recalls reading a Michelangelo quote
“patience is genius” and
that statement starting to
make sense, finally, when
he required that patience
of himself.
He jokes he sometimes
doesn’t like talking about
himself so he lets Hobbs
do it for him. This is no
easy task as Sloane likes
to keep growing.
“I’m never who I was
a minute ago,” he said,
explaining he goes
through gestation periods
where a new source of
curiosity will emerge, just
as portrait painting did.
Never having done portraits before, he says in
seeing other people as he
paints them, he is seeing
himself.
He explains: “I have
no other way of seeing
myself except through
what I do.”
As for his motivation
for his upcoming show,
he guessed: “Part of me
wanting to do this (The
Visiteurs show) is to
honor people..we should
do that. (The human subjects of the show might
say) ‘that was a special
part of my life that someone stopped and looked

Artist Jamie Sloane takes in the light to complete a piece.

Jamie Sloane working in his studio on the fourth floor of the Lowe Hotel.

at me for a moment.’ I
think that means a lot.”
Simultaneously, Sloane
will both go back to his
roots and forward with
his creative life when he

returns to the Huntington express it, though there
is only one person to filMuseum of Art this fall.
ter it through.
He seems to revel in the
dichotomy of life, knowBeth Sergent is editor of Ohio Valley
ing there’s more than
one way to look at it and Publishing.
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The coffee is bagged right after roasting and flavoring. The bags have vents to allow the fresh coffee to breath, maintaining freshness and integrity longer. The tops of the bags are heat sealed in special
machines.

Silver Bridge Coffee
You can’t buy
happiness but you
can have coffee
By Morgan McKinniss

mmckinniss@aimmediamidwest.
com

BIDWELL — What
do you do when your
children are going to
college and you need
to work an extra job to
help pay for it? Lorraine
Walker decided to
start a coffee roasting
company.
“I’m the mother of
five children and I had
the unique experience
where my oldest was
leaving for college when
my youngest was going
to kindergarten, so I
needed a job to help put
my children through
college, is really why I
started Silver Bridge
Coffee,” said Walker.
Walker explained
that her husband Philip
started roasting his
own coffee when his
brother brought home
green coffee beans from
a mission trip to Costa
Rica.
“He found out how
you could roast coffee
in a popcorn popper.
He had done that for
about a year and at
first I thought it was
a crazy idea but it’s
actually the first time I
had fresh roasted coffee
and we fell in love with
the taste and we would
share it with people in
bags and show people
how to roast their own
and so that’s where we
got the idea that maybe
I could start a business
roasting coffee,” said
Walker. “So I took a
year and studied with
the Specialty Coffee
Association, made a
business plan, and in
2008 when I started
it had to be USDA
approved to roast
coffee.”
Walker explained how
they started roasting
coffee in a remodeled
room on the back of

Lorraine Walker with the main roasting machine at Silver Bridge Coffee, which uses infrared technology to roast the beans efficiently.

“He found out how
you could roast
coffee in a popcorn
popper. He had done
that for about a year
and at first I thought
it was a crazy idea
but it’s actually the
first time I had fresh
roasted coffee and
we fell in love with
the taste and we
would share it with
people in bags and
show people how to
roast their own and
so that’s where we
got the idea that
maybe I could start
a business roasting
coffee,”

—Lorraine Walker

their house, with barely
enough room for the
sink, heat sealer for the
bags, and the roaster.

The green coffee beans come from across the globe in burlap sacks, which often have special art and designs depending on where they
are from. At any given time, the storage area can become so full it becomes hard to walk into. According to Walker, coffee beans grow
See Coffee | 38 15 degrees north and south of the equator.
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Mark Porter Ford

“We make car
dreams come true!”

Mark Porter Ford Can Find Your New Car Match
$66,605
2018 Ford f-150 Raptor Truck
Truck, Eco Boost, V6, GTDI
Stock # : F18487

$52,863
2018 Ford Expedition Max XLT
SUV EcoBoost V6
Stock # : F18382

$21,215

$27,222
2018 Ford Edge SEL
SUV EcoBoost I4 Turbocharged
Stock # : F18222

2018 Ford F-150 XL
Truck V8 TI-VCT
Stock # : F18510

$26,678

2018 Ford Explorer Limited
SUV V6 TI-VCT
Stock # : F18628

$18,499
2018 Ford EcoSport S
SUV EcoBoost 13 GTDI DOHC Turbocharged
Stock # : F18320

2018 Ford Expedition XLT
SUV EcoBoost V6
Stock # : F18530

$52,000
2018 Ford F-250SD Lariat
Truck V8
Stock # : F18325

$20,000

2018 Ford C-Mas Hybrid SE
Hatchback I4 Atkinson-Cycle Hybrid
Stock # : F18596

2018 Ford Escape SE
SUV EcoBoost I4 GTDI Turbocharged
Stock # : F18642

2018 Ford EcoSport S
SUV I4
Stock # : F18483

$39,500

$50,898

2018 Ford Flex Limited
SUV V6 TI-VCT
Stock # : F18005

$16,085
2018 Ford Fiesta S
Sedan I4 TI-VCT
Stock # : F18523

2018 Ford Flex Limited
SUV
Stock # : F18070

2018 Ford Escape S
SUV IVCT
Stock # : F18066

$24,995

$28,045

$43,999

$19,699

2018 Ford F-250SD Lariat
Truck Powerstroke V8
Stock # : F18236

2018 Ford Escape S
SUV IVCT
Stock # : F18342

$50,650

2018 Ford F-250SD
Truck Powerstroke V8 Turbodiesel
Stock # : F18565

$62,499

$19,699

$48,070

2018 Ford Edge SE
SUV EcoBoost I4 Turbocharged
Stock # : F18130

$71,015

2018 Ford Edge Titanium
SUV V6 TI-VCT
Stock # : F18609

$30,000

2018 Ford Focus SE
SUV Sedan EcoBoost I3 GTDI DOHC
Stock # : F18575

$40,635

2018 Ford Explorer Platinum
SUV
Stock # : F18270

$13,999

$34,000

2018 Ford Focus S
Sedan I4
Stock # : F18227

2018 Ford F-150 XL
Truck EcoBoost V6 GTDI
Stock # : F18041

Quality Used Vehicles Ohio Drivers are Looking For
$18,500
2017 Ford Escape S
SUV I-VCT
Stock # : F18488A

$16,590
2015 Ford Escape SE
SUV Duratec I4
Stock # : 3P2601

$30,000
2014 Ford F-150 FX4
Truck EcoBoost
Stock # : F17677B

2017 Ford Explorer Limited
SUV 6-Cylinder SMPI
Stock # : 3P2599

$42,483
2016 Ford F-150 Lariat
Truck EcoBoost V6 GTDI DOHC
Stock # : 3C17020A

$13,286
2015 Ford Focus SE
Sedan 4-Cylinder
Stock # : F18319A

2006 Ford Mustang
Convertible V6
Stock # : F18074A

2015 Ford Explorer XLT
SUV 6-Cylinder SMPI DOHC
Stock # : F18386A

2007 Ford F-150 Lariat
Truck V8
Stock # : F18561A

$34,595
2016 Ford F-250SD LX
Truck V8 EFI 16V Flex Fuel
Stock # : F18490A

$16,499

$8,600

2017 Ford Fusion SE
Sedan
Stock # : 31R1274

Please
Call

$52,386

$18,989

$15,179

$11,017
2014 Ford Focus Titanium
Sedan
Stock # : 3P2594

2016 Ford Mustang Shelby GT3500
Coupe TI-VCT V8
Stock # : xxx

$31,231

2010 Ford fusion SEL
Sedan V6 Flex Fuel
Stock # : 3P2468A

$5,000
2005 Buick Rendevous CX
SUV V6 SFI
Stock # : 31R1311C

Mark Porter Ford

$22,935
2013 Chevrolet Suburban 1500 LT
SUV Vortec V8 Flex Fuel
Stock # : 34R1038A

Sales: (866) 2307875
Service: (877) 462-6381
Parts: (888) 407-9938

OH-70044375
OH-70044375

1360 Mayhew Road Jackson, OH 45640 • www.markporterford.com
Although every reasonable effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information contained on this site, absolute accuracy cannot be guaranteed. This site, and all information and materials appearing on it, are presented to the user “as is" without warranty of any kind, either express or implied.
All vehicles are subject to prior sale. Price does not indude applicable tax, title, license, processing and/or documentation fees, and destination charges. Vehicles shown at different locations are not currently in our inventory (Not in Stock) but can be made available to you at our location within a reasonable
date from the time of your request, not to exceed one week.
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Mark Porter
Chrysler Dodge
Jeep and Ram
we make car dreams come true
$43,887

$32,814

2018 Chrysler Pacifica Limited

Van FWD V6
Stock # : C18087

$23,537

2018 Chrysler Pacifica TOURING L

Van FWD V6
Stock # : C18362

$29,995

2018 Dodge Grand Caravan SE

Van FWD V6
Stock # : C18207

$29,892

2017 Dodge Challenger R/T

Coupe RWD HEMI V8
Stock # : C17091

$23,537

2018 Dodge Charger GT AWD

Sedan V6
Stock # : C18218

$26,232

2018 Dodge Grand Caravan SE

Van FWD V6
Stock # : C18204

$23,537

2019 Jeep Cherokee LATITUDE 4x4

SUV 4WD I4
Stock # : C18337

$23,647

2018 Dodge Grand Caravan SE

Van FWD V6
Stock # : C18202

$26,841

2018 Jeep Cherokee LATITUDE 4x4

SUV 4WD V6
Stock # : C18264

$22,625

2018 Dodge Journey SXT AWD

SUV V6
Stock # : C18327

$29,093

2018 Jeep Compass LATITTUDE FWD

SUV I4
Stock # : C18028

$48,655

2018 Jeep Grand Cherokee LAREDO 4x4

SUV 4WD V6
Stock # : C18347

$22,076

2018 Jeep Wrangler UNLIMITED SAHARA 4x4

SUV 4WD
Stock # : C18367

$38,597

2017 Jeep Renegade LATITUDE 4x4

SUV 4WD I4 MultiAir
Stock # : C17172

$40,320

2018 Jeep Wrangler UNLIMITED SPORT S 4x4

SUV 4WD 6-Cylinder
Stock # : C18363

$48,655

2018 Jeep Wrangler Unlimited Sport 4x4

SUV 4WD 6-Cylinder
Stock # : C18378

$35,472

2019 Ram 1500 BIG HORN/LONE STAR 4x4

Truck Crew Cab 5’7 Box HEMI V8
Stock # : C19014

$36,361

2018 Ram 1500 BIG HORN 4x4

Truck Crew Cab 5’7 Box 4WD V6
Stock # : C18333

$43,495

2018 Dodge Challenger 392 HEMI

Coupe SCAT Pack Shaker
Stock # : C18196

$28,501

2018 Chrysler PAcifica TOURING PLUS

Van FWD V6
Stock # : C18346

$28,350

2018 Dodge Grand Caravan SE PLUS

Van FWD V6
Stock # : C18372

$27,021

2018 Dodge Journey SXT AWD

SUV V6
Stock # : C18282

$29,607

2018 Jeep Cherokee LATITUDE PLUS 4x4

SUV 4WD V6
Stock # : C18143

$25,309

2018 Jeep Renegade ALTITUDE 4x4

SUV 4WD i4
Stock # : C18271

$43,867

2018 Jeep Grand Cherokee Limited 4x4

SUV 4WD Hemi V8
Stock # : C18349

$36,533

2018 Jeep Wrangler JK UNLIMITED 4x4

SUV FREEDOM EDITION 4WD 6-Cylinder
Stock # : C18229

$35,222

2018 Ram 1500 BIG HORN 4x4

Truck Crew Cab 5’7 Box 4WD V6
Stock # : C18311

$49,466

2018 Dodge Durango CITADEL AWD

SUV
Stock # : C18050

$38,041

2018 Dodge Durango SXT PLUS AWD

Van V6
Stock # : C18140

$24,616

2018 Dodge Journey SE AWD

SUV V6
Stock # : C18349

$25,850

2019 Jeep Cherokee LATITUDE 4x4

SUV 4WD I4
Stock # : C19016

$32,906

2019 Jeep Cherokee TRAILHAWK 4x4

SUV 4WD V6
Stock # : C19000

$45,110

2018 Jeep Wrangler UNLIMITED RUBICON 4x4

SUV 4WD 6-Cylinder
Stock # : C18334

$38,597

2018 Jeep Wrangler UNLIMITED SPORT S 4x4

SUV 4WD 6-Cylinder
Stock # : C18360

$31,707

2018 Jeep Wrangler JK WILLYS WHEELER W 4x4

SUV 4WD V6
Stock # : C18326

$36,360

2018 Ram 1500 BIG HOWN 4x4

Truck Crew Cab 5’7 Box 4WD HEMI V8
Stock # : C18126

$36,361

2018 Ram 1500 BIG HORN 4x4

Truck Crew Cab 5’7 Box 4WD HEMI V8
Stock # : C18084

2018 Ram 1500 BIG HORN 4x4

Truck Crew Cab 5’7 Box 4WD HEMI V8
Stock # : C18046

308 East Main Street Pomeroy, OH 45769
Sales: 877-580-1692 Service: 877-652-6990 Parts: 877-664-1226

Monday - Thursday
9am to 7 pm
Friday
9am - 6pm
Saturday
9am - 5pm
Closed on Sunday
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Gallipolis

OH-70042271

River Recreation Festival
July 3rd and July 4th ~ Gallipolis City Park
~ gallipolisriverrec.com

Meigs Local Schools
Opportunities
for after-school
intervention,
enrichment
ROCKSPRINGS
— Meigs Local
School District’s after
school programs are
currently funded by
the competitive 21st
Century Community
Learning Centers
grant. The purpose of
the 21st CCLC grant
is to not only support
academic achievement,
but also to provide
an array of services,
programs, activities,
and other enrichment
opportunities that
students may not
receive otherwise.
These include but are
not limited to healthy
snacks and fitness time,
STEM based learning
projects, drug and
violence prevention
education, college
and career readiness
programs as well as
service learning and
character education
curriculums to support
youth development.
Studies show that
students who regularly
attend after school
programs improve
their regular school
day attendance, class
participation, and
behavior. This is all in

Achiever students
also ran a Pennies for
Patients LLS Campaign
in the spring and raised
$509 for the charity.
Students have
worked on several
STEM based learning
projects throughout
the year. Students
have assembled small
robots, practiced coding
activities, and building
a Kinex roller coaster,
solar powered cars,
and other simple solar
machines. The Middle
School program in
partnership with the
Meigs County Family
and Children First
Council implemented
a shared plan focusing
on college and career
readiness. The program
consisted of a series
of weekly speakers.
The series began with
Meigs High School
Courtesy Principal, Travis
Meigs Local School District’s after school programs are currently funded by the competitive 21st Abbott, and Guidance
Century Community Learning Centers grant.
Counselor, Abby
Harris, speaking about
in activities throughout vocational and career
two 21st CCLC grants
addition to increased
based learning classes
the week such as
to be implemented in
reading and math
character color days and available at Meigs
the elementary and
achievement scores.
High School. College
poster contests. The
middle schools. Both
After school is not
representatives were a
the Middle School After After School Achievers
only a learning center,
held a fundraising event part of these activities,
School Achievers and
but also a safe place
as well as a speaker
to send a team to the
the Elementary After
to be. Research also
Special Olympics. Meigs on apprenticeship
School Kids programs
shows that students
Middle School students programs from Ohio
who attend after school began the year by
Means Jobs. The
raised $746 through
programs are less likely celebrating Character
series concluded
homeroom penny wars
Counts Week with a
to be involved in or be
with a presentation
and dollar hat day. The
victims of crime and are proclamation signing
on interviewing and
Special Olympics will
by the Meigs County
less likely to engage in
resume building skills
be held at Alexander
Commissioners. The
drug use.
by Erin Krawsczyn from
High School on Friday,
After School Kids
Meigs Local School
April 27th. After School Farmer’s Bank.
program participated
District was awarded

Both programs have
hosted a variety of
family engagement
events. The first
being a Social Media
Education Presentation.
The family event was
followed up by school
day presentations for
students. Another well
received event was
Wonder Family Movie
Night. After students
read the book in their
nightly Literacy Circles,
they had a chance to
also enjoy the movie.
The Elementary After
School Kids program
hosted an informational
presentation on the
ALICE training that was
recently completed by
the MLSD staff.
Both the ASK and
ASA programs offered
the opportunity to go
on several offsite field
trips.
They visited COSI,
Center of Science
and Industry, this
winter. All students
experienced many
enriching opportunities
and activities. They
will also get to end
their year with trips to
the Columbus Zoo and
Aquarium.
It does “take a
village” to raise not
just a child, but a wellrounded, respectful, and
responsible individual.
Please support your
local after school
programs and thank you
to those that do.

important to me that
we treat this coffee
respectfully,” said
Walker. “Having visited
the people that grow
this coffee, these people
are very poor, they still
live in houses with dirt
floors and this coffee is
picked by hand.”
Walker discussed
two main reasons that
Silver Bridge Coffee
is distinct from their
competition: freshness
and the consist quality
they produce.
“I’m a big believer
in sticking up for the
farmer and the people
that make the coffee.
We really are sticklers
for quality,” said
Walker. “The other
thing that makes us
unique is the freshness
factor. Coffee is an
agricultural product
so from the time you
roast it until the time
you drink it, it is slowly
beginning to age, that’s
why we put a date on
the back of the bag.
Coffee by nature does
not have an expiration
date, it’s not going to
harm you, it’s just not

going to taste good. It’s
not like cheese or wine,
you want it fresh.”
Currently Silver
Bridge Coffee supplies
their product to over
100 retail locations with
a distribution center
in Columbus. They
stock their stores and
check the date on each
bag, pulling anything
that is too old and not
fresh enough for their
customers. They also
are making headway
into small bakeries and
coffee shops.
“Our goal has always
been managed growth,
we grow with what we
feel we can manage at
that time. It’s because
we want to be in control
of the growth that we
have and make sure
the integrity of our
product is maintained
even if we’re in 50 or
60 stores,” said Walker.
“It’s not just a matter
of sell as much as you
can, it’s a matter of sell
as much as you can and
keep up your quality.”

Coffee

“Our goal has always been managed growth,
we grow with what we feel we can manage
at that time. It’s because we want to be
From page 35
in control of the growth that we have and
“It was actually a
make sure the integrity of our product is
really great way to start maintained even if we’re in 50 or 60 stores.
a business because
It’s not just a matter of sell as much as you
we kind of incubated
can, it’s a matter of sell as much as you can
our own business. We
and keep up your quality.”
didn’t have the debt
of an equipment loan
or a building loan and
we could gradually
start it,” said Walker.
“Initially I pictured
it being an online
business, I’d wake up,
check my computer,
and ship out my orders
for the day, but there
is a lot of competition
online and there are a
lot of national brands
that can get better
shipping rates than you
can. So it just morphed
into something different
than what I originally
planned for it to be.”
The first big
breakthrough came
when the Kroger in
Athens started carrying
Silver Bridge Coffee,
from there it grew out
into numerous stores

— Lorraine Walker

from Columbus to
Charleston.
When it came to
naming the brand, the
family all participated.
“We wanted a
name that had local
significance, but wasn’t
necessarily where
people outside of the
area didn’t get what it
was. But it was turned
out to be a great name
because when we’re
up at Columbus or at
a farmers market and
I’ve had people tell me
‘I picked it up and I
thought, Silver Bridge
Coffee, that has to be
from my hometown,’
so its been funny how
when we’ve gone to

other parts of the state
it’s been like advertising
that we’re from
Gallipolis,” said Walker.
“We as a family came up
with a lot of different
names, we toyed with a
lot of different names,
but we thought it was
a good name for this
area because the bridge
stands for resiliency and
the triumph over the
tragedy that the bridge
stands for.”
Walker ships in fresh
coffee beans from all
over the globe through
an importer right to
their facility on Ohio
850 in Gallia County.
They take those fresh
coffee beans and

Valuable Advice in
Advance Planning.

Compassionate Guidance
in Your Time of Need.

roast them into 98
different blends. Walker
explained that most of
those are duplicates
between caffeinated and
decaffeinated. What
blends are being made
depend on what fresh
coffee beans are in
stock at that time for
Silver Bridge.
“We’re still considered
to be a micro-roaster,
as such when you roast
coffee in small batches
like that, the quality
is much, much higher
when you can give that
attention to detail. I
like to tell people it’s
the difference between
making your own
cookies, or getting your
cookies from a small
bakery, or getting them
from a larger operation
like Nabisco, and that’s
how it goes with coffee
too,” said Walker.
Walker pays special
attention to where her
coffee comes from and
how it is harvested.
“We source fair trade
and organic coffee. It’s
really important to me
that the farmers are
paid a livable wage, it’s

Morgan McKinniss is a staff writer
at Ohio Valley Publishing.
OH-70043631

We offer quality, understanding and
expertise in funerals and preplanning.
Our entire team is committed to
providing honest and knowledgeable
service in times of need, making us
the funeral home our community
trusts to ensure dignified and
personalized final arrangements for
cherished loved ones.

David R. Deal Licensee in charge

Family owned David, Donna & Brad Deal
Keith Pratt & Greg Walker Associates

Deal Funeral Home
1401 Kanawha St.
Point Pleasant, WV 25550

(304) 675-6000
www.dealfh.com
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Jon Parrack
Jon Parrack insurance
(304) 675-4132
parracj1@nationwide.com

Products underwritten by Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company
and Affiliated Companies. Home Office: Columbus, OH 43215. Subject to underwriting guidelines, review, and approval. Availability
varies. Nationwide, Nationwide Is On Your Side, and the Nationwide N and Eagle are service marks of Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company. ©2016 Nationwide CPO-0836AO (08/16) 7777159

AUTO | Home | Retirement

Courtesy photos

Now in its fourth year, For Heaven’s Cakes has become a favorite among Avary Mugrage’s family
and friends. She created Heaven’s Cake Facebook page to feature pictures of her creations and has
continued requests for her confections.

Budding baker Avery Mugrage also spends time raising market goats and is a member of the Eastern
Local High School’s Track and Field team.

For Heaven’s Cakes

By Lorna Hart
Special to OVP

CHESTER — How
does a high school
freshman fit a baking
business into her busy
schedule?
“I really love to bake,”
said Avary Mugrage. “I
was always in the kitchen with my grandmother
(Joyce Sisson) until she
passed away when I was
11. I have a lot of wonderful memories of the
time I spent with her, so
I suppose it just seemed
natural that I would continue to bake.”
Avary enjoyed
watching her
grandmother,“just throw
ingredients into the
bowl…I don’t know how
she did that, I use a
recipe or a mix!”
She taught herself cake
decorating by watching
YouTube videos, reading books, observing a
neighbor, and remembering her grandmother’s
phrase “practice makes
progress.”
Now in its fourth year,
For Heaven’s Cakes
has become a favorite
among Avary’s family
and friends. She created
Heaven’s Cake Facebook
page to feature pictures
of her creations and has
continued requests for
her confections. Dur-

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Budding baker Avery Mugrage
also spends time raising market
goats and is a member of the
Eastern Local High School’s
Track and Field team.

ing December she filled
12 orders: her most
challenging — a gluten
and egg free cake from
scratch.
Sometimes she bakes
alongside her mother
Sammi Mugrage. Both
have participated in
“Cakes for a Cause,” a
Meigs County Council
on Aging fundraiser, the
past three years.
Avary has also been
learning from her grandmother, Peach Mugrage,
and said “we make
pumpkin rolls together,
and she is teaching me
how to make pies.”
When she isn’t baking,
Avary can be found caring for market goats she
is raising as part of her
4-H project, babysitting
and kayaking.
She is also a member

Residential
Commercial
Bulk & Bottled
Home
Farm
Industry
Repair

Now in its fourth year, For Heaven’s Cakes has become a favorite
among Avary Mugrage’s family and friends. She created Heaven’s
Cake Facebook page to feature pictures of her creations and has
continued requests for her confections.

of Eastern Local High
School’s Track and Field
team and participates
in the categories of shot
put and discus throw.
“I really do like to
bake,” she said. “But
clean up is the worst, I’m
messy in the kitchen.”

But as the adage goes,
“a messy kitchen is the
sign of a good cook” and
according to her family
and customers, she is
just that, and more.
Lorna Hart is a freelance writer for
Ohio Valley Publishing.By Lorna

Now in its fourth year, For Heaven’s Cakes has become a favorite
among Avary Mugrage’s family and friends. She created Heaven’s
Cake Facebook page to feature pictures of her creations and has
continued requests for her confections.

Ridenour’s
Gas Service
Ridenour’s
Gas Service

• Sales & Service
• Vented & Unvented
•Residential
Heaters
•Commercial
• Empire & •Bulk & Bottled
Free-standing
•Home
Fireplaces •Farm
•Industry

•Repair
•Sales & Service
P.O. Box 55
•Vented & Unvented
Chester, OH
Heaters
(740) 985-3307
•Empire & Free
Standing Fireplaces

(740)985-3307 •PO Box 55

OH-70043277
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Middle School Choir

School Board Awarded
Students of the Month

Band

Athletics

Elementary School
Guest Reader Program

After School Program

Archery

TAG Program

Career
Technical
Program
Future Farmers
of America

Skills USA

State Representative Visit

Spanish Club

Ohio University
Coding Project

Meigs Middle School

Meigs Primary
36871 SR 124

Meigs Local School District’s Central Office

42353 Charles Chancey Dr

Middleport, OH 45760

41765 Pomeroy Pike

Pomeroy, OH 45769

740-742-3000

Pomeroy, Ohio 45769

740-992-3058

Meigs Intermediate
36871 SR 124

OH-70042102

Middleport, OH 45760
740-742-2666

Superintendent, Scot Gheen
740-992-2153

Meigs High School

Treasurer, Roy Johnson

42091 Pomeroy Pike

740-992-5650

Pomeroy, OH 45769
740-992-2158
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The next act: Functional art
Joseph Elbert’s pieces on display.

From The
Washington
Post to Leon
By Beth Sergent

bsergent@aimmediamidwest.com

LEON — How does a
former managing editor
of photography for The
Washington Post end up
in Leon making functional art in the form
of furniture? It’s a long
story but a true one.
Joseph Elbert grew
up in rural Indiana and
graduated from Indiana
University’s School of
Music. It may not have
been the best preparation for a career in photography, or furniture,
but Elbert now applies
the discipline required
of both to achieve the
fine detail found in his
furniture.
Before falling into his
furniture, literally, he
fell into small-town journalism as a young man
because he wanted to try
something new - taking
risks can result in success, he maintains.
As career opportunities in journalism blossomed well beyond taking photos of real estate
listings, he eventually
moved into metropolitan
areas because “that’s
where the money was
in journalism.” There
were stints at The Palm
Beach Post and The
Miami Herald.
Elbert was hired at
The Washington Post
by storied editor Ben
Bradlee who was at the
paper’s helm during the
release of the Pentagon
Papers and the Watergate scandal. Under
Elbert’s direction, from
1988 through 2007, the
Post’s photography staff
won more awards than
any other newspaper in
the history of journalism.
In 1995 the National
Press Photographers
Association named
Elbert Editor of the
Year. Before becoming
an editor, Elbert photographed everything

Joseph Elbert’s workshop/studio in Leon.

from revolutions to
Super Bowls winning
numerous awards in the
process. This part of
his life can be viewed at
josephelbert.info.
It was at the Post that
Elbert also met his wife
Kathy, who was an art
director at the newspaper.
As it unpredictably
does, change comes
for all things and print
media was/is no exception. These changes in
the publishing industry
led to an opportunity
for the couple to take
early retirement a few
years ago. Kathy just
happened to originally
be from Leon in Mason
County and the pair
returned to the area to
be near Kathy’s family.
“I had an incredible
career and because of
that I didn’t have anything to prove,” Joe said
about leaving the “big
time” behind.
He and Kathy literally
“bought the (family)
farm” in Leon. It was
here, in the spring of
2011, that Joseph decided to change course. His
background in music,
photography and design
plus an interest in wood
working, laid the foundation for creating “art
furniture.”

This only makes sense
to Joe. Architecture is
the influence and catalyst of his designs. Art
Deco skyscrapers, Frank
Lloyd Wright’s organic
blending of metal with
wood and the cantilevered overhangs of midcentury modern buildings find a place in his
furniture.
He spent a year perfecting what he calls
his idee fixe–the recurring vertical line of his
chairs, lamps and tables.
Inspiration came from
prints of the Chrysler
and Empire State buildings that hang in his
dining room. Translating the idea turned into Joseph Elbert, a native of Indiana, is a former managing editor of photography for The Washington
hours of cutting narrow Post who now lives in Leon, making functional art in the form of furniture.
wood strips, adjusting
their lengths, fine tuning
spatial relationships and
finally perfecting assembly techniques.
In late June 2012,
two significant events
happened back to back.
A powerful derecho
swept through West
Virginia taking down
hundreds of trees and
The Mountain State
Arts and Crafts Fair jury
was reviewing applicants
in Ripley. Saving fallen
trees became Joe’s
“Rescued Wood” at the
See act | 47 Joseph Elbert’s pieces on display.

OH-70042002

Clinic Hours:
BY APPOINTMENT

1520 OH-160, Gallipolis, OH 45631

(740) 446-9752

Monday: 8am to 6pm
Tuesday: 8am to 6pm
Wednesday: 8am to 6pm
Thursday: 8am to 5pm
Friday: 8am to 5pm
Saturday: 8am to noon
Surgeries: Monday thru Friday

The entire staff at RiverBend Animal Clinic is dedicated to providing the highest quality
medical and surgical care to our patients, and the best possible service to our clients.
We treat your pets as if they were our own, with special attention and personalized care.
We hold ourselves to the highest standards in professional care, because we feel that is what you
and your pet deserve. We appreciate the trust you show in allowing us to care for your family’s pets.
If you are searching for veterinary service we hope the information here will help you in choosing a
clinic. For our current clients, you can keep up to date on new products and services and maybe get
to know us a little better.
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Built to last in the Ohio Valley
Staff Report

if the structure “was on
the tour?” The grandson
said it was not but they
POINT PLEASANT
were welcome to come
— Sitting in that often
forgotten space between inside and take a look.
the back of Main Street That tourist did just that,
then went back to the
and the front of the
boat and brought more,
flood wall in Point
and more visitors. WordPleasant, is something
of-mouth spread to those
unforgettable.
in the local tourism office
The A.F. (Adam
Frederick) Kisar House and Margaret was asked
if she’d open her home to
has been a part of the
visiting strangers and by
city since at least 1900,
built by, and named for, default, she opened up
her life to them as well.
a German-born, local
The home’s reputation
businessman who was a
for being one-of-a-kind
jeweler and river dock
spread, as did Margaret’s
owner near the turn
generosity. She joked
of the 20th Century.
she never “took a dime”
The nearly 120 year
from those strangers
old structure is now
touring her home and
owned by the City of
became embarrassed
Point Pleasant though
when a guest left a tip in
its care and restoration
the candy jar, once. She
have been completely
promptly hid that jar.
entrusted to the Main
Margaret and her late
Street Point Pleasant
husband Wayne, purorganization.
chased the home in 1962,
For years, the home
though it was, as Margawas occupied, and its
ret put it, “in ruins.” She
history preserved, by
said she cried and told
the Kincaid family. The
Wayne, “we’ll never live
family’s matriarch, the
in it.” The couple spent
late Margaret Kincaid,
three years just getting it
opened the historic
to the point where they
home up to visitors
could move in.
totally by accident and
Though the home
found herself part of
may’ve been in disrepair,
a burgeoning tourism
culture in the city in the it was built to last. The
exterior bricks were
late 1990’s; a culture
which continues to grow imported from England
and cover all but one side
today.
of the home. Kisar didn’t
According to articles
have enough bricks to
found in the archives of
finish and had to use
Ohio Valley Publishing,
American-made bricks
once, when the storied
but when that side began
Delta Queen docked at
Riverfront Park, a tourist to crumble, Wayne had it
stuccoed. The imported
was wandering around
bricks still stand on the
downtown and saw the
home. The tourist asked home today and were
given some “TLC” durone of Kincaid’s granding the restoration prosons, who was standing
cess the home has been
near the front entrance,

undergoing for the last
10-plus years.
The home once had
a balcony which overlooked the Ohio River
and a rose garden where
the shelter house now
stands at Riverfront
Park. The balcony and
front porch have also
since been restored, with
side entrances revamped
and a handicapped ramp
put in place as well at the
home. The majority of
the windows have also
been restored to “period
correct” appearance.
Inside the home, is
an array of woodwork
and inlaid wood ceilings - wood ceiling tiles
which were fastened with
screws to be removed
in the event of a flood.
Imported tile also decorate the walls, stairway
and first floor. A parquet
wood ceiling adorns the
parlor and each room
has its own unique fireplace, a throwback to a
different time. No two
fireplaces are alike in the
home which has no less
than 9 bedrooms.
Archived articles
report the ornate woodworking was hand-carved
by a craftsman named
Jake Keib who reportedly
worked in a furniture
factory that was located
on First Street when the
home was built. Keib
also reportedly made
a carving of a wooden
griffin that is as tall as
a man. The griffin was
said to be part of a pair
that adorned the marble
staircase at the Lowe
Hotel at one time, both
File photos
acting as ornate newel
The front of the A.F. Kisar Home was recently restored to reflect its appearance when it was built
See last | 43

around the turn of the 20th Century. The balcony once looked out over a rose garden but still looks
over the Ohio River.

Southern Local Schools
920 Elm Street ~ Racine, Ohio 45771

Southern High School

Southern Elementary

SOUTHERN LOCAL MISSION STATEMENT
Southern Local Schools, with community involvement,
will prepare our students to meet the
challenges of tomorrow by modeling excellence
and teaching fundamental skills today.
Tony Deem - Superintendent
Daniel Otto - High School Principal 7-12
Scott Wolfe - Administrative Assistant Tricia McNickle - Principal PK-6
Christi Hendrix - Treasurer

OH-70044615

PROGRAMS
Boys and Girls Athletics
Future Farmers of America - Wood/Metal
Shop/Tech/Agriculture
Electronic Media and Writing For Publication
Schoolwide Title I Programming
Targeted Intervention Programming
Virtual Learning Center Programming
Reconnecting Youth
Tornado Pride Academic Program
Special Education Services
High Academic Standards

State Superintendent’s Ohio School of Promise
Five Year Math Program
High-Tech Biology/Botany/Chemistry/Physics
Top Regional Percentage of Students Advancing to College
Average of $200,000 in Scholarships Provided
Vocational Offerings through Meigs Voc.
Program
Parent Resource Center
Two Units of Pre-School
Early Childhood Education

Award-winning Band and Extracurriculars
State of the Art High School Classrooms
Science Olympiad
CC+-College Credit Plus
In-House Southern Health Clinic
New Community Fitness Center
Carol White PEP Grant for Fitness
STAR Reading Program
Accelerated Reader Program
Headstart Unit
CEP Free Lunch & Breakfast for all in Elementary
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Transitions Home Health Care

Meeting the needs of the community it serves
COOLVILLE —
Transitions Home
Health Care was started
in June of 2016, in
Coolville, Ohio, by
Angie CremeansShamblin of Beckley,
West Virginia.
Angie is originally
from the area and
established Transitions
Home Health Care when
she moved back to this
area permanently; with
the intent to be the best
employer in the area,
believing that, “the
better you treat your
employees, the better
they would be with the
patients they serve and
the patients are our
number one priority.”
Transitions Home

Health Care serves
only, what they call,
“The Community.” The
Community, consist of
parts of Athens County,
all of Meigs County
and Little Hocking and
Belpre of Washington
County; preferring to
stay within a 25-mile
radius from their office
location. They have
no intention of ever
expanding. Shamblin
says that she prefers
to stay small to better
know the patients
and the aides, thereby
having a greater
understanding of the
patient’s needs and
provide a higher quality
of care for them.
Transitions Home

Health Care is currently
one of the largest
Healthcare employers
in the general area.
Employing over 60
employees and expects
to employ over 100
employees by January
of 2019. While
Transitions Home
Health Care business
continues to grow so
does their impact on
the community. From
sponsoring youth league
teams, events for the
local fire departments
and local school
events, to hosting
local health related
clinics and offering free
services to patients
in need with little or
no financial ability to

Home National Bank opens in Middleport

File Photo

Home National Bank officially opened its Middleport Branch in August 2017, expanding to serve the
Middleport community in addition to its Syracuse and Racine locations. Bank President Roma Sayre
and Executive Vice President John Hoback cut the ribbon, with Middleport branch employees, other
business owners, local officials, and bank board members looking on. Pictured are (front from left)
Teller Tori Wolfe, John Hoback, Roma Sayre and Teller Jennifer Payne, (back from left) Tom Wolfe,
Branch Manager Randy Pierce, Board Members Tim Baum, Marvin Hill, Jennifer Sheets, Dave Fox, and
Head Teller Betsy Wolfe.

pay, Transitions Home
Health Care believes
that giving back to
their community is
imperative.
Dr. and Mrs. Shamblin
plan to open additional
health care related
businesses in the
Coolville area within the
next six to nine months.
Providing more jobs
and a variety of other
services to the place
where they call home.
Transitions Home
Health Care ask that

you chose them for
your future home health
care and or the care
of your loved ones.
Some of the Benefits
of Home Healthcare
are: Health Care and/or
light housekeeping and
personal care provided
in the comfort of your
own home, one-on-one
care, reduced need for
hospitalization, in-home
patient and family
education of diseases
and the process, the
length of hospital

Courtesy Photos

Transitions Home Health Care
was started in June of 2016,
in Coolville, Ohio, by Angie
Cremeans-Shamblin of Beckley,
West Virginia.

stay- reduced, patients
health monitoring and
response to treatment
monitored.

Beaches and Cream to reopen in May

File photo

Beaches and Cream, located in the Walmart shopping plaza at Mason, was opened by the Grate
family in August 2017 and will reopen for the 2018 season in May. The shop features 14 flavors
of frozen yogurt, as well as other food treats, a playground area, and a room for birthday parties
and other events. Pictured in front of the beach wall mural and cloud ceiling tiles are owners Tony
and Miranda Grate, with their four children, Elliotte, Lane, Levi and Lachlan. The business was
recently honored by the Mason County Area Chamber of Commerce with its Best Development
Award for 2017.

Last
From page 42

posts. When the griffins
fell out of fashion, Wayne
purchased one from the
hotel sometime after
1962 - the whereabouts
of the other griffin are
unknown. It was too big
to sit at the bottom of
the staircase as a newel
post in the Kisar home
but instead roosts in
the foyer, keeping watch
over the home since the
1960’s. The griffin was
named Hezekiah by Margaret.
In 2003, Ohio Valley
Publishing, printed an
article about the home,
quoting the Kincaids’ son
Eddie as saying, “I think
she (Margaret) enjoys
showing the house to
Courtesy
people and telling them
One of two wooden griffins which sat as a newel post at the Lowe Hotel, then the Spencer Hotel,
about it. It lets her share ended up in the A.F. Kisar Home. Pictured is the face of the Kincaid’s griffin named Hezekiah as he
some of her life with oth- watches over the house.
ers. If anyone wants to
look, all they have to do
is ask.”
With Wayne passing
years before her, Margaret’s dream was for the
home to stay open in
some way to the public.
That dream has been
steadily moving towards
completion, now 14 years
after her death.
The Hartley Family
acquired the house and
donated it to the City of
Point Pleasant in 2006.
Since then, Main Street
Point Pleasant has continued its stewardship of the
property, which includes
a restoration project estimated to eventually reach
near $1 million.
Main Street Point
Pleasant is credited for
File photos
See Last | 48

One of the more recent restoration projects on the A.F. Kisar Home has been the replacement of
windows to be “period correct.”

Courtesy

The late Margaret Kincaid pictured in 2004, shortly before her
death at 88 years old. Here, Kincaid stands in her living room with
an extra-large Christmas tree. The high ceilings in the home could
accomodate more than the average scotch pine.

Courtesy

One of two wooden griffins which sat as a newel post at the Lowe
Hotel, then the Spencer Hotel, ended up in the A.F. Kisar Home.
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Southern implements breakfast in the classroom

File photos

With the help of grant funding, Southern Local School District is working to implement a Breakfast in the Classroom program to better meet the needs of its students. The grant was funded by Walmart and
awarded by the Partners for Breakfast in the Classroom. Southern was awarded $47,909.16 in grant funding for the three-year cycle in November 2017. With the new program students have the option of
many breakfast items delivered to their classrooms each morning. Southern Local administrators, Ohio Education Association representatives and Children’s Hunger Alliance representatives joined Rachel
Hupp’s kindergarten class recently to kick off the Breakfast in the Classroom grant.

‘Grown’ in the Ohio Valley
By Mindy Kearns
Special to OVP

OHIO VALLEY
— Bob’s Market and
Greenhouses definitely
fits the theme “Made in
the Ohio Valley” as well
as “Grown in the Ohio
Valley” and beyond.
The organization’s
greenhouses in Mason
are now ablaze with
colors ranging from red,
pink, purple, orange and
others, as their many
flower varieties begin to
bloom.
In fact, about 50
people recently attended
the company’s annual
Spring Color Tour,
which took visitors on
a guided tour through
the production facility to
see the beginning of the
colors, according to John
Morgan, information
technologist. While it is
just the start of seeing
the blooms atop the
plants, Morgan said
it is actually the peak
production time for
the business to send
finished product across
the many states where it
sells both as retail and
wholesale.
The market will once
again be selling all of
the usual high quality
vegetable and flower
plants that customers
have grown accustomed
to, but Morgan said the
newest offerings this
year do not tend to have
many blooms, if any at
all. He said Bob’s will be
selling more succulents
this season than in past
years. He noted that
succulents have gained
in popularity. They can
be used in container
gardens, as well as
landscape beds, and
most have easy care and
are drought tolerant.
And while Bob’s
Market is most known
for the plant product
itself, Morgan said a
number of new programs
are being added at
the business this year,
both to reward loyal
customers, as well as
help them take care of
and properly plant their
purchases.
“Market Rewards”
will soon roll out for
customers. Morgan
said for every dollar
spent at a Bob’s Market
location, 10 points will
be awarded. When 1,000
points are reached, the
customer will receive $5
off their next purchase.
A total of 2,000 points
will be given when a
person signs up for the
program, which must
be completed at a retail
location.
“That’s like paying

someone $10 just to sign
up,” Morgan added.
Two new programs
will also be offered
online at bobsmarket.
com to help customers
make the most of their
purchases.
Morgan said
residents can sign up
on the website for a
new podcast that will
be launched. “Keep
It Growing” will be
featured every two
weeks and will be
geared toward the
gardening beginner.
He said while there
are many gardening
podcasts available
for viewing, most are
geared for the advanced
gardener. Morgan
will be interviewing
professionals on all
types of horticulture,
from vegetables to
flowers, houseplants to
trees, and many more
topics.
Morgan said people
can reach the podcasts
through iTunes or
Google Play. Anyone
needing help in finding
the podcast can go to
the “how-to” section
on the Bob’s Market
homepage.
The market will also
be partnering with a
company called “Grow
It” this season. By downloading the app, people
can post pictures of their
plants and rate photos
that others post. They
can also gain helpful
information on how to
care for various plants, as
well as receive help identifying unknown plants
and flowers.
Anyone downloading
the app to their phones
will be able to go to a
Bob’s Market location,
and by showing an
employee, will receive a
free package of seeds.
In addition to all
of the new programs,
Morgan said some structural improvements and
remodeling have been
accomplished at the Gallipolis, OH retail store.
The outdoor nursery
area has been remodeled,
with smoother pathways
throughout. The inside
greenhouse area now has
a concrete floor, making
it more handicap friendly,
as well as easier to push
plant carts. The floor in
the market area has been
repainted, and the layout
of the store has been
changed, Morgan said.
Bob’s Market has retail
operations in Mason,
W.Va., Belpre and Gallipolis, Ohio, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
and Atlanta, Ga.
Mindy Kearns is a freelance writer
for Ohio Valley Publishing.

Mindy Kearns | Courtesy

A pathway of color is pictured in one of the many greenhouses located at the Bob’s Market and Greenhouses facility in Mason. While
it is just the beginning of the blooms atop the plants, the business in at peak production time to be sending the finished product to
businesses across many states.`

Employees at Bob’s Market and Greenhouses are pictured as they ready plants to be sent to one of the retail locations. Bob’s Market has
retail stores in Mason, WV, Belpre and Gallipolis, OH, Pittsburg, PA, and Atlanta, GA.

Geraniums of orange, pink, red and white await customers at Bob’s
Market and Greenhouses locations this year. A Spring Color Tour A look up in one of the greenhouses at Bob’s Market will show
was recently held at the production facility in Mason that guided thousands of hanging baskets in many varieties of plants and
flowers.
people through the sea of colors.
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Your Best Choice for Home Health Care!
1-844-359-CARE (2273)
Ph. 740-667-0004 / Fax 740-667-0075
Email: care@transitionshomehealthcare.org
www.transitionshomehealthcare.org
• We accept Private Pay, Medicaid, Medicaid Waiver, Workers Compensation, Most Insurances & Passport

We Are Now Accepting Medicare
We Oﬀer the Following Services:
Skilled Nursing Services

Home Health Aide Services

Patient & Family Education

Meal Preparation

Medication Management

Light Housekeeping

IV Therapy

Personal Care

Wound Care

Basic Errands

Orthopedic care

Companionship

Disease Management & Teaching

Respite

Pulmonary Care
Urology Care
Infection Control
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Diabetic Management

OH-70044406

We feel that the better we treat our employees, the better they will be
with our patients; and our patients are our number one priority.
Serving Athens, Meigs, and Washington Counties
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WE MAKE CAR DREAMS COME TRUE!
$23,935

$31,375

$19,848

$38,031

$31,955

$34,589

NEW 2018 CHEVROLET
COLORADO
CREW CAB SHORT BOX
4-WHEEL DRIVE Z71
Stock Number A18711

NEW 2018 CHEVROLET
MALIBU 1LS
Stock Number A18023

NEW 2018 CHEVROLET
TRAVERSE
AWD 1LT
Stock Number A18521

NEW 2018 CHEVROLET
MALIBU PREMIER
Stock Number A18034

NEW 2018 CHEVROLET
TRAVERSE FWD 1LT
Stock Number A18612

$35,234

$35,411

$42,449

$21,889

$67,000

NEW 2018 CHEVROLET
IMPALA PREMIER
Stock Number A18258

NEW 2018 CHEVROLET
IMPALA PREMIER
Stock Number A18422

NEW 2018 CHEVROLET
CAMARO 2DR CPE 2SS
Stock Number A18051

$99,430

$16,748

$16,748

$18,384

$21,845

$23,179

NEW 2018 CHEVROLET
CORVETTE GRAND SPORT
COUPE 3LT
Stock Number A18457

NEW 2018 CHEVROLET
CRUZE SEDAN LS
(AUTOMATIC)
Stock Number A18569

NEW 2018 CHEVROLET
CRUZE SEDAN LS
(AUTOMATIC)
Stock Number A18571

NEW 2018 CHEVROLET
CRUZE SEDAN LT
(AUTOMATIC)
Stock Number A18345

NEW 2018 CHEVROLET
EQUINOX AWD LS
Stock Number A18026

NEW 2018 CHEVROLET
EQUINOX AWD LIT
Stock Number A18439

$31,132

$32,446

$34,444

$36,342

$38,213

$58,526

NEW 2018 CHEVROLET
COLORADO
EXTENDED CAB LONG BOX
4-WHEEL DRIVE WT
Stock Number A18153

$35,425

NEW 2018 CHEVROLET
COLORADO CREW CAB
SHORT BOX 4-WHEEL DRIVE
Z71
Stock Number A18150

NEW 2018 CHEVROLET
SILVERADO 1500 REGULAR
CAB LONG BOX 4-WHEEL
DRIVE WT
Stock Number A18277

$34,567

NEW 2018 CHEVROLET
SILVERADO 3500HD
REGULAR CAB LONG BOX
4-WHEEL DRIVE WORK
TRUCK
Stock Number A18793

$31,285

NEW 2018 GMC ACADIA
AWD SLE-1
Stock Number A18394

$21,716

NEW 2018 GMC TERRAIN
FWD SLE
Stock Number A18611

$11,990

USED 2014 BUICK VERANO
4DR SDN CONVENIENCE
GROUP
Stock Number A14500A

$7,990

USED 2012 CHEVROLET
IMPALA LT
Stock Number A18246A

$10,990

OH-70044377

USED 2007 CHEVROLET
AVALANCHE 4WD CREW CAB
LT W/1LT
Stock Number A18548A

NEW 2018 CHEVROLET
SILVERADO 1500 REGULAR
CAB LONG BOX 4-WHEEL
DRIVE WT
Stock Number A18463

$32,665

NEW 2018 GMC SIERRA 1500
REGULAR CAB LONG BOX
4-WHEEL DRIVE
Stock Number A18507

$43,187

NEW 2018 GMC ACADIA AWD
DENALI
Stock Number A18132

$34,474

NEW 2018 GMC TERRAIN
AWD DENALI
Stock Number A18580

$17,990

USED 2016 BUICK ENCORE
SPORT TOURING AWD
Stock Number A18140A

$10,815

USED 2008 CADILLAC CTS
4DR SDN RWD W/1SB
Stock Number A18556B

$11,990

USED 2007 CHEVROLET
TAHOE 4WD 4DR 15OO LT
Stock Number A18616A

NEW 2018 CHEVROLET
SILVERADO 1500 DOUBLE
CAB STANDARD BOX
4-WHEEL DRIVE CUSTOM
Stock Number A18054

$41,011

NEW 2018 GMC SIERRA1500
CREW CAB SHORT BOX
4-WHEEL DRIVE SLT
PREMIUM PACKAGE
Stock Number A18680

$31,783

NEW 2018 GMC CANYON
CREW CAB SHORT BOX
4-WHEEL DRIVE SLE
Stock Number A18055

$71,450

NEW 2018 GMC YUKON 4WD
4DR DENALI
Stock Number A18657

$25,990

USED 2016 CHEVROLET
COLORADO EXTENDED CAB
LONG BOX 4-WHEEL DRIVE LT
Stock Number A18492A

$5,990

USED 2006 BUICK LUCERNE
4DR SDN CX
Stock Number A18484A

$15,590

USED 2007 CHEVROLET
TAHOE 4WD 4DR 1500 LTZ
Stock Number A18600A

NEW 2018 CHEVROLET
SILVERADO 1500 CREW CAB
SHORT BOX 4-WHEEL DRIVE
LT ALL STAR EDITION
Stock Number A18249

$41,957

NEW 2018 GMC SIERRA
1500 CREW CAB SHORT
BOX 4-WHEEL DRIVE SLT
PREMIUM PLUS PACKAGE
Stock Number A18679

$38,071

NEW 2018 GMC CANYON
CREW CAB SHORT BOX
4-WHEEL DRIVE SLT
Stock Number A18056

$75,171

NEW 2018 GMC YUKON XL
4WD 4DR DENALI
Stock Number A18637

$14,290

USED 2008 GMC SIERRA 1500
4WD CREW CAB SHORT BOX
SLE1
Stock Number A18683A

$11,990

USED 2014 BUICK VERANO
4DR SDN CONVENIENCE
GROUP
Stock Number A14500A

$16,990

USED 2010 CHEVROLET
CAMARO COUPE 1SS
Stock Number A18331A

NEW 2018 CHEVROLET CITY
EXPRESS CARGO VAN FWD
115” LS
Stock Number A18438

NEW 2018 CHEVROLET
SILVERADO 2500HD DOUBLE
CAB STANDARD BOX
4-WHEEL DRIVE WORK
TRUCK
Stock Number A18741

$25,495

NEW 2017 GMC CANYON
EXTENDED CAB LONG BOX
4-WHEEL DRIVE
Stock Number A17943

$47,951

NEW 2018 GMC SIERRA
2500HD CREW CAB
STANDARD BOX 4-WHEEL
DRIVE SLE
Stock Number A18427

$40,746

NEW 2018 BUICK ENCLAVE
ESSENCE AWD
Stock Number A18582

Call for
price

NEW 2017 CHEVROLET
SUBURBAN 4WD 1500
PREMIER
Stock Number A17769

NEW 2018 CHEVROLET
SILVERADO 2500HD CREW
CAB STANDARD BOX
4-WHEEL DRIVE LTZ
Stock Number A18709

$29,551

NEW 2018 GMC ACADIA FWD
SLE-1
Stock Number A18806

$21,360

NEW 2018 GMC TERRAIN
FWD SLE
Stock Number A18820

$19,587

NEW 2018 BUICK ENCORE
PREFERRED AWD
Stock Number A18662

$14,990

USED 2002 CHEVROLET
MALIBU
4DR SDN
Stock Number A18423A

USED 2015 CHEVROLET
MALIBU 1LTZ
Stock Number A18057B

$6,990

$5,990

USED 2008 BUICK ENCLAVE
FWD 4DR CX
Stock Number A18650A

$16,390

USED 2011 CHEVROLET
SILVERADO 1500 EXTENDED
CAB STANDARD BOX
4-WHEEL DRIVE LT
Stock Number A18771A

USED 2007 BUICK RAINIER
AWD 4DR CXL
Stock Number A18652A

$12,990

USED 2012 CHEVROLET
EQUINOX AWD 2LT
Stock Number A18648A

42411 Charles Chancey Dr. Pomeroy,
OH 45769 • (740) 444-4135
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Leading healthcare
in Jackson County

Swisher & Lohse: Locally owned since 1946

Courtesy

Jackson General Hospital continues to strive for excellence
and become the healthcare provider of choice in the Mid-Ohio
Valley. Comprised of affiliated physician practice groups, Jackson
General Hospital is a network of over 50 providers and more than
300 employees, serving the healthcare needs of the residents of
Jackson and surrounding counties. Emergency care 24/7 at 122
Pinnell Street, Ripley, West Virginia. For more information call
304-373-0133.

Courtesy

Swisher & Lohse has deep roots in Pomeroy and Meigs County. The independent pharmacy has been part of the community and
locally owned since 1946. In 1946, Swisher and Lohse Pharmacy opened on the upper block where Mayer’s Bakery used to be with
Wayne Swisher, Harold Lohse and one clerk. The drug store was a huge success, running out of inventory the first day. Edward J
Zatta, RPH, purchased the company on Nov. 10, 2007. He has been involved in independent pharmacy since graduating from Ohio
Northern University in 1988. Swisher & Lohse Pharmacy offers a full range of pharmacy services including prescription medications
including generics, over the counter medications and a variety of treatment and therapy options to best meet your preferences.
Swisher & Lohse is located on E. Main St. Visit the convenient drive-thru or use the free delivery service. Also visit Jittery Joe’s
Coffee Shop inside Swisher & Lohse Pharmacy. The pharmacy is open from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m., Monday-Friday and 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on
Saturday. Jittery Joe’s is open from 8:30 a.m. to 7 p.m., Monday-Friday and 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Saturday.

Act

Hopewell Health Centers serving the community

From page 41

same time he was juried into the Mountain State’s
50th anniversary Arts and Crafts Fair for the
following year.
The Derecho Collection was introduced at the
fair in July 2013. In November of 2013 his work
earned an award of excellence from The West
Virginia Division of Culture and History and
was included in its West Virginia 2013 Juried
Exhibition.
Of course, every artist needs a place to create.
Joe had his “ultimate workshop” built on the family
farm by local artisans. This is where he builds his
pieces and puts into practice his own advice - don’t
be afraid to fail. He also said, he’s had to learn to
be his own worst critic.
“Two weeks into (building) a piece and I might
say, ‘wow, this is the ugliest piece of ….’ and
declare victory and move on,” he joked.
When talking about the design of his first chair,
he said it took a year to bring together.
“I sat on it (for the first time) and it totally
collapsed into a million pieces,” he laughed,
explaining he has since perfected it as well as an
“art chair” that isn’t just visually appealing but
provides much comfort.
“But that’s what’s fun about it now. A year later
a component (of the failed piece) might resurface
and you incorporate that into something else and it
works wonderfully.”
He calls what he does “functional art” and
explains, it’s “basically art to be used.” He said
functional art can be found all around us - from a
Gillette razor to a Ducati motorcycle.
“It’s serving a purpose,” Joe explained about his
pieces which includes not only chairs but lamps
with Art Deco influences, all from locally sourced
wood.
The wood has to cure for about a year before he
can mold it into furniture. He currently has 300
feet of white oak now dried, cured and ready to be
transformed into form and functionality.
He said he gets ideas from watching television
and movies, calling Tim Burton’s “Alice in
Wonderland” adaptation “incredible” for
inspiration, but he often circles back to the
architecture and the Art Deco influence of the
Empire State Building.
“I like looking at the way people build things
and wonder if I can translate that into something
people can use…I’ve never had a problem
daydreaming,” he said.
In the “art furniture” side of his brain, he’s
been contemplating designs for specialty tables
and overhead light fixtures - all with clean lines,
of course. Curves simply don’t compute with his
photographer’s sensibility though the “wow” factor
is innate.
Besides finding his furniture online at
josephelbert.com, his pieces can be found at
Gallery at 409 in Point Pleasant and Tamarack in
Beckley.
Now, at 71 years old, he says his hobbies keep
him out of trouble. One of those hobbies being
becoming a member of the Putnam County Gun
Club. Joe jokes, he’s finally a cowboy, too.
“I have created a wonderful fantasy for myself.”

File photos

Joined by members of the Hopewell Health Centers dental team, The Tooth Fairy visited with local students talking about healthy
foods versus unhealthy foods and tips about brushing. Toward the end of each presentation, the Hopewell Health Centers’ dental
team helped the students brush their teeth along to the song, “Tooth Brushing Song by Blippi”, found on YouTube. Assisting with the
program were Members of Hopewell Health Centers’ Dental Team (left to right) Tori Manring, Becky Sheerer, Amber Johnson, Jordan
Gillian, and Josiah Rawson. Not pictured: Kayla Skidmore and Kaitlin Hill. Hopewell Health Centers’ Dental Clinic is located at 41865
Pomeroy Pike, Pomeroy, Ohio, and is open Monday-Friday, 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Most private and public insurances are accepted in addition
to Medicaid or by a sliding fee scale. Call 740-992-0540 to schedule an appointment.
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going after all the funds
to restore the home
including: $200,000 for
the roof and gutters;
$546,000 for exterior
brick and mortar wok,
restoration of the front

and side porches and
installation of a handicapped ramp. Last year, it
was estimated the organization had raised around
$821,000 so far for restoration efforts, the latest
of which was the effort to
replace the windows in
2017.
Main Street Point
Pleasant Executive Direc-

tor Charles Humphreys,
who worked with Margaret to help make her
dream of keeping the
home open, said the next
step will be looking for
grants to install a heating and cooling system.
This will help maintain
the home’s interior which
he hopes will eventually
serve as a museum in
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effort is on a foundation
built to last.
This story based, in
part, upon the archives of
Ohio Valley Publishing.
Beth Sergent contributed
to this report.
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some capacity, with a
memorial garden attached
to the property on the
outside.
“There isn’t anything
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said of the home. “We’re
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